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Abstract
Ferroelectric materials are defined by a spontaneous polarisation that is reversible
under an electric field, and represent promising candidates for various applications
including data storage and nanoelectronic devices. A crucial aspect of harnessing the
functionality of ferroelectrics for such devices involves locally controlling and
understanding the microstructural dynamics such as ferroelectric switching behaviour
and domain wall motion. Intuitively, electric fields have been extensively used to
probe and provide insight into these dynamics. Some studies have also investigated
the role of mechanical stress on ferroelectrics, and with the advent of atomic force
microscopy (AFM), it is now possible for large stresses to be applied from nanoscale
AFM tips in a controlled, highly localised manner that is ideally suited to thin films.
In this context, recent studies have shown that nanoscale stress can be used to cause
ferroelectric switching in ultra-thin films through the flexoelectric effect. Beyond
ultra-thin films however, a number of open questions still remain on the role of
nanoscale stress on the numerous ferroelectric materials which possess a strong
coupling to stress: for instance, thin films which possess a coexistence of phases due
to misfit strain from an underlying substrate and improper ferroelectrics where
ferroelectricity occurs as a by-product of ferroelasticity. This gives rise to the
possibility of a broad range of different microstructural dynamics which can be
induced by nanoscale stress, some of which this thesis aims to explore.
The role of nanoscale stress was first investigated on a mixed phase
microstructure. The BiFeO3 thin film studied possesses an epitaxially strain-driven
nanoscale coexistence of phases, and exhibits a range of enhanced properties that are
critically dependent on the spatial distribution and relative population of these phases.
Nanoscale stress was found to cause locally increase the population of one phase, while
electric fields were found to increase the population of the other phase. This enabled
reversible control over the coexisting phases in the film to be demonstrated. The
observed phase competition could be effectively explained by thermodynamic
arguments, thereby demonstrating local deterministic control of the mixed phase
populations.
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In addition to the effect of stress alone on the microstructure of a mixed phase
material, electric field induced hysteretic switching behaviour was examined under
varying magnitudes of nanoscale stress. A similar mixed phase film was first studied,
Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3, with a chemically-driven coexistence of different phases made
available due to the composition near the morphotropic phase boundary. A distinct
change in switching behaviour was observed under larger applied stresses, as measured
through a piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) based technique. The change in
behaviour was attributed to a local exhaustion of ferroelastic contributions. From this
demonstrated viability of using nanoscale stress to probe and understand electric field
induced switching processes, as well as the profound effect that applied stress has on
the phase population of mixed phase BiFeO3, similar experiments were subsequently
carried out on the BiFeO3 film. Again, pronounced changes in switching behaviour
were observed under increased applied stress. In this case analysis of the measured
response and tip-surface contact behaviour during switching revealed the change in
behaviour to arise from stress-induced alterations in the sequence of phase
transformations which occur during a ferroelectric switching cycle.
Finally, the role of nanoscale stress was investigated on a single phase, single
crystal as opposed to a mixed phase thin film. Although the microstructure of the single
crystal should be heavily clamped by its surroundings, the material studied, Cu-Cl
boracite, is an improper ferroelectric and proper ferroelastic and so any ferroelastic
reconfiguration should automatically affect the ferroelectric microstructure. Moreover
the recent observation of injection of charged conducting domain walls in the crystal
under site-specific stress from a macroscopic point source, provided further impetus
towards achieving more precise localised control over the microstructure through
nanoscale stress. Through application of large stresses in the plastic indentation regime
from specialised, ultra-stiff cantilevers, local domain reorganisation was observed.
Analysis of nucleated domain microstructure revealed the presence of charged
domains walls, pointing towards the viability of using nanoscale stress to inject
conducting domain walls in a single crystal. The work also illustrates the possibility
of observing more extensive microstructural changes on free standing lamella where
clamping from surrounding regions would be minimised.
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1. Introduction
Discovered in 1920 by J. Valasek in Rochelle salt, ferroelectricity is defined by a
spontaneous electrical polarisation that is switchable under an electric field.1 Initially
a mere curiosity, it was over 20 years later that the synthesis of barium titanate during
the Second World War triggered more extensive interest in ferroelectrics. The
relatively simple crystal structure of BaTiO3 enabled theoretical studies which
accurately described the rich fundamental physics that underpins ferroelectricity.2
These early theoretical studies also revealed a strong coupling between changes in the
polarisation of a ferroelectric material and the deformation of its crystal structure.3
This gives rise to useful electromechanical phenomena present in all ferroelectrics
such as piezoelectricity, a property studied since the 1880’s where an internal electric
field appears under applied stress. Such phenomena have enabled widespread
industrial applications for ferroelectric materials in actuators, ultrasound generators
and transducers. Studies also focussed on utilising the ferroelectric properties, namely
the reversible polarisation, in pursuit of potential applications such as memory and
laser devices.4 This led to a number of studies across the 1950’s and 60’s where new
ferroelectric materials were discovered5 and greater insight was achieved into alreadyknown ferroelectric materials.6 Consequently, more exotic strain-mediated phenomena
were also observed and investigated. For instance, a number of ferroelectric materials
were also found to be ferroelastic, and analogously possess a spontaneous strain that
can be reoriented under applied stress.7 Ferroelastic properties have been found to play
a critical role in mediating ferroelectric behaviour,8 and in some materials
ferroelectricity can even occur as a direct consequence of ferroelasticity (an improper
ferroelectric).9 Moreover, mechanical boundary conditions have been shown to have a
pronounced effect on ferroelectric properties.10 With advances in the synthesis of
ferroelectric thin films over the past 20 years, stresses applied via lattice misfit strain
from substrates have caused increased ferroelectric transition temperatures,11 driven a
nanoscale coexistence of two different ferroelectric symmetry states12 and even
induced ferroelectricity in materials which are otherwise not ferroelectric at all.13
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Meanwhile, advances in atomic force microscopy (AFM) based techniques,
where an ultra-sharp tip is brought into contact with the sample surface, have enabled
the study of ferroelectric domain microstructure (regions of uniform polarisation) and
switching on the nanoscale.14 In addition, AFM based studies on the highly narrow
boundaries known as domain walls which separate adjacent domains have in some
scenarios revealed novel functionalities such as enhanced electrical conductivity in an
otherwise insulating medium.15 Intuitively, studies have focussed on the application of
electric fields in order to probe and control these properties. In this context, applied
electric fields from metallic-coated AFM tips have commonly been used to write
nanoscale domains corresponding to high density memory bits,16 and generate or
manipulate the position of conducting domain walls, thereby exploring the potential
for new forms of reconfigurable nanoelectronic devices.17 However, in some cases,
applying electric fields can be unfavourable. For instance, problems related to charge
injection can occur,18 while excessive applied bias can be required to switch bulk
crystals, especially improper ferroelectrics.19
Due to the strong coupling to strain previously described, locally applied stress
from an AFM tip represents a feasible alternative pathway through which to influence
ferroelectric polarisation. Nevertheless, the spontaneous strain of a ferroelectric is
invariant of whether the polarisation points up or down, and so until recently effects
of local stresses have been limited to a suppression of piezoresponse20 or a partial
reorientation of polarisation that recovers upon release.21 Hence, a recent report by Lu
et al., of local 180° reversal of polarisation in an ultra-thin film (< 5 nm) of BaTiO3
under AFM tip stress is of particular interest.22 In ultra-thin films, the strain gradients
underneath the tip are sufficient to permeate through the thickness of the film. As such,
the mechanism of polarisation switching was attributed to flexoelectricity: a coupling
effect between the strain gradient and polarisation. This demonstrates that given the
appropriate material, localised stress can provide a viable tool to control the
ferroelectric microstructure, and in turn, the resulting functionality. Beyond ultra-thin
films, with the numerous ferroelectric materials that are heavily coupled to strain,
questions arise as to whether additional stress-induced polarisation reorientation
pathways and microstructural dynamics can be discovered, either through flexoelectric
coupling or other mechanisms. In particular, materials where there is a competition
between different phases or improper ferroelectrics where ferroelasticity is the primary
2

order parameter could provide interesting systems in which to explore the role of
nanoscale stress. This thesis is aimed at investigating these potential phenomena.
In chapter 3, the role of stress on the phase competition in strained BiFeO3
films is studied, a material where a nanoscale coexistence of ferroelectric phases is
driven by epitaxial strain. In addition to directly influencing the ferroelectric
polarisation purely via stress, the effect of nanoscale stress on electric field-induced
hysteretic switching behaviour is investigated in a film of Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 in chapter
4, where a coexistence of phases is also available. In Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 films, ferroelastic
and ferroelectric switching processes are known to strongly interact.23 Hence the
applied stress can directly affect the ferroelastic properties of the material during
ferroelectric switching. The effect of stress in switching behaviour is then examined
on mixed phase BiFeO3 in chapter 5, where a similar ferroelectric and ferroelastic
interplay is expected. Finally, in chapter 6 a single phase system is studied, namely a
single crystal of Cu-Cl boracite. As the crystal is a primary ferroelastic and an
improper ferroelectric, applied stress can be expected to play a crucial role on the
ferroelectric microstructure.24 Firstly, over the course of the present chapter, the
general fundamental concepts pertinent to ferroelectric materials are discussed. A
particular emphasis is placed on the coupling of ferroelectric properties to strain and
ferroelasticity, providing a more detailed context as to how nanoscale stress can play
a profound role on the local ferroelectric properties.

3

1.1 Ferroelectric Materials
Ferroelectric materials are defined as possessing a net dipole moment in the absence
of an external electric field, typically referred to as a spontaneous polarisation. In
addition, this polarisation must possess at least two stable orientation states that can be
reversibly switched from one state to another under applied electric field. Such
behaviour can be experimentally observed through measurement of the polarisation
(P) as a function of applied electric field (E) and manifests in the form of a hysteresis
loop. A schematic illustration of a typical hysteresis loop is depicted in figure 1.1, from
which important features can be extracted. The saturation polarisation (Psat) gives the
maximum polarisation value of the material where all dipoles are coherently aligned
with the applied field. When the electric field is reduced back to zero, there is a net
remanent polarisation (Pr), while the spontaneous polarisation (Ps) mentioned earlier
can be defined by extrapolating from the polarisation value at high fields to zero fields
along a tangent. The coercive field (Ec) describes the electric field required to bring
the net polarisation to zero.25 Loops are most commonly obtained using capacitor-test
geometries, however careful analysis should be given to the form of the loop as similar
features can be obtained from materials displaying lossy dielectric behaviour.26
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of a ferroelectric hysteresis loop plotting polarisation P as a function of
electric field E. Spontaneous polarisation (PS), saturation polarisation (Psat), remanent
polarisation (Pr) and coercive field (Ec), are all labelled on the loop

Structurally, for a material to support ferroelectricity, the unit cell must be noncentrosymmetric and possess a unique polar axis along which a reversibly orientable
spontaneous polarisation may form. Of the 32 crystallographic point groups, which
classify crystal structures according to their symmetry, all are electrostrictive (as are
all dielectric materials), meaning that a quadratic elastic strain is induced by electric
field. 21 of these are non-centrosymmetric of which 20 are piezoelectric. Piezoelectric
materials develop a polarisation under applied stress, which is structurally underpinned
by a lack of inversion symmetry. Within this subgroup, 10 can possess a unique polar
axis and are in turn pyroelectric i.e. possess a spontaneous polarisation that can vary
with temperature. For simple pyroelectrics the direction of the spontaneous
polarisation is fixed by the crystal structure, while in a ferroelectric it can be reversibly
oriented under applied electric field.4, 27

Figure 1.2 Classification of the 32 point groups by electrical properties.
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1.2 Ferroelastic Materials
Similar to ferroelectrics, ferroelastic materials are defined as possessing two or more
spontaneous strain orientation states in the absence of external stress that can be
reversibly switched from one state to another through application of external stress.
This again manifests as a hystereis loop, from which analagous features such as
coercive stress and remanent strain can be extracted.28 Ferroelastic hysteresis loops are
experimentally measured by a range of setups, as outlined in a review by Tagantsev et
al.29 A classic example involves a shearing stress applied by a weight on a string that
is attached to the sample, with the resulting shear angle measured via an optical
inferometer to deteremine the macrsocpoic strain.28 In contrast to ferroelectricity
where the polarisation is a vector, sponatneous strain is a second rank tensor giving
rise to an different set of symmetry considerations as outlined by Aizu.7
Ferroelastics represent the most ubiquitous type of ferroic material and
comprise a significant proprtion of the Earth’s crust. Properties which manifest from
ferroelasticity such as superelasticity and shape memory effect are also commonly
used in industry.30 Although the work in this thesis primarily focusses on the role of
stress on ferroelectric properties, numerous ferroelectric materials are also ferroelastic
with a strong coupling between the associated spontaneous strain and polarisation.
Hence, influencing the ferroelasticity of such systems under localised stress can in turn
provide an interesting pathway towards controlling the resulting ferroelectric
properties.

1.3 Ferroelectric Phase Transitions
At higher temperatures, most ferroelectrics exist in a stable paraelectric state where
there is no permanent net dipole moment in the system under zero applied field. On
cooling through a critical ‘Curie temperature’ (Tc), the material transitions to a low
temperature ferroelectric state which possesses a lower symmetry compared to that of
the parent paraelectric state. In the following subsections, the transition is first
6

described in the context of how the crystal structure changes, using the example of the
general perovskite crystal structure, before the equilibrium behaviour through the
transition is described by the thermodynamic formalism of Landau theory.

1.3.1 Perovskite Example
A large number of ferroelectric materials such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and BiFeO3, both of
which are studied in this thesis, possess a perovskite-type crystal structure. Perovskites
have an ABO3 structure where “A” and “B” are metal ions. In the high temperature
paraelectric phase, illustrated in figure 1.3a, the structure consists of A cations in the
cubic corner positions, and B cations around the body centre position, while the
oxygen atoms sit around the face centred positions and form an octahedron. The phase
is centrosymmetric and thus cannot support a spontaneous polarisation. Upon cooling
through Tc into the ferroelectric phase, a relative displacement of the ionic sub-lattices
occurs resulting in a reduction in symmetry and a spontaneous polarisation. This is
usually accompanied by significant anomalies in thermal, elastic or dielectric
properties of the material and can result in a change to the dimensions of the unit cell
(i.e. a spontaneous strain).31 In the example shown in figure 1.3b (akin to that of
BaTiO3), the crystal distorts to a tetragonal symmetry with the B cation possessing two
degenerate off-centre positions along the c-axis, or in other words, a switchable
spontaneous polarisation. As a consequence of the spontaneous polarisation, a
spontaneous strain also occurs with the polar c-axis lengthening with respect to the a
and b axes. Equally, the ferroelectric distortion may also occur along the a or b axes
of the crystal, resulting in six possible polarisation orientations.32
On another note, while a spontaneous strain also arises due to the transition,
the reduction in symmetry through the phase transition here can be completely
attributed to the appearance of spontaneous polarisation, and so the material is termed
a proper ferroelectric. Otherwise, the material is termed an improper ferroelectric.33
Furthermore, if the spontaneous strain can be reversibly reoriented under applied
stress, then the material is also ferroelastic.4
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Figure 1.3 (a) A perovskite unit cell in a cubic (a, b and c axes all of equal length), paraelectric
state above Tc. (b) Below Tc, where the appearance of spontaneous polarisation (Ps) along the
c-axis results in a tetragonal symmetry with the c-axis being longer than the a- and b-axes.

1.3.2 Thermodynamic Description
Landau theory characterises the transition in terms of an order parameter Q, which
goes from zero in the high symmetry state, to a finite value in the lower symmetry
state. In the context of a proper ferroelectric transition from a paraelectric state, the
primary order parameter is the spontaneous polarisation (P). Changes in the order
parameter and other macroscopic properties such as temperature, electric field and,
most pertinently to this work, stress, manifest as changes to the free energy, F, of the
system. Starting with a simpler example of an unstrained, unpolarised crystal subject
to an electric field, E, the free energy can be expanded in terms of a single component
of polarisation
𝐹=

1 2 1 4 1 6
𝑎𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃 + 𝑐𝑃 − 𝐸. 𝑃
2
4
6

(1.1)

Where a, b and c are unknown, empirical coefficients and only even power terms are
allowed by symmetry as F is independent of the sign of P. The external field and
polarisation coupling term (E.P) can be seen to reduce the free energy when the
polarisation is aligned with the field. The behaviour of P through the phase transition
can then be found by determining the minima of F, i.e.
8

𝑑𝐹
=0
𝑑𝑃

(1.2)

If E = 0, then the free energy has a minimum when P = 0. If E is a finite value, then
equation 1.2 yields an expression for electric field in the terms of polarisation
(1.3)
𝐸 = 𝑎𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃3 + 𝑐𝑃5
An expression for the dielectric susceptibility (χ) can then be obtained by
differentiating equation 1.3 with respect to P and setting P = 0
𝑃 1
(1.4)
=
𝐸 𝑎
From Landau-Devonshire theory, it is approximated that a develops linearly with
𝜒=

temperature close to the critical Curie-Weiss temperature T0.
𝑎 = 𝑎0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )

(1.5)

In contrast, the other coefficients in the free energy expansion are independent of
temperature. Combining equations 1.4 and 1.5 gives an expression for the Curie-Weiss
behaviour of the inverse dielectric susceptibility above T0 which has been proven as
accurate for most ferroelectric materials
1
= 𝑎0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )
𝜒

(1.6)

Including the expression for a into the free energy equation 1.1 then provides a more
general description of the free energy behaviour through T0
1
1
1
(1.7)
𝑎0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )𝑃2 + 𝑏𝑃4 + 𝑐𝑃6 − 𝐸. 𝑃
2
4
6
Due to the fact that a0 and c are both positive for all known ferroelectrics,4 how the
𝐹=

free energy transforms through T0 is determined by the sign of b.34 As will be described
in the following subsection, this will describe whether the polarisation develops
continuously (second order) or discontinuously (first order) between the paraelectric
and ferroelectric states.

9

1.3.3 First and Second Order Transitions
Combining the Landau Devonshire expression for ‘a’ with equation 1.3 for electric
field gives
𝐸 = 𝑎0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃3 + 𝑐𝑃5

(1.8)

For a second order transition, b > 0 and polarisation develops continuously below T0,
which in this case is equal to Tc. The spontaneous polarisation can be estimated by
setting the electric field to zero and assuming that higher order terms than P3 are
negligibly small.
𝑎0
(𝑇 − 𝑇)
𝑏 𝑐

𝑃 = ±√

(1.9)

As illustrated in figure 1.4a, when T > Tc in the paraelectric state the minimum free
energy occurs when P = 0 as described by a single well potential. Upon cooling
through Tc, this expression results in the single well splitting into two equal and
opposite polarisations for the ferroelectric state, with no discontinuity observed.
Additionally in figure 1.4b, the dielectric susceptibility χ can be seen to diverge
towards infinity at the transition temperature.

Figure 1.4 Second order transition. (a) Plots the change in the free energy profile as a function
of polarisation at different temperatures through Tc. (b) Polarisation and (c) dielectric
susceptibility as a function of temperature.

For a first order transition, b < 0 and T0 < Tc. In contrast to the second order
transition, higher order terms must be retained in order to obtain a free energy
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minimum for finite values of P below Tc. As a result, a general quadratic solution is
required.
(1.10)
−𝑏 ± √𝑏 2 − 4𝑎0 𝑐(𝑇 − 𝑇0 )
𝑃 =
2𝑐
As illustrated in figure 1.5c, when T >> Tc, the free energy profile can again be
2

described by a single well potential. However, due to the negative coefficient, the free
energy may have a subsidiary minima at non-zero P as the temperature gets closer to
Tc, albeit at higher energies. As the temperature is lowered these minima will drop in
energy until they become lower than the minimum of the now metastable unpolarised
state at the Tc. Crucially this jump from a zero to a finite value of P at Tc results in the
transition being described as first order or discontinuous.34 In this case for the dielectric
susceptibly χ, a finite jump occurs at Tc as illustrated in figure 1.5c.

Figure 1.5 First order transition. (a) Plots the change in the free energy profile as a function
of polarisation at different temperatures above and below Tc. (b) Polarisation and (c) dielectric
susceptibility as a function of temperature.

1.3.4 Effect of Stress
The strong coupling between the polarisation of a ferroelectric material and its
deformation gives rise to a range of electromechanical properties. As a result,
ferroelectric materials are highly susceptible to mechanical stress. Landau theory can
provide a basic fundamental insight into this susceptibility. Here, a simple example of
11

the effect of stress on the ferroelectric transition is described by adding strain
dependent terms to the free energy expansion. For the case of a uniaxial ferroelectric
of tetragonal symmetry which is also spontaneously strained (similar to that described
in section 1.3.1), the order terms will of the form
1 2
(1.11)
𝑘𝜀 + 𝑞𝜀𝑃2 − 𝜀𝜎
2
In this equation, ε is a single component of the strain field tensor εij, σ is the applied
𝐹𝜀 =

external stress, k is an elastic coefficient, while q is a volume expansion coefficient.
The first term describes the elastic energy stored in the crystal from Hooke’s law. The
second term describes the polarisation-strain coupling: the εP2 form is obtained from
the symmetry argument that the strain is unaffected by polarisation reversal. In other
words two polarisation orientations are coupled to one component of strain.34 The third
term incorporates the effect of the applied stress on the free energy. The equilibrium
behaviour can then be found by first combining the terms in equation 1.11 to those in
the free energy equation 1.7 (F = FP + Fε) before minimising with respect to P and ε
i.e.
𝑑𝐹(𝑃, 𝜀) 𝑑𝐹(𝑃, 𝜀)
=
=0
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝜀
which yields the following expression
𝑎0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃3 + 𝑐𝑃5 + 2𝑞𝜀𝑃 = 𝑘𝜀 + 𝑞𝑃2 − 𝜎 = 0

(1.12)

(1.13)

From here, different limiting cases can be studied. For instance, in some cases
the applied stress can force the strain to be zero. Such a scenario describes the case for
a ferroelectric crystal or thin film that is completely clamped by its surroundings,
where ε = 0, thereby resulting in a free energy expression that is the same as previously
described. Another limiting case is when no external stress is applied (σ = 0), where
the second term in equation 1.12 can be reduced as follows to demonstrate the
relationship between the spontaneous strain and polarisation
(1.14)
−𝑞𝑃2
𝑘
This expression for strain can be substituted into the total energy expansion, where the
𝜀=

ordered terms are now of the form
(1.15)
1 2 1
2𝑞 2 4 1 6
𝐹(𝑃, 𝜀(𝑃)) = 𝑎𝑃 + (𝑏 −
) 𝑃 + 𝑐𝑃 − 𝐸. 𝑃
2
4
𝑘
6
This results in a decrease of the P4 term, due to the squaring of q and the fact that k is
always positive. Hence, first order transitions, where b < 0, can be driven even more
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first order, thereby causing an increase in Tc. Or, if 2q2/k > b > 0, then it is possible
that a system which possesses a second order transition when clamped, can possess a
first order transition when relaxed.35 Similar effects have been predicted and observed
experimentally with, for instance, two dimensional stress having been shown to
produce a linear increase in the transition temperature of BaTiO3.3 As will be discussed
later, more dramatic effects can occur under external stresses when discussing thin
films and elastic interactions at the film-substrate interface. On the micro- and
nanoscale, stress can also have a pronounced effect on the domain structure of a
ferroelectric material. The concept of ferroelectric domains will therefore be briefly
discussed in the following section.

1.4 Domain Formation in Ferroelectrics
In the approximations used so far, it has been assumed that the polarisation can be
treated as uniform throughout the material. However, this only applies to the idealised
scenario of an infinite, defect-free crystal. In reality, numerous reasons such as the
finite size of thin films or defects in single crystals leads to the formation of domains
in order to minimise the free energy i.e. finite regions of uniform polarisation. To gain
an understanding as to why a crystal or film forms multiple domains, it is useful to
consider the interaction of the polarisation under scenarios that would occur
experimentally.
Spontaneous polarisation is produced by a relative displacement of positive
and negative charge. When a spontaneous polarisation component is orientated
perpendicular to the surface, there must be a net charge density of opposite signs on
opposite sides of the crystal. As illustrated in figure 1.6a, this gives rise to an electric
field in the opposite direction to the original polarisation called the depolarising field
(ED), which opposes the local ordering of dipole moments. If the charges on the surface
are uncompensated for (e.g. by the environment or through electrodes) then the
magnitude of the depolarising field will increase with reduced separation between
charged-surfaces until the ferroelectricity can be totally suppressed below a critical
thickness. Crucially, the splitting of a ferroelectric material into domains of opposite
13

polarisation orientations provides an internal method through which to alleviate such
depolarising effects.31 These are known 180° domains separated by 180° domain walls
and, as shown if figure 1.6b, cause the polarity of uncompensated charges to alternate
across the surface. Further increasing the domain density (figure 1.6c) can minimise
the depolarising field further, however, this comes at a trade-off of generating
energetically costly domain walls.

Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic of depolarising field (ED) caused by spontaneous polarisation
component (Ps) creating uncompensated surface charges. (b) Splitting of material into domains
of opposite polarisation orientations to alleviate the depolarising field. (c) Splitting of material
into additional domains to further alleviate the effects of the depolarising field at the energetic
cost of domain wall formation.

In order to analyse this energy trade-off and determine the resulting
equilibrium domain state, Kittel36 has formalised the free energy behaviour of domain
formation for ferromagnets, which has been since validated for ferroelectrics by Mitsui
and Furuichi.37 In the following treatment,38 the free energy component dependent on
the domain wall width w is expressed as
𝛾𝑑
(1.16)
𝑈
U describes the surface energy density associated with surface charge, d the separation
𝐺 = 𝑈𝑤 +

of charged faces, w the domain width and γ gives the domain wall energy density. The
equilibrium domain width can then be determined by minimising equation 1.16 with
respect to width (i.e. dG/dW = 0)
𝛾𝑑
𝑤= √
𝑈

(1.17)

This relation illustrates that domain width is proportional to the square root of the film
or crystal thickness and domain wall energy density. In other words, a thick material
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with energetically costly domain walls would lead to large domain widths while a thin
material with relatively low energy domain walls would lead to a higher density of
smaller domains.
180° domain walls are considered to be ~1 nm sharp in ferroelectric materials,
while ferromagnetic materials can possess up to 100 nm thick walls. Such disparities
originate from the relatively low exchange energies and high values of anisotropies
present in ferroelectrics compared to ferromagnets. When exchange energy dominates,
an anti-alignment of immediate spin neighbours becomes unfavourable. As a result,
ferromagnetic domain walls tend to be of Néel or Bloch-type that exhibit a gradual
rotation of the magnetisation vector across the domain wall. In contrast, large values
of crystallographic anisotropy do not permit off-axis values of order parameters, hence
ferroelectric domain walls are typically of Ising type with a reduction in magnitude of
the polarisation through the domain wall with minimal off-axis rotation.39

Figure 1.7 Domain wall types. (a) Bloch and (b) Néel type domain wall commonly seen in
ferromagnets where the order parameter rotates through an angle θB or θN respectively. (c)
Ising type domain wall as commonly seen in ferroelectrics, where the magnitude changes
without any rotation.39

Over the past 10 years, interest in ferroelectric domain walls has increased
substantially due to the discovery of anomalous properties possessed by some
ferroelectric domain walls with respect to the bulk. Much of this interest was led by
the seminal observation of enhanced conductivity in specific 180° and 109° domain
walls in BiFeO3 by Seidel et al. in 2009.15 The potential for nanoelectronic devices,
with the domain walls acting as writable, erasable and movable nanoscale conducting
wires within an insulating medium, has led to a litany of studies on the domain wall
properties of various ferroelectric systems.17, 40, 41 For instance, enhanced conductivity
in domain walls of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 has been observed after vacuum annealing to create
additional oxygen vacancies.42 Improper ferroelectrics such as the manganites have
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been shown to possess “charged”, conducting domain walls where the polar
configuration either side of the boundary is oriented head-to-head (positively charged)
or tail-to-tail (negatively charged).43, 44 Although such conductive domain walls are
not the focus of this thesis, they represent an exciting potential functionality of the
studied ferroelectric materials.

1.5 Ferroelectric Switching
The reversible nature of stable orientation states of spontaneous polarisation represents
a key aspect in the study of ferroelectrics towards a range of applications. As opposed
to a spontaneous reorientation of all the dipole moments in a domain all at once, the
switching process is mediated by a complex evolution of domain structure.45 Classical
investigations of domain dynamics of bulk ferroelectric crystals such as BaTiO3 have
established the main processes for polarisation switching as illustrated in figure 1.8.6,
46

The switching process begins with nucleation of small needle-like domains of

opposite polarisation, which then grow through the thickness of the sample, before
expanding laterally and coalescing.
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Figure 1.8 Main steps of polarisation reversal in ferroelectrics. (a) Initial nucleation of
oppositely poled domains. (b) Growth of domains through sample thickness. (c) Lateral
expansion of domains before (d) coalescing to complete switching. After 46.

However, for the case of ferroelectric thin films or when monitoring localised
switching at the nanoscale, this description is limited due to various inhomogeneous
contributions such as those from defects, interfaces, coexisting phases and domain wall
motion.23,

45, 47

As will be discussed in greater detail later, stress-mediated

contributions can also have a pronounced effect on the switching behaviour.

1.6 Stress-Mediated Behaviour in
Ferroelectrics
Now that the general properties of ferroelectric materials have been introduced, a
broader range of stress-mediated effects can be discussed. In the following
subsections, the effects of epitaxial strain, formation of ferroelastic domains, the role
of stress on switching behaviour and response, as well as local stress-induced domain
re-organisation in ferroelectrics will be reviewed: all of which are pertinent
phenomena in the materials studied in this thesis.

1.6.1 Epitaxial Strain
Epitaxy refers to the growth of a single-crystal film on top of a crystalline substrate.
The surface of the substrate provides a template on the atomic scale for the growth of
the film. If the film and the substrate have a dissimilar set of lattice parameters, the
film may be required to strain in order to accommodate the lattice structure of the
substrate, as shown in figure 1.9. This lattice misfit or epitaxial strain u can be
calculated using the following relation48
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𝑢=

𝑎𝑠 − 𝑎𝑓
𝑎𝑓

(1.18)

Here, af and as are the in-plane lattice parameters of the film and substrate respectively.
Alternatively, the film may partially or completely relax to its bulk geometry by the
introduction of misfit dislocations at the film-substrate interface when a critical
thickness defined by the Matthews-Blakeslee criterion is reached.49, 50 A trade-off then
arises due to difficulties in stabilising ferroelectricity and screening depolarisation
effects in ultra-thin films.51, 52 Despite this, epitaxial strain engineering provides an
effective method through which to impart large biaxial strain on ferroelectric oxide
thin films, with record compressive strains of up to 6.6 % having been achieved in
BiFeO3 grown on YAlO3.12 Due to the strong coupling between polarisation and
mechanical deformation mentioned previously, epitaxial strain has induced a wide
range of novel phenomena in ferroelectric thin films. For instance, enhancement of
polarisation,11 creation of ferroelectricity in non-ferroelectric SrTiO3,13 alteration of
symmetry states53 and the creation of coexisting symmetry states12 have all been
observed.

Figure 1.9 Illustration of epitaxial strain. (a) Substrate (blue) and film (red) with different inplane lattice parameters. (b) The film strains to match the substrate. (c) Film begins to relax
through dislocations from substrate.

Notably, theoretical studies on the effects of epitaxial strain on the symmetry
state of ferroelectric thin films were carried out by Pertsev et al.,54, 55 years before such
results had been observed experimentally. In this seminal work, the concept of
mapping the equilibrium structure of a ferroelectric perovskite with varying epitaxial
18

strain and temperature was introduced to produce a “Pertsev phase diagram” of the
resulting observable phases or symmetry states. The predictive mapping was carried
out through minimisation of a phenomenological Landau-Devonshire potential. The
effect of epitaxial strain on the free energy, G’, is simulated by applying the following
Legendre transformation of the standard elastic Gibbs free energy, G, (where stress
and polarisation are the variables) to incorporate the homogenous strain tensor ux,
constraining the bulk material to match a given substrate
𝐺 ′ (𝑃, 𝑢𝑥 , 𝑇) = 𝐺(𝑃, 𝜎𝑥 , 𝑇) + 𝑢1 𝜎1 + 𝑢2 𝜎2 + 𝑢6 𝜎6

(1.19)

Here, u1,2,6 and σ1,2,6 are the in-plane strain and stress components respectively at the
film substrate interface. An example of the resulting predicted equilibrium states for
BaTiO3 is given in figure 1.10a. The equilibrium phase structure can be seen to vary
from a tetragonal “c-phase” (where the polarisation is entirely out-of-plane) at large
compressive strains to tetragonal “aa phase” (where the polarisation only orients along
both in-plane components) at large tensile strains. Such Pertsev phase diagrams have
proven to be an invaluable tool to thin film growers attempting to interpret
experimental results.56
Furthermore, resulting equilibrium phase structures can be predicted through a
range of methodologies, each with their own set of advantages and disadvantages. For
example, Li and Chen obtained the phase diagram for BaTiO3 depicted in figure 1.10b
through phase field methods.57 Of particular interest is the prediction of two phase
coexistence regions: ferroelectric tetragonal and orthorhombic phases coexist at low
strains while ferroelectric monoclinic and orthorhombic phases coexist at slightly
lower temperatures. It is this epitaxially strain-driven coexistence of ferroelectric
phases, albeit in a different material (BiFeO3) that is discussed and studied further in
chapters 3 and 5.
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Figure 1.10 Pertsev phase diagram for BaTiO3 obtained through (a) Landau-Devonshire
phenomenological methods by Pertsev et al.54, and (b) through phase field simulations by Li
and Chen.57

1.6.2 Ferroelastic Domain Formation in
Ferroelectrics
In contrast to ferroelectricity, an unconstrained single domain ferroelastic phase is
energetically stable due to a lack of a long range elastic driving forces analogous to
depolarisation fields. More commonly however, ferroelastic materials are indeed
subject to some form of mechanical constraint, such as epitaxially strained films or
crystals that are clamped by their surroundings. In this case, ferroelastic domains can
form to alleviate the effect of residual internal stresses caused by the spontaneous
strain, as well as the resulting change in macroscopic shape and volume that
accompanies the phase transition of the material.58
For proper ferroelectric materials that also possess ferroelastic ordering,
Fousek and Janovec8, 59 compiled a list of the permissible domain walls based on
conditions of polar and mechanical compatibility. More precisely, polar compatibility
conditions include the avoiding of highly unfavourable charged head-to-head domain
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walls. While the mechanical compatibility is based on the condition that spontaneous
strains in two adjacent domains must be equal at the wall, thereby minimising the
elastic energy cost of the wall. For all crystal symmetries, 180° domains possess an
identical spontaneous strain and are therefore purely ferroelectric.17 The number of
possible domain variants that are of a joint ferroelectric/ferroelastic nature (also known
as twins) meanwhile increases with decreased symmetry of the unit cell. For example,
depending

on

the

parent

phase,

tetragonal

systems

can

possess

90°

ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains, rhombohedral systems can possess 71° and 109°
domains, while in orthorhombic materials 60°, 90° and 120° domains can all be
permissible.
In order to provide further qualitative understanding, examples for tetragonal
and rhombohedral ferroelastic domain formations after transitioning from a parent
cubic phase are illustrated in figure 1.11. When the system is in a monodomain state
or only consists of 180° domains, the spontaneous strain in each unit cell caused by
the transition manifests as a net distortion of the material. For the case of the tetragonal
system, the ferroelastic and ferroelectric domains form in such a way that the direction
of spontaneous strain varies by ~90° between domains and that the net distortion along
any axis of the crystal is minimised.31 For the rhombohedral example in figure 1.11d,
the distortion along the <111> directions of the parent cubic phase is minimised
through formation of ~109° domains. The (001) planes of each variant have an
opposite shear resulting in the multi-domain pattern possessing a corrugated (001)
surface as shown in figure 1.11e and 1.11f.60 In either case, it is evident from figure
1.11c and 1.11f that additional formation of ferroelastic domains results in a more
complete compensation of the macroscopic distortion. Analogous to the case for
ferroelectric domains, a Kittel scaling term as derived by Roytburd can be applied
where the surface energy density term is dependent on the unit cell distortions as
opposed to the surface charge.61
Under the above conditions, Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 studied in chapter 4 provides an
example of a proper ferroelectric that also contains ferroelastic domains to alleviate
external stresses. For the case of improper ferroelectrics that possess ferroelasticity as
a primary order parameter (or any order parameter directly causing deformation), the
mechanical compatibility conditions take precedence over the polar considerations. As
surveyed by Erhart, this results in additional sets of possible ferroelectric/ferroelastic
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domain walls such as head-to-head or tail-to-tail variants.62 Such conditions are
relevant to Cu-Cl Boracite, studied and discussed further in chapter 6.

Figure 1.11 Ferroelastic domain formation. (a) Tetragonal distortion associated with cooling
from the cubic paraelectric state (dashed lines). The spontaneous polarisation direction is
indicated by the black arrow and the spontaneous strain εij along <100> directions is indicated
by the red arrows. (b) Formation of ferroelastic domains begins to reduce the macroscopic
distortion through local alterations in deformation, which is further reduced (c) with additional
ferroelastic domain formation. (d) Rhombohedral distortion associated with cooling from a
cubic paraelectric state, resulting in spontaneous strain εij along the body diagonal <111>
directions. (e) Formation of 109° ferroelastic domains. For clarity, the blue and red dots
indicate the corner that the spontaneous polarisation points towards. (f) Minimisation of
distortion through formation of additional ferroelastic domains. (a-c) is adapted from31 while
(d-f) is adapted from60.
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1.6.3 Role of Stress on Switching Behaviour
and Response
Stress-mediated contributions can have a pronounced effect on the electric
field induced switching behaviour and the measured response of a ferroelectric
whether from the motion of ferroelastic domain walls,63 or from internal stress fields
emanating from elastic defects and interfaces.64 Correspondingly, numerous studies
have shown that alteration of the mechanical boundary conditions can result in
dramatic changes in switching behaviour. For instance, mechanical clamping imposed
by the substrate has been shown to significantly hinder the motion of ferroelastic
domain walls in thin films.65, 66 Interactions between the immobile ferroelastic domains
and the switched 180° domains then begin to dominate the switching behaviour and
reduce the responsiveness of the film.23 Attempts to alleviate such clamping effects by
Nagarajan et al.,63 by patterning thin films of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 into discrete 1 μm2 size
islands showed a doubling of remanent polarisation at higher applied voltages as
shown in figure 1.12a and 1.12b. Unclamping of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 films by Griggio et al.67
through fabrication of underlying diaphragm structures also resulted in increased
domain wall mobility and resulting piezoresponse (indicative of the polarisation). For
the case of BiFeO3 thin films, compressive epitaxial strain has been shown to increase
the piezoresponse as shown in figure 1.12c due to destabilisation of the as-grown
rhombohedral phase towards a “super-tetragonal” polymorph with a particularly
enhanced out-of-plane lattice parameter.68 Phenomenological calculations have also
shown that macroscopic out-of-plane external loads can produce anomalous
enhancements in piezoresponse at critical stresses which induce phase transitions.69
An example for BaTiO3 is shown in figure 1.12d, where a tensile stress is predicted to
drastically increase the piezoresponse close to a critical stress of ~1 GPa where the
orthorhombic “aa” phase transforms into the monoclinic “r” phase. Such anomalies in
piezoresponse would in turn result in significant changes to the switching kinetics and
also be of interest towards potential applications in sensors and actuators which
directly harness the piezoelectric properties of ferroelectric thin films.
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Figure 1.12 Examples of stress-mediated effects on ferroelectric switching and piezoresponse
behaviour taken from literature. (a) Ferroelectric polarisation loop for a 1 μm2 island and (b)
a continuous thin film of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3. (c) Dependence of BiFeO3 piezoresponse (d33) on
epitaxial strain where open circles are experimental and closed squares are first principles data.
(d) Dependence of piezoresponse on external out-of-plane stress σ3 for a BaTiO3 film at a
constant epitaxial strain of 5.1 × 10-3. (a) and (b) were obtained from reference63, (c) from 68
and (d) from 69.
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1.6.4

Reorganisation

of

Ferroelectric

Microstructure under Local Stress
In addition to utilising epitaxial strain or macroscopic loading to tune emergent
functionalities and properties of ferroelectrics, the mechanical boundary conditions
can also be influenced on a more local scale through application of stress from an
atomic force microscope (AFM) tip or a nanoindentation device. In this context,
various studies have demonstrated local reorientations of polarisation and domain
structure under loading that have been attributed to a range of different mechanisms,
depending on the material studied.
Starting with a perhaps more intuitive example, nanoindentation studies of bulk
single crystals of ferroelastic/ferroelectric BaTiO3 by Schneider et al.70 and Liu et al.71
resulted in nucleation of ferroelastic/ferroelectric domain patterns in proximity to the
indented region as shown in the piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM – a method
through which to image ferroelectric domains that is discussed in chapter 2) images in
figure 1.13. In the study by Schneider et al., a region of (001) oriented BaTiO3 crystal
with in-plane ferroelectric 180° domains was indented with a ~800 nm conical indenter
at room temperature. This resulted in irreversible plastic deformation around which a
distinct square shaped array of in-plane 90° ferroelastic/ferroelectric domains formed
to minimise the circumferential tensile stresses from the indent. The nanoindentation
experiments by Liu et al., were carried out under similar conditions on (001) and (110)
oriented BaTiO3. The (001) oriented sample showed similar results to the fourfold
domain structure discerned by Schneider and co-workers. The (110) sample which
possesses more out-of-plane domains, in contrast showed a more anisotropic
ferroelastic response with domains forming in a “fishbone” pattern next to the indent.
This was attributed to dislocation motion which was predicted to modify the
orientations and magnitude of local polarisation vectors.
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Figure 1.13 Nanoindentation studies of BaTiO3. (a) PFM image of an indented 90° in planedomain region of (100) BaTiO3 by Schneider et al.70 Domain walls were outlined for clarity
along with arrows indicating the inferred polarisation orientations. (b) Zooming in on
highlighted region possessing local out-of-plane domains. (c) PFM of indented (001) and (d)
(110) BaTiO3 carried out by Liu and co-workers.71 The dashed circle indicates the indentation
location.

On an even more localised scale, stresses from AFM probes (with radii as low
as 10 nm) have been used to induce local 90° polarisation rotation which either
recovered due to stresses from the surrounding region72 or remained stable73 after
stress release depending on the material system studied. Recently however, complete
180° switching of polarisation has been achieved in ultrathin (< 5 nm) films of BaTiO3
by Lu et al.22 Such a result is particularly profound considering the fact that the
spontaneous strain is invariant of the polarisation pointing up towards the surface or
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down towards the substrate. As shown in figure 1.14, an electrically-written 180°
domain pattern was scanned with an AFM tip under incrementally increasing applied
force from 150 to 1500 nN, resulting in a 180° reversal of PFM phase beyond a critical
loading threshold. The mechanism for complete polarisation reversal was attributed to
the coupling effect between polarisation and strain gradient, namely the flexoelectric
effect. In such ultrathin films, the strain gradient induced by the AFM tip remains
sufficiently high throughout the thickness of the film. Unlike homogenous stress, a
strain gradient possesses a polarity enabling it to destabilise the positive, upward
pointing polarisation as shown in the free energy calculation in figure 1.14e obtained
in the study.
As evident from the above examples, local stress can influence the properties
of ferroelectrics through various mechanisms, enabled by the inherent coupling
between ferroelectricity and strain. From a fundamental perspective, this provides a
relatively unexplored route towards controlling and understanding the emergent
properties of ferroelectric materials. While for potential applications, ferroelectric
memory or nanoelectronic devices could employ mechanical stress as opposed to
electric field to write memory bits or components. This would provide the advantages
of minimising problems related to electric field application such charge injection,
dielectric leakage and electrochemical reactions on the surface.18, 74
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Figure 1.14 180° reversal of ferroelectric polarisation by Lu et al.22 (a) PFM amplitude and
(b) phase images of an electrically-written 180° domain pattern. (c) PFM amplitude and (d)
phase of the same region after incrementally increasing the loading force in the direction
shown by the black arrow. (e) Free energy calculation of BaTiO3 film under no stress (blue),
homogenous stress (red) and a strain gradient (green) demonstrating that the flexoelectricity
skews the double well forcing the polarisation to point down.
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1.7 Materials
The work in the thesis centres on the effect of locally applied mechanical stress on the
properties of a range of different ferroelectric materials. In this context, the materials
studied all possess strong coupling to strain: the mixed phase state in BiFeO3 is driven
by epitaxial strain, morphotropic Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 possesses ferroelastic ordering in
addition to proper ferroelectricity, while Cu-Cl Boracite is a proper ferroelastic
possessing improper ferroelectricity. In this section, the basic properties of the studied
materials are outlined.

1.7.1 Morphotropic Pb(Zr,Ti)O3
Lead zirconate titanate is considered to be one of the most widely studied ferroelectric
materials and is used in a number of commercial piezoelectric applications such as
ultrasound transducers, resonators and actuators.75 It consists of a solid solution of
perovskite ferroelectric PbTixO3 and anti-ferroelectric PbZrx-1O3 resulting in the
chemical formula Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (commonly abbreviated to PZT) where “x” refers to
the relative Ti fraction with respect to Zr. PZT forms a perovskite crystal structure
with oxygen octahedra, Pb occupying the A-sites and Zr and Ti randomly distributed
over the B-sites.31 As shown in the phase diagram in figure 1.15 plotted under varying
PbTiO3 - PbZrO3 composition and temperature, the crystal structure possesses
tetragonal symmetry for Ti rich compositions at room temperature. While for more Zr
rich compositions, the structure is rhombohedral.25 One of the most studied
compositions lies around the boundary separating the rhombohedral and tetragonal
phases due to the anomalous enhancements in piezoelectric and polar properties
observed.76 This is typically referred to as the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB)
and occurs at a finite range of compositions around Zr:Ti ~ 52:48 at room temperature,
with a variable width depending on the growth conditions.75 The enhancement in
properties at the MPB has most commonly been attributed to the coexistence of
rhombohedral and tetragonal phases,77 while in some cases the presence of low
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symmetry monoclinic phases,78 and/or miniaturisation of domains79 have been shown
to play key roles.

Figure 1.15 PZT phase diagram for varying PbTiO3 - PbZrO3 compositions and temperature.
The morphotropic phase boundary separates the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases.80

1.7.2 Mixed Phase BiFeO3
Since the advent of advanced thin film deposition techniques, BiFeO3 has attracted
significant interest due to its unique combination of ferroelectric, ferroelastic and
antiferromagnetic ordering above room temperature.81 The unstrained, multiferroic
state of BiFeO3 is of rhombohedral symmetry (R3c space group) and possesses one of
the largest known remanent polarisations (~100 μC cm-2) in a ferroelectric.82 The
crystal structure is typically visualised as two distorted cubic perovskite cells
connected along [111]pc with alternating rotations of the FeO6 octahedra around that
axis (figure 1.16a).83 Each cell possesses a pseudo-cubic lattice parameter of 3.96 Å
and a rhombohedral angle of 89.4° while the polar distortion is along [111]pc.
Due to strong coupling between ferroic order parameters and structural degrees
of freedom (such as oxygen octahedra rotation), the ground state of BiFeO3 has the
ability to form a number of different polymorphs.53,

84

Under sufficiently large

compressive epitaxial strain, a pseudo-tetragonal phase (T-phase) stabilises which has
a large out-of-plane c to in-plane a axis ratio resulting in a significantly enhanced
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spontaneous polarisation.85 Such a compressive strain occurs when BiFeO3 is
epitaxially grown on LaAlO3, where there is a substantial in-plane lattice mismatch of
-4.4%. In contrast to the dislocation mechanism discussed in 1.6.1, if the film is grown
to an increased thickness the resulting build-up of elastic energy forces the film to
partially relax by forming nanoscale regions of a co-existing pseudo-rhombohedral
phase (R-phase) with a smaller c/a axis ratio. Various structural studies have been
carried out on this complex co-existence of phases, which have generally characterised
the symmetry of each phase as monoclinic.86, 87 As displayed in figure 1.16b, despite
differences in lattice parameters and polar orientations, high resolution electron
microscopy has shown that the boundaries between the two phases are almost
dislocation-free. The coexistence of phases is also evident in the surface microstructure
(figure 1.16c and 1.16d) where the R-phases comprises the banded needle-like
structures arranged within a raised T-phase matrix.12
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Figure 1.16 Structure of bulk and mixed phase BiFeO3 (a) Schematic view of ground state
R3c rhombohedral BiFeO3 comprising two cubic perovskite unit cells. (b) High resolution
TEM of an R-phase to T-phase boundary showing the smooth transition between phases. (c)
AFM topography of mixed phase region and (d) corresponding line profile. Part (a) is adapted
from 83 and parts (b-d) are from 12.

1.7.3 Cu-Cl Boracite
A significant number of wide-ranging classical studies were carried out on the family
of crystals known as boracites, due to the unusual ferroelectric, magnetic, optical and
elastic properties exhibited.88 These studies revealed that the boracites possess a rather
complex crystal structure with the general formula M3B7O13X, where M is a divalent
metal and X is typically a halogen. While the detailed behaviour varies depending on
M or X, the boracites nearly all exhibit a high temperature cubic 4̅3m phase, which
upon cooling transitions to an orthorhombic mm2 phase.89
In describing the crystal structure in more detail, the example of Mg-ClBoracite (Mg3B7O13Cl) is used here based on the fact that it has had the most rigorous
structural studies carried out.90 The cubic unit cell (space group F4̅3c) is illustrated in
figure 1.17a and possesses a lattice parameter of ac = 12.1 Å. The B and O atoms form
an unbroken network in the cubic phase with BO3 pyramids and BO4 tetrahedra sharing
each oxygen corner. The Mg2+ and Cl- ions fill the interstices of the B-O network
where each Mg2+ ion is surrounded by an octahedron of four O atoms and two Cl- ions.
Upon cooling through the transition to the orthorhombic phase (space group Pca21),
the B-O network remains relatively unchanged while the coordination of the Mg2+ and
Cl- ions changes. The transition is first order and improper ferroelectric in nature: a net
displacement of the centre of negative charge along the [001] pseudocubic(pc) direction
arises due to alternating Cl- layers shifting along different <111>pc directions. A net
dipole moment can develop along one of six equivalent <100>pc directions depending
on which of those all the Mg2+ ions sift along.24 This manifests as a structural shearing
of the cubic unit cell as schematised in figure 1.17c, and orthorhombic lattice
parameters of ao ≈ b0 ≈ 8.5 Å and c0 ≈ 12.1 Å.
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The behaviour in Cu-Cl boracite is relatively similar, with key differences
being the much larger shear strain that develops in Cu-Cl boracite (~0.24 %)91
compared to Mg-Cl boracite (~0.05 %) as well as the transition displaying more
continuous, second order-like behaviour.92 The increased spontaneous distortion along
with the total coupling between strain and polarisation leads to a relatively large
spontaneous polarisation for Cu-Cl boracite of ~1.8 μC cm-2 compared to other
boracites,93 albeit a much lower value compared to that for proper ferroelectrics e.g.
up to ~100 μC cm-2 for BiFeO3.82

Figure 1.17 Crystal structure for Mg-Cl boracite. (a) View of the (001)cubic plane of the cubic
phase unit cell. (b) View of the (001)pseudocubic plane of the orthorhombic phase unit cell. (c)
Relative position of oxygen atoms common to four unit cells in the cubic phase (grey) and the
distorted orthorhombic phase (red). Emphasises the shear distortion which arises due to the
transition where a and b describe the orthorhombic lattice parameters. Adapted from 24.
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2. Experimental Methods
In this thesis, atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides the primary method through
which to both apply large localised stresses and analyse the resulting changes to the
studied ferroelectric material. The principles of force application through AFM are
discussed in this chapter along with the AFM-based method used to image ferroelectric
domain configurations, namely piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM). The stressmediated SS-PFM approach used to monitor the hysteretic piezoresponse behaviour
with varying applied stress is also outlined.

2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy Overview
The principle of AFM is based on short range interactions between the sample surface
and a sharp tip supported by an elastic cantilever of known spring constant. As shown
in figure 2.1, when the tip is lowered towards the sample surface, attractive Van der
Waals forces first cause the cantilever to deflect towards the surface. In contrast, as the
tip is then lowered further, repulsive Coulomb forces begin to dominate causing the
cantilever to deflect away from the surface. This enables the total interaction to be
reasonably approximated by the Lennard-Jones potential VLJ(r)
𝑉𝐿𝐽(𝑟)

𝛿 12
𝛿 6
= 4∆ (( ) − ( ) )
𝑟
𝑟

(2.1)

r is the tip-sample distance, Δ is the potential depth, δ describes the distance at which
the potential vanishes, while the r-6 and r-12 terms describe the Van der Waals attractive
and Coulomb repulsive forces respectively.1
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Figure 2.1 (a) Tip-sample interaction potential with the attractive and repulsive regimes. (b)
Schematic of the tip far enough away from the sample surface where it does not experience
any force. (c) Attractive van der Waals force attracts the tip towards the sample (typically for
r < 10 nm). (d) Repulsive Coulomb forces when the tip is in contact with the sample surface.

The results in this thesis are obtained with the AFM operated in contact mode
where the tip is pressed against the sample surface with a constant, user-defined force
in the repulsive regime and scanned laterally in a raster pattern. In order to measure
the cantilever deflection as the sample height changes, a laser is typically shined onto
the back of the cantilever from which it reflects onto a four quadrant photodetector as
shown in figure 2.2. Vertical and horizontal deflections result in a difference in signal
between the upper and lower and left and right halves of the photodetector
respectively. The signals from the photodetector quadrants are then sent to the
feedback electronics as a small voltage output. From here, the feedback adjusts the tip
height (or sample height depending on the system used) using a piezo-tube scanner to
maintain the vertical cantilever deflection at a constant value of the user-defined
deflection setpoint. A 2D map of the sample topography can be generated by recording
the z-position of the piezo-tube as a function of lateral position (x) over a number over
closely spaced lines in y. Due to the fact that small laser deflections become
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significantly amplified over the macroscopic length of the laser path, angstrom level
changes in z-height can be readily resolved.2

Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of AFM setup. A laser reflects from the AFM cantilever to
the photodetector. Changes in laser deflection signal are sent as a voltage output to the
feedback electronics, which correspondingly adjust the z-position of the piezo-tube to maintain
a constant laser deflection.

In order to maintain good resolution, AFM tips are ultra-sharp with end radii
of the order of tens of nanometres. The piezo-tube scanner must also be highly precise
in both maintaining and adjusting the tip-sample distance, as well as translating
laterally. A piezo-tube scanner typically consists of a single hollow tube of
piezoelectric material with inner and outer electrodes constructed in such a way that it
is split into two distinct parts as shown in figure 2.3. The section that controls the zaxis position is a single element that expands and contracts depending on the voltage
applied to the electrodes in order to move the tip (or sample) up and down. The other
section controls the lateral x and y motion and consists of conjugate electrodes at either
side of the tube. If one side of the tube expands, the other contracts resulting in a lateral
actuation of the tip.3
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Figure 2.3 (a) Typical piezo-tube scanner split into two segments to allow for independent
actuation in 3 dimensions. (b) Cross-section of segment which controls vertical motion. (c)
Cross-section of segment which control lateral motion, consisting of conjugate electrodes to
control x and y motion. Adapted from3

2.2 Applying Loading Forces through
AFM
Due to the fact that an AFM cantilever can be treated as a spring of known spring
constant k, the relation between the loading force F applied from the tip and measured
deflection x of the cantilever can be described by Hooke’s law
𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥

(2.2)

This enables the loading force applied by the tip (in Newtons) to be determined from
the user-defined deflection setpoint (in volts).
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The first step in accurately calculating the applied force is to obtain a value for
the cantilever spring constant. Typically, reasonably accurate nominal values for the
specific model of tip are provided by the manufacturer, although the actual value can
vary from cantilever to cantilever. In some cases it can therefore be favourable to
deduce the actual spring constant value for the specific cantilever used. Various
protocols exist to achieve this, with the most popular non-destructive approach being
the thermal tune method. The measurement involves the small deflections of a
suspended, raised cantilever due to interactions with surrounding air particles
(Brownian motion) being recorded as a function of time. The resulting function is then
Fourier transformed to be expressed in terms of frequency, revealing a resonance peak
of the thermal cantilever fluctuations. Integrating the area under the resonant peak
describes the power P associated with the resonance. An expression for the spring
constant in terms of P is obtained by expressing the dynamics of the cantilever as a
harmonic oscillator with a potential energy4
1
1
〈 𝑚𝜔02 𝑥 2 〉 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇
2
2

(2.3)

The brackets indicate the average value over time where m is the effective mass, x is
the cantilever displacement and ω0 = √(k/m) is the resonant angular frequency. The
right hand term is derived from the equipartition theorem where T and kB describe the
temperature and Boltzmann’s constant respectively. Simplifying then yields a value
for the spring constant5
𝑘=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝑘𝐵 𝑇
=
〈𝑥 2 〉
𝑃

(2.4)

The next step in calculating the applied force involves converting the raw
deflection signal from volts into nanometres. This is done by measuring the
displacement of the piezo in z, as a function of the resulting measured tip deflection
(indicative of force) on a hard sample surface to obtain a force-displacement curve,
such as that shown in figure 2.4. In free air, the curve possesses a zero value of
deflection (offset from a value -1.5 in the raw data) before a small dip occurs at ~500
nm as the tip is pulled down by attractive van der Waals forces near the surface. As
the tip further extends into the surface, the cantilever bends upwards and the deflection
increases linearly. Calculating the inverse slope of the curve in this contact regime
yields a value for the deflection sensitivity in nanometres per volt.6 For example, the
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graph shown gives a deflection sensitivity of 49.5 nm/V which was acquired using a
cantilever with k = 3.1 N/m. From equation 2.2, a 1 V deflection setpoint corresponds
to 153 nN of applied force, a relatively typical force for non-destructive imaging on
most ferroelectric materials.
In most of the experiments carried out in this thesis (including the above
example), loading forces are applied using Nanosensors Pt/Ir coated Si tips (type PPPEFM-W), which typically possess a spring constant of ~3 N/m. In Chapter 7, ultrastiff nanoindentation tips produced by Adama Innovations are used with nominal
spring constants of 350 N/m (model number NM-RC), 1500 N/m (NMS-RC) and 3000
N/m (NMU-BC). This enabled loading forces of the order of mN’s to be applied.

Figure 2.4 Deflection signal (indicative of force) as a function of z-piezo displacement
obtained using a tip with a spring constant of 3.1 N/m. A value for the deflection
sensitivity was obtained from the inverse slope of the contact regime (change in z
displacement divided by the change in deflection signal). This enabled the loading
force to be calculated from the corresponding deflection signal.
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2.3 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) is a variant of contact AFM which allows for
the imaging of ferroelectric domain configurations on the micro- and nanoscale. The
basic principle of a PFM measurement involves applying an electric field between a
metallic coated AFM tip and a piezoelectric sample. This generates a local mechanical
deformation of the sample through the converse piezoelectric effect. This deformation
Sj can be in the form of elongation, contraction or shear, depending on the relative
orientations of the applied field and polarisation vector. The following expression for
the converse piezoelectric effect,
𝑆𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖𝑗 𝐸𝑖

(2.5)

describes the field induced strain Sj in reduced Voigt notation where dij are components
of the piezoelectric tensor and Ei is the electric field. Thermodynamic studies have
shown a linear relation between the piezoelectric tensor and the spontaneous
polarisation Psk
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝜀𝑖𝑚 𝑄𝑗𝑚𝑘 𝑃𝑠𝑘

(2.6)

The additional terms in the expression are the dielectric constant ε im and the
electrostriction coefficient Qjmk.7 This crucially shows that the polarisation orientation
of the imaged ferroelectric domain can be determined from the direction of the field
induced strain. As a result, when the surface of a ferroelectric is scanned with an
electrically biased AFM tip, local domain orientations underneath will give rise to
characteristic deformations that are dependent on the polarisation orientation. Local
deformations in turn cause the cantilever to deflect which can be measured by the
change in the laser deflection signal to the photodiode.8 A basic illustration of this
effect is shown in figure 2.5a and 2.5c, where application of an electric field that is
parallel to the polarisation direction causes the domain to expand. Conversely, if the
polarisation points anti-parallel to the same applied field, the domain would contract.
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Figure 2.5 Illustrations of mechanical deformations when exposed to an a.c. bias and resulting
change in deflection. (a) Cantilever deformation when the polarisation is pointing downwards
resulting in (b) an in-phase response to the a.c. bias. (c) Cantilever deformation when the
polarisation is pointing upwards resulting in (b) an out-of-phase response. Adapted from9.

However, additional complexity arises from the convolution of deflections
measured due to the polarisation directions of domains, and deflections due to changes
in topography of the sample surface. In addition, the small piezoelectric coefficients
of most ferroelectrics result in electromechanical deformations that are hard to detect
unless large, or in some cases destructive, electric fields are applied. An effective
method to alleviate the above problems is by employing a lock-in amplifier technique,
where a small a.c. voltage of peak amplitude V0 and frequency ω is applied to the tip
with the form
𝑉(𝜔) = 𝑉0 cos(𝜔𝑡)
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(2.7)

This in turn results in an electromechanical distortion of peak amplitude A0 which
oscillates at the same frequency, but with a phase offset θ between the piezoresponse
and driving a.c. voltage that is representative of the polarisation direction7
𝐴 = 𝐴0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜃)

(2.8)

This modulated electromechanical response in turn leads to a modulated laser
deflection measured by the photodiode. Through use of the applied oscillating voltage
to the tip as a reference signal, the lock-in amplifier can extract the amplitude and
phase offset of the modulated electromechanical distortion despite substantial
background noise. As shown in figure 2.5b and 2.5d, domains with a downwards
polarisation vector will vibrate in phase (θ = 0°) with an a.c. voltage applied to the tip,
while domains pointing downwards will oscillate 180° out-of-phase with the applied
voltage. This method, known as vertical PFM (VPFM) enables spatial mapping of outof-plane polarisation components on the nanoscale based on the piezoelectric
longitudinal tensor component (d33).
If a ferroelectric domain possesses in-plane components of polarisation,
application of out-of-plane a.c. voltage from the tip results in sample oscillations that
are parallel to the surface due to piezoelectric shear tensor components. As illustrated
in figures 2.6a and 2.6b, these oscillations give rise to torsional movements of the
cantilever which can be detected by horizontal changes in the position of the laser
beam in the photodetector. This enables delineation of local in-plane components of
polarisation through lateral PFM (LPFM). In contrast to VPFM, the amplitude and
phase of the legitimate LPFM signal depends on the orientation of the cantilever with
respect to the sample as shown in figure 2.6c-f. In order to resolve the orientation of
in-plane components of polarisation, acquisition of LPFM images for at least two
orthogonal sample-cantilever orientations is required. Additionally using a VPFM
scan to discern the out-of-plane component in principle enables the 3D polarisation
orientation to be deduced, in a technique known as vector PFM.10
It should also be noted however that various forms of cross-talk can occur
which can result in misinterpretation of PFM data. For instance, if an imaged domain
possesses an in-plane component parallel to the cantilever axis, a buckling of the
cantilever can occur which manifests as a change in VPFM signal.11 Longitudinal and
buckling contributions to the VPFM signal can be separated by taking a VPFM image
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at two anti-parallel sample-cantilever orientations due to the fact that any buckling
contribution should invert upon the rotation.12 Further difficulty can also arise if the
crystallographic orientation of the sample is not known, particularly in the case of
polycrystalline films with arbitrarily oriented grains. In such systems experiments
involving acquisition of LPFM scans over up to 36 different angles have been carried
out to discern polarisation directions.13

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of LPFM. Polarisation oriented perpendicular to the applied
field from the tip results in a shearing of the sample and a lateral torsion of the cantilever,
shifting the laser spot to (a) the right and (b) left of the photodetector depending on the inplane direction. (c) Schematic illustration of circular region with four different in-plane
orientations. (d-f) Cantilever axis oriented at various angles with respect to the region where
red and blue contrast corresponds to being in and out-of-phase. White contrast meanwhile
indicates no lateral signal is detected. (a-b) adapted from8 while (c-f) is adapted from14
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2.3.1 Resonance-Enhanced PFM
In samples with weak electromechanical behaviour, or in low symmetry systems where
adjacent domains possess slight changes in polarisation orientation, difficulty can arise
in obtaining PFM contrast through standard techniques. While intuitively, increasing
the imaging voltage should improve sensitivity and contrast, this approach is limited
to below threshold voltages where polarisation switching or damage to the surface
begins to occur.15
An alternative approach relies on the significantly enhanced signal to noise
ratio which occurs near the cantilever resonance. Due to the deflection and restoring
forces acting on the tip and cantilever as the sample deforms at the driving frequency,
the system can be considered as a driven harmonic oscillator. As such, the system
possesses a number of different resonance frequencies at which the cantilever motion
is greatly amplified with respect to the driving voltage. Contact resonance frequencies
are typically >100 KHz and depend on the mechanical properties of the cantilever as
well as the stiffness of the tip-surface contact. As shown by Sader,16 the amplitude of
cantilever motion A(ω), around a resonance frequency ω0 can be described as

𝐴(𝜔) =

𝜔2
𝐴0 𝑄0

(2.8)
𝜔0 𝜔 2
𝑄 )

√(𝜔02 − 𝜔 2 )2 + (

Here, A0 is the deflection amplitude at resonance while Q is the quality factor that
describes energy losses in the system. At the resonance frequency, the motion of the
cantilever is amplified by a factor of Q, thereby increasing the piezoresponse by up to
two orders of magnitude.17 Some studies have utilised this effect to image domain
structures not otherwise visible when imaging with lower frequencies.18
However a significant caveat arises due to fact that the resonance frequency is
dependent on parameters describing the tip-surface contact, such as the contact area.19
This implies that as the tip scans the surface with an a.c. voltage driven at or near the
resonance frequency, changes in topographic height which affect the tip-surface
contact area can significantly shift the resonance frequency and measured PFM
amplitude.20 Furthermore, the phase, θ can be described by16
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𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃(𝜔) =

𝜔0 𝜔
𝑄(𝜔02 − 𝜔 2 )

(2.9)

As shown in figure 2.7a, this means that the phase of the cantilever oscillation shifts
by 180° either side of the resonance frequency. Consequentially, any change in
resonance frequency can even lead to artificial reversal of the measured phase contrast.
The effect of this significant topographic cross-talk on the measured PFM amplitude
and phase is illustrated in figure 2.7b. In addition to changes in height, irreproducible
factors such as surface contaminants sticking to the tip, frictional forces and tip damage
can cause shifts in the contact resonance frequency. Hence, resonance frequency
enhanced PFM introduces a trade-off between improved signal to noise ratio and the
occurrence of artefacts which significantly complicate the determination of domain
structure.

Figure 2.7 (a) Plot of the PFM amplitude (red) and phase (blue) as a function of frequency
around the tip-surface contact resonance frequency ω0. (b) Effect of topographic cross-talk on
PFM signal. Changes in the topography lower or raise the resonance frequency, in turn causing
a shift in PFM response despite there being no change in actual domain structure. Adapted
from21.

Two techniques have been developed to alleviate these drawbacks of resonance
frequency PFM, namely dual a.c. resonance tracking (DART-PFM)22 and bandexcitation PFM (BE-PFM).23 In DART-PFM, two frequencies either side of the
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resonance frequency are applied to the cantilever, with the resulting surface
deformations analysed by two separate lock-in amplifiers. The difference in amplitude
output measured by the two lock-in amplifiers provides a measure of the change in
resonance frequency. This can be used as a feedback to adjust the frequencies of the
driving voltage applied to the cantilever and maintain a consistent image quality.22 In
contrast for the BE-PFM method, the cantilever is excited and response recorded over
an entire specified range of frequencies around resonance simultaneously. An outline
of the process is shown in figure 2.8. A signal is initially generated to have a predefined
Fourier amplitude density and phase contrast in the selected frequency range. An
inverse Fourier transform of this signal yields an excitation waveform in the time
domain that is applied to the tip. At each spatial point in the BE-PFM image, the
resulting cantilever response is detected as a function of time and then Fourier
transformed back into the frequency domain. This results in a plot of the amplitude
and phase response as a function of frequency around resonance, of similar form to
that of figure 2.7a. The response can be fitted to a simple harmonic oscillator model to
extract ω0, Q factor, amplitude and phase at each spatial location.24, 25

Figure 2.8 Outline of BE-PFM process. A signal is generated with pre-defined amplitude and
phase (denoted as ψ here) within a selected frequency range that is inverse Fourier transformed
into the time-domain and applied to the tip. The response is then measured over time at each
spatial location and Fourier transformed back into the frequency domain. After 23
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2.3.2 PFM Spectroscopy
One of the most powerful features of PFM is the capability of studying local switching
behaviour through acquisition of hysteresis loops on the nanoscale. Due to the
extremely small volumes imaged via PFM methods, the role of individual defects or
domain walls on switching behaviour discussed in chapter 1.5 can be studied.26 Initial
methods involved continuous ramping of a d.c. voltage from the PFM tip while a
superimposed a.c. voltage is used in the standard lock-in amplifier method to acquire
the resulting PFM amplitude and phase.27, 28 However, the simultaneous application of
d.c. bias can result in significant electrostatic interference to the acquired
piezoresponse which can cause artificial shifts in the measured phase.29
The switching-spectroscopy PFM (SS-PFM) technique developed by Jesse et
al.30, eliminates such problems as well as enabling spatially resolved mapping of
parameters related to the ferroelectric switching behaviour. The probing signal used in
SS-PFM is shown in figure 2.9 and comprises a sequence of discrete voltage steps of
length τ1, separated by intervals of length τ2 where no d.c. voltage is applied. The PFM
response can then be measured using an imaging a.c. voltage in either the “off-field”
state during τ2 when no d.c. voltage is applied, thereby precluding electrostatic
contributions, or during the “on-field” state τ1.30, 31 Repeating the process N number of
times at a single point builds up an averaged hysteresis loop as schematised in figure
2.9b which can be analysed to provide information on the relevant properties such as
the coercive field, remanent response and work of switching. Such loops can then be
acquired over a dense two-dimensional grid of spatial points. Alternatively, the PFM
response can be measured using BE methods, enabling the change in tip-surface
contact resonance frequency to be simultaneously acquired during switching.24, 32 This
combined approach, sometimes termed BEPS or BE-SSPFM, has the advantages of
minimising cross-talk over a broader range of data. Furthermore, studies have
demonstrated that monitoring the evolution of the contact resonance frequency during
switching can elucidate useful information relating to changes in mechanical or
structural properties on the nanoscale.33
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of SS-PFM method. (a) Probing waveform consisting of a series of
pulses of Vdc bias of length τ1 and a length τ2 between pulses. Inset shows superimposed
imaging voltage. (b) Schematics of a hysteresis loop from an SS-PFM experiment with
forward (in blue) and reverse (in red) biases. Also annotated are the parameters related to the
switching behaviour such as forward and reverse bias (V+, V-) nucleation bias (Vc+,Vc-) and
remanent response (R+, R-). Adapted from30

2.4 Stress-mediated SS-PFM
In this thesis, a novel adaption of BE-SSPFM is used in order to systematically probe
the role of local applied stress during switching. The technique, referred to as stressmediated SS-PFM, is outlined in figure 2.10. The tip is first brought into contact with
the sample surface, before the setpoint is increased in a step-like manner to a
maximum, user-defined setpoint and subsequently incremented back in steps to the
initial setpoint. At each setpoint step, a hysteresis loop is collected through the BESSPFM method with the piezoresponse imaged during both the on-field and off-field
states. Once all the necessary data has been acquired at the determined setpoint values,
the tip is then moved to the next location and the process repeated. Fitting the measured
response data to the simple harmonic oscillator model then gives rise to a multidimensional dataset of the PFM amplitude and phase as a function of voltage, spatial
position, resonance frequency and local applied stress. Hysteretic piezoresponse and
contact resonance frequency curves attained at varying applied stresses could then be
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studied to provide a useful insight into stress-mediated phenomena during ferroelectric
switching.

Figure 2.10 (a) Schematic representation of the variation in deflection setpoint in a triangular,
step-like waveform and (b) the variation in applied dc voltage at each setpoint. The inset plot
illustrates the band excitation signal used at each voltage step. Adapted from 34.

2.5 PFM Specifications
Low frequency PFM images acquired at QUB were carried out using a Veeco
Dimension 3100 with a Nanoscope IIIa controller and an EG&G 7265 lock-in
amplifier. Waveforms between 1 and 5 Vpp depending on the material studied at a
20kHz oscillation frequency were applied to Nanosensors Pt/Ir coated Si tips (type
PPP-EFM-W) to capture the images. Single frequency resonance-enhanced PFM
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measurements used a Stanford Research Systems Model SR844 lock-in amplifier with
the same microscope and controller. VPFM images involved a 300-400 kHz waveform
at 2 Vpp, while LPFM images were captured at the same 2 Vpp with 600-700 kHz using
a waveform generated by an Agilent Technologies 33220A Function Generator.
The stress-mediated SS-PFM results in chapter 4 were carried out at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, while the results in chapter 5 were obtained at University College
Dublin. Both setups used a Cypher, Asylum Research AFM equipped with a
Labview/Matlab based BE waveform generator and DAQ platform. The spectroscopic
measurements in chapter 4 were performed at ~12 s per spatial pixel across a 10 × 10
grid. Each d.c. voltage step lasted 4 ms with the resulting piezoresponse imaged using
a 200-400 kHz, 2 Vpp band excitation signal. BE images at University College Dublin
were acquired using a Zurich Instruments lock-in amplifier.
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3. Deterministic Reversible Control
over Phase Populations in BiFeO3 using
Electric Bias and Uniaxial Stress
In this chapter, the role of stress on the mixed phase microstructure of an epitaxially
strained BiFeO3 film is investigated. The substantial differences in shapes and
polarisation orientations of the co-existing R- and T-phases results in highly elastically
strained R/T interfaces. In conjunction with the mixed R-T phase energy space, this
highly strained nature should result in a microstructure that is highly susceptible to
local changes in mechanical boundary conditions. Here, nanoscale stress from an AFM
tip is shown to locally induce T- to R-phase transformations. In order to achieve
reversible control, a dual control method is established where electric field is shown
to have the complementary effect by inducing R- to T-phase transformations. This
observed phase competition is rationalised by effective Hamiltonian simulations
employed to evaluate the energetics of each phase under the influence of different
stimuli. Analysis of the calculated energy curves provides quantitative predictions over
the equilibrium phase population state for different epitaxial strains, applied uniaxial
stresses and electric fields. A favourable comparison between the theoretical
predictions and corresponding experiments illustrates deterministic control of mixed
phase microstructure in strained BiFeO3 films. Such control provides a potentially
crucial tool towards optimisation of the functional properties.
The chapter contains work which was featured in:
D. Edwards, N. Browne, K. Holsgrove, A. B. Naden, S. O. Sayedaghaee, B. Xu, S.
Prosandeev, D. Wang, D. Mazumdar, M. Duchamp, A. Gupta, S.V. Kalinin, M.A.
Arredondo, R. G. P. McQuaid, L. Bellaiche, J. M. Gregg and A. Kumar, “Colossal
Resistive Switching in Mixed Phase BiFeO3 via phase population control” (submitted
to Nanoscale)
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3.1 Background: Phase and Interface
Dependent Phenomena in Mixed Phase
BiFeO3
In its unstrained state, BiFeO3 demonstrates a range of remarkable properties such as
room temperature multiferroicity,1,

2

one of the largest spontaneous polarisations

known in a ferroelectric (~100 μC cm-2),3 enhanced conductivity of certain domain
walls with respect to the bulk4 and above band gap photovoltaic properties.5 Under
sufficient levels of compressive epitaixal strain, BiFeO3 has been shown to
demonstrate a transformation from the ground rhombohedral state to an almost
dislocation-free nanoscale co-existence of rhombohedral-like R-phase and tetragonallike T-phase (discussed further in 1.6.2).6 The already striking properties in BiFeO3,
coupled with a morphotropic-like co-existence of phases separated by highly strained
interfaces, has led to the discovery a wide range of enhanced properties and novel
phenomena.
For instance, piezoelectric measurements carried out on electrode covered
samples of mixed phase BiFeO3 demonstrated a longitudinal piezoresponse (d33) of
~120 pm V-1 compared to the ~53 pm V-1 and ~30 pm V-1 measured on purely
rhombohedral or tetragonal films of BiFeO3 respectively (figure 3.1a).7 Various
studies have attributed the origin of this significantly enhanced piezoresponse to the
mobile nature of the R-T interfaces as well as the ease of transformation between the
two phases under external fields.7-9 Such results highlight the pronounced effect of the
co-existing phases on the potential functionality of the film. Interesting properties have
also been observed in specific phases of the mixed phase system. For example, a study
by He et al. revealed an enhanced anti-ferromagnetic moment confined to the R-phase.
As shown in figure 3.1b, magnetic characterisation measurements (x-ray photoemission electron microscopy) carried out in the study showed adjacent R-phase
domains with opposing contrast corresponding to anti-parallel magnetic moment
vectors along the long axis of the needles.10 Although the precise mechanism for this
enhanced magnetic moment is still unclear, strong coupling has been shown with the
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local ferroelectric ordering, providing the possibility for room temperature control of
magnetic orientations.11 Furthermore, enhanced conductivity has been observed in the
R-T interfaces of both La-doped12 and Ca-doped13 variants of the mixed phase BiFeO3
system (figure 3.1c).

Figure 3.1 Novel and enhanced functionalities studied in mixed phase BiFeO3. (a)
Piezoelectric hysteresis loops from rhombohedral phase (green), T-phase (blue) and mixed
phase BiFeO3 thin films, grown by pulsed laser deposition (red) and chemical vapour
deposition (purple).7 (b) X-ray photo-emission electron microscopy where the R-phase shows
black and white contrast, thus indicating magnetic moments pointing parallel and anti-parallel
to the incident x-rays.10 (c) c-AFM image showing enhanced conductivity in La-doped mixed
phase BiFeO3.14

From the studies outlined above, it is evident that mixed phase BiFeO3
possesses a range of phenomena which are all highly dependent on the phases
themselves or the interfaces between them. A pertinent question therefore arises as to
how the local proportions of these two phases can be precisely controlled, so as to in
turn fully optimise the functionality of the film. In this context, numerous studies have
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demonstrated the profound malleability of the mixed phase system through inducing
transformations between the R- and T-phases under various external stimuli such as
electric field,15,

16

temperature17 and local uniaxial stress.14,

18

However, a

comprehensive thermodynamic analysis of the corresponding changes in the relative
population of the two phases has yet to have been developed, in turn precluding the
more deterministic control required to optimise the resulting functionality.

3.2 Reversible Dual Control Method
A first step in achieving precise control over the relative populations of R- and Tphases in epitaxially strained BiFeO3, is establishing an effective experimental method
through which to reversibly and reliably transform between the two phases in the
system. The co-existence of two low symmetry phases19 with different strain and
polarisation orientations in an energetically mixed phase space, combined with the
commensurate interfaces between them, should result in a substantial susceptibility to
external stimuli. This creates an ideal system for controlling the resulting phase
populations. As such, it has been well established in literature that local R-phase to the
T-phase transformations can occur under appropriate levels of applied electric fields
from conductive AFM tips.6, 11, 15 In a similar manner to the work carried out by Lu et
al.20 (discussed further in 1.6.4), recent studies have demonstrated local
transformations from T- to R-phase under local uniaxial stress.18, 21 Here, these two
stimuli are applied selectively in a dual control method through which to reversibly
drive localised regions of the film into different population states.
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Figure 3.2 Dual reversible control over phases in epitaxially strained BiFeO3. (a) Initial AFM
topography of region showing a mixture of R- and T-phases. (b) After imaging the region
demarcated by the white dashed line with -10 V d.c. from the tip. (c) After imaging the same
region with a 750 nN loading force. (d)-(f) Demonstration of the reversible and repeatable
nature of the method. Z-height scale bar is 8 nm for all images. (g-i) Schematic illustration of
the dual control method.

The approach is illustrated in figure 3.2 and was demonstrated on a 50 nm thick
film of BiFeO3 epitaxially strained on a LaAlO3 substrate with a bottom electrode
comprising a 5 nm buffer layer of LaNiO3. The sample was provided by Prof. D.
Mazumdar from the University of Alabama. Figure 3.2a, shows the initial topography
of the 2 × 2 μm region studied which consists of an almost equal proportion of R-phase
and T-phase. The R-phase here comprises the darker coloured needle-like structures
arranged within the T-phase matrix which is raised due to its increased c-axis length.
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Imaging the region demarcated by the dashed white line in figure 3.2a while applying
-10 V d.c. bias from the AFM tip results in the topography shown in figure 3.2b which
is now almost completely dominated by T-phase. While studies have shown that
subsequent application of intermediate levels of electric field in the opposite direction
can in some cases induce T- to R-phase transformations,7, 15 the method provides
limited range for control over the resulting populations. Instead, the region was then
imaged while applying 750 nN loading force from the same AFM tip, corresponding
to an approximate applied stress of 1.8 GPa (assuming the tip to be flat disk with a
radius of 11.5 nm). As evident in the resulting topography (figure 3.2c) the localised
stress was sufficient to cause the region to become inundated with R-phase needles.
Due to the unidirectional nature of applied stress from an AFM tip, applying stress in
the opposite direction would be experimentally non-trivial. Hence, in order to drive
the film back into a T-phase dominated state the region is again imaged with a -10 V
d.c. bias from the tip (figure 3.2d). Crucially, this demonstrates reversible control over
the phase populations in the film. Furthermore, the process is repeatable and so
application of 1.8 GPa brings back a similar R-phase dominated microstructure, which
can again be erased with the same applied bias as shown in figures 3.2e and 3.2f. Such
reversible and repeatable control confirms the viability of the approach to
systematically control the co-existing phase populations.

3.2.1 PFM Study of Changes
In order to confirm the ferroelectric nature of the electrically- and mechanicallyinduced changes in microstructure, a series of PFM studies were carried out at just
below the tip-surface contact resonance frequencies. In the experiment outlined in
figure 3.3, the initial topography again shows a relatively uniform distribution of Rphase and T-phase. The VPFM confirms that the out-of-plane polarisation orientation
of the film points down towards the substrate, while a lack contrast is evident (aside
from likely topographic cross-talk effects) due to the minimal change in out-of-plane
contrast between domains.19 The initial LPFM shown in parts (ii) and (iii) shows much
more contrast with different R-phase needles possessing different in-plane polarisation
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orientations. After imaging the central 2 × 2 μm region of the image with a -6 V d.c.
bias from the tip, the R-phase needles are seen to have been completely erased from
the topography. Additionally, the applied bias has switched the out-of-plane
orientation of the region as evident in the VPFM while the lack of R-phase domains is
also evident in the LPFM where the electrically-written region is now dominated by a
subtle stripe-like contrast associated the slight in-plane variations associated with the
T-phase.22 The same region was then imaged with a 750 nN loading force, driving the
film into an R-phase dominated state. The resulting PFM images demonstrate that the
stress-written R-phase possess a similar level of contrast compared to the pre-existing
domains, thus emphasising their ferroelectric nature. Unlike the 180° flexoelectric
switching studied in ultra-thin (<5 nm) films by Lu et al.,20 no reversal in VPFM is
observed in this much thicker (50 nm) film of mixed phase BiFeO3 where the
associated strain gradient from is tip are expected to permeate a minimal fraction
through the thickness of the film. As such, the study here can be focused on the
competition between the phases under applied stresses and electric fields.
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Figure 3.3 PFM study of the dual control method. Parts (i) correspond to AFM topography,
(ii) VPFM amplitude and (iii) phase, while parts (iv) and (v) correspond to LPFM amplitude
and phase respectively. (a) Initial topography. (b) After imaging the central region with -6 V
bias applied from the tip. (c) After applying a 750 nN loading force to the same region.
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3.2.2 Conductive AFM Study of Changes
A number of conductive AFM (c-AFM) studies were also carried out on the
electrically and stress-written mixed phase microstructure. In the as-grown state, the
R/T interfaces do not show any conducting anomalies with respect to the bulk as shown
in the c-AFM image of a region of the film in figure 3.4d. The same region was then
subjected to a -4 V bias from the tip to drive it into a T-phase dominated state (figure
3.4b), with the corresponding c-AFM image again showing no signs of enhanced
conductivity. Interestingly, after stress was applied, the resulting R-phase needles
demonstrated substantially enhanced conductivity. Higher resolution c-AFM has
shown that the enhanced conductivity is associated with the R/T interfaces as
consistent with previous reports.12,

13

The conducting R/T interfaces can then be

repeatedly erased and re-written through subsequent application of the two stimuli.
Although this change in conductive properties is not the focus of the present work, the
ability to systematically write and erase locally conductive regions emphasises the
viability of using the dual control method to control the functionality of the film.

Figure 3.4 Reversible control over conductive R/T interfaces. (a) As-grown topography and
(b) corresponding c-AFM. (c) Topography and (d) c-AFM after driving the film into a Tphase dominated state through application of -4 V d.c. from the tip. (e) Topography and (f)
c-AFM after showing enhanced conductivity of the stress-written R-phase.
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3.3 Effective Hamiltonian Simulations
of Phase Competition
While the viability of the dual control method in reversibly inducing an abundant range
of mixed phase population states is evident, a greater fundamental insight into the
observed alterations still precludes achieving more deterministic control. Additionally,
a method through which to accurately predict the resulting alterations under the applied
stimuli has yet to have been established: for instance, in a similar manner to how
Pertsev phase diagrams (discussed further in 1.6.1) have proven to be a vital tool to
thin film growers predicting the effects of growth parameters.23 Indeed, first principles
based density functional calculations have been effective at both predicting and
rationalising the occurrence of mixed phase state in BiFeO3.24-27 In a similar context,
a thermodynamic analysis by Roytburd et al., provided calculations of the free energies
of the R- and T-phases as a function of misfit strain, from which predictions on the
relative fractions of the two phases were made.28
In order to obtain both further insight and predictions of the alterations under
applied stress and electric field, a series of effective Hamiltonian simulations were
carried out in collaboration with the group of Prof. L. Bellaiche at the University of
Arkansas as developed in a study by Prosandeev et al.29 The technique involves
determining the energies of separate cells of the studied phases, based on a total energy
expression (Etot) written as the sum of energy terms incorporating the various degrees
of freedom of the simulated cell such as the associated strain tensors and local soft
modes. The resulting simulations shown in figure 3.5a calculate the energy of the Rphase and T-phase separately as a function of misfit strain, at a constant temperature
of 10 K (highest temperature at which the simulations would stabilise). This provides
a demonstration of the competition between the two phases in the film, where at larger
misfit strains, the highly strained T-phase is of lower energy and thus energetically
favourable while at lower misfit strains the more bulk-like R-phase becomes
energetically favourable. At intermediate values of misfit strain the energies of the two
phases are in relative proximity, pointing towards a co-existence of phases as seen
experimentally.
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Figure 3.5 Theoretical effective Hamiltonian simulations of the phase competition in mixed
phase BiFeO3 under varying applied stimuli. (a) Plots of the total energies of separate cells of
the R-phase (blue) and T-phase (red) as a function of misfit strain at a constant temperature of
10 K. Energy curves were calculated under varying uniaxial stresses (σ3) or electric fields (E)
as indicated by the overlaid colourbar. The dark line indicates a mistfit strain of -4.4%
(corresponding BiFeO3 on LaAlO3), while the red and blue dots highlight the energy of the Tphase and R-phase respectively. Schematic illustration of how (b) σ3 favours the R-phase and
(c) E favours the T-phase.

Crucially, energy curves were calculated under varying combinations of
electric field and applied stress, thus enabling further insight to be provided into how
the two applied stimuli alters the phase competition in the film. To achieve this,
additional energy terms associated with the external stimuli were linearly combined
with the total energy expression. Observing the energies of the R- and T-phases at
misfit strain of -4.4 % (highlighted by the black line in figure 3.5), which corresponds
to the studied film grown on (001) LaAlO3, the energies of the two phases are in close
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proximity. Here, the R-phase (highlighted by the blue dot) is of slightly lower energy
than the T-phase (red dot) when no stress or electric fields are applied. In order to
simulate the effect of the applied electric field (E), as shown in figure 3.5b the total
energy, Etot, for each phase is subtracted by a term of the form P.E, where P describes
the polarisation. As the T-phase possesses a larger polarisation, its energy decreases
by more than that of the R-phase making it the energetically favourable state.
Analogously, the effect of applied uniaxial stress (σ3) along the [001]pc(pseudo-cubic)
direction was simulated by adding a term of the form |σ3S3| to Etot, where S3 describes
the strain component along the [001]pc direction, as shown in figure 3.5c. In this case,
the energy of the R-phase is increased by less due to its more bulk-like c-axis length,
and therefore smaller S3 component, making it the more energetically favourable state.
This agreement with the experimental results provides an energy-based insight as to
why the population of R-phase increases under applied stress and the population of Tphase increases under electric field.

3.3.1 Predicting Phase Populations
An additional advantage of the energy-based effective Hamiltonian simulations is the
ability to predict the relative ratio of the two phases under the different applied stimuli.
In the study of solid solutions, common tangents between pairs of free energy curves
are commonly drawn to determine the range of compositions, or miscibility gap where
a co-existence of phases occurs to lower the overall free energy of the system.30 The
ratios of the co-existing phases can then be determined through subsequent application
of the mechanical lever rule. In the context of ferroelectrics, similar approaches have
been employed to determine the relative proportion of rhombohedral and tetragonal
phases around a morphotropic phase boundary in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3.31, 32 More recently, a
study by Chen et al.27 applied the common tangent rule to rationalise a co-existence of
phases in epitaxially stained BiFeO3, while similarly the previously mentioned study
by Roytburd et al.28 determined the relative proportion of R- and T-phases as a function
of misfit strain. Here, as illustrated in figure 3.6 a common tangent for each pair of
energy curves is drawn before the lever rule is applied in the following form
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𝑆𝑖 = 𝑥𝑇 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑥𝑅 𝑆𝑅

(3.1)

to calculate the relative proportion of T-phase, xT, and R-phase, xR, (which sum to
unity) as a function of selected strain Si along the tangent. ST and SR are the strains at
which the common tangent intercepts the T-phase and R-phase energy curves
respectively. As shown in figure 3.6, the intercepts represent the limiting cases where
at larger compressive strains than ST, xT = 1, while at lower compressive strains than
SR, xR = 1.

Figure 3.6 Example of a common tangent drawn between plots of energy as a function of
misfit strain for the R-phase and T-phase under no applied stress or electric field. Along the
tangent, a coexistence of phases occurs where the relative proportion of each can be
determined by the mechanical lever rule.

The process was then repeated for a large number of energy curve pairs which
were simulated under a broad range of uniaxial stresses, electric fields as well as
combinations of both. This enabled the predicted relative proportion of phases to be
calculated as a function of both stress and electric field in addition to misfit strain as
depicted graphically in the three dimensional diagram shown in figure 3.7a. Each point
in the diagram provides a quantitative prediction on the resulting population of phases
under the selected combination of variables. This highlights the general predictions
that increasing applied uniaxial stress causes the relative population of R-phase to
linearly increase, while increasing compressive misfit strain and electric field cause
the population of T-phase to increase.
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Figure 3.7 3D diagram of mixed phase populations under varying applied stimuli as predicted
from effective Hamiltonian simulations. (a) Graphical representation where the proportion of
R-phase, as indicated by the colour, is plotted as a function of misfit strain, electric field and
applied stress. (b) Plotted in the form of discrete slices at constant values of misfit strain. The
colour corresponds to the % population of R-phase where R-phase and T-phase sum to unity.

In order to look more closely, discrete 2D slices were taken perpendicular to
the vertical axis as shown in figure 3.7b, which represent the predicted mixed phase
populations for BiFeO3 when grown on different substrates. For instance, for a sample
of BiFeO3 subjected to a misfit strain of -5% by an underlying substrate, the mixed
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phase microstructure is predicted to comprise of 52% R-phase and 48% T-phase.
Evidently, this misfit strain is fixed after growth and so the external variables, namely
applied stress and electric field, are required to subsequently alter the resulting
population. In this case, the population of R-phase can be increased to a predicted 70%
under 4 GPa of applied uniaxial stress, while conversely application of 4 × 10 Vm-1 of
electric field is predicted to reduce the population of R-phase to 33%. This emphasises
the highly pliable nature of the mixed R-phase and T-phase microstructure in strained
BiFeO3 under application of external variables and enables predictions of a broad
range of resulting mixed phase population states.

3.4 Experimental Determination of
Phase Populations
An additional critical step in achieving deterministic control over the population of
phases in epitaxially strained BiFeO3 is inspecting the validity of the energy-based
predictions shown in figure 3.7. In principle, it should be possible to provide a direct
experimental comparison by taking a BiFeO3 film which has been epitaxially grown
to an appropriate misfit strain, before applying different levels of stress and electric
field to different regions of the film and recording the resulting change in
microstructure. Due to the fact that the topographic height is indicative of the phase
structure, a simple numerical analysis of the topography before and after application
of the external variables can provide information on the change in phase population.
More precisely, a critical height can be set for each recorded topographic height image,
below which the region is considered R-phase, or conversely T-phase if above.
Calculation of the relative proportion of pixels above and below the critical height then
provides a numerical estimation of the phase population in the film.
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Figure 3.8 Grid experiment to determine change in phase population under varying applied
stress and electric field. (a) Initial topography of 18 × 18 μm region split up into a 6 × 6 grid.
(b) Resulting topography after the varying combinations of external variables had been applied
to each grid square.

As shown in figure 3.8a, a large 18 × 18 μm region of the 50 nm thick BiFeO3
film grown on LaAlO3 was taken and divided up into a grid consisting of 3 × 3 μm
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squares. The size of the grid squares were chosen to be large enough such that the
initial phase population of each square was similar, as determined through the
aforementioned numerical analysis. Starting from the top left of the grid, the electric
field and applied stress were incrementally increased from one grid square to the next
with the stress increased from 0 to 3.6 GPa and the applied electric field was increased
from 0 to 2 × 108 Vm-1. The applied electric field E, was approximated from E = V/d
where V is the applied bias and d is the thickness of the film. At each grid square, the
chosen external stimuli were simultaneously applied while the tip scanned the region,
before the resulting topography was recorded in a subsequent image under negligible
applied stress or electric field as shown in figure 3.8b. As previous studies have shown
that slower tip scan velocities tend increase the number of R-phase needles nucleated
under applied stress, a constant and slow scan velocity of 2.4 μm/s was used each
time.18 On initial examination of the resulting microstructure, when large stresses and
low electric fields are applied, a number of new R-phase needles can be seen. For
instance, the region highlighted by the green box shows a number of new R-phase
needles which have nucleated within the larger T-phase regions as well as the
enlargement of pre-existing needles after application of 3.6 GPa. Conversely under
large electric fields, the resulting microstructure becomes T-phase dominated. In the
region highlighted by the blue box in figure 3.8, where 1.6 GPa of stress was applied
simultaneously with a 1.6 × 108 Vm-1 electric field, almost all the pre-existing R-phase
needles have been erased.

3.5 Comparing Experiment to Theory
After carrying out a numerical analysis to determine the relative proportion of phases
for each topography image in figure 3.8b, the theoretical predictions could be directly
compared with experimental results. Figure 3.9a shows the population of R-phase as
estimated from experiments under the varying external stimuli plotted in a columnar
3D diagram. Figure 3.9b meanwhile shows a corresponding slice from the theoretical
predictions taken at a constant misfit strain where the initial proportion of phases were
the same as the experiment, plotted in the same format and over a similar range of
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external stimuli. Comparing the two plots, a good overall match is observed with the
energy-based analysis accurately predicting the monotonic increase in the population
of R-phase under applied stress and monotonic increase in the population of T-phase
at intermediate electric fields. Similarly when applied stress and low to intermediate
electric fields are simultaneously applied, a relatively linear competition between the
two phases is seen, as predicted by the theoretical simulations.

Figure 3.9 Comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental results. (a) 3D
column plot of variation in the numerically estimated R-phase population under varying
applied stress and electric field. (b) Corresponding plot from the energy-based predictions
taken at a constant misfit strain (-5.2%) where the initial as-grown phase populations were the
same as seen experimentally.
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Inevitably, some deviations occur between the predictions and experiment,
most notably at larger electric fields where a rapid non-linear increase in the population
of T-phase is observed beyond a critical threshold (~1.2 × 108 Vm-1). Beyond the
threshold field, the effect of applied stress appears to be negligible with 100% T-phase
forming even when large stresses are simultaneously applied. Such limiting cases
likely arise due to experimental and kinetic factors such as domain wall propagation
and potential barriers to domain nucleation. While not evident in the comparison, the
prediction of achieving a 100% R-phase state under large applied stresses, as seen in
figure 3.7, represents another limiting case which would require the film dislocating
from the substrate and relaxing to its bulk rhombohedral state17 in order to alleviate
the substantial build-up of strain energy. Overall, deviations may also occur due to
difficulties in accurately approximating the applied electric field and applied stress due
to factors such changes in contact area. Similarly, while the estimations of relative
phase populations are surface area based and may differ slightly from volume
estimations,6 it is expected that such discrepancies are small and scale consistently
with each variable. Furthermore, the simulations had to be carried out at 10 K as
opposed to room temperature, although again the discrepancies are likely to scale with
each variable. Some of these deviations can be accounted for through both scaling and
more careful estimates of applied stresses and electric fields, as well as constraining
the analysis to intermediate ranges of the applied external variables. In spite of these
minor deviations, the good overall agreement of the experimental observations and
theoretical predictions demonstrates the obvious potential of the approach towards
deterministic control of mixed phase populations under varying combinations of
externally applied variables.
It should also be noted that experimental phase populations are estimated after
the electric fields and stresses have been removed, as opposed to the theoretical
predictions which are obtained from energy curves simulated while the external
variables are still applied. Indeed, while some relaxation towards the as-grown
microstructure may occur after the applied stresses or electric fields have been
removed, the resulting microstructure has been seen to remain stable over time (over
2 weeks). As such, the resulting mixed phase population state can be considered to
exist in a state of pseudo-equilibrium, and is expected to relax back after sufficient
excitation.
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3.5.1 Effect of Stress on Electrically-Written
Region
The pseudo-equilibrium nature of the written microstructure was further investigated
by analysing the effect of varying stress on a region which has previously been
converted into a T-phase dominated state under electric field. The as-grown 4 × 4 μm
region shown in figure 3.10a was imaged while applying a d.c. bias of -3 V from the
tip, in order to drive the region into a T-phase dominated state (figure 3.10b). The same
region was then scanned again, this time while increasing the tip force in different
segments of the image from 150 nN to 1200 nN (or an estimated 0.7 to 3.2 GPa of
applied stress). Again, as evident in the resulting topography in figure 3.10c, a
significant number of new R-phase needles form, with the relative populations
numerically analysed in figure 3.10d. As the initial phase population varies slightly
between each sub-region, the relative change in phase population is also shown.
Similar to when stress is applied to an as-grown region in equilibrium, a critical
threshold is required to induce a T- to R-phase phase transformation; however, in this
case it is much lower (~0.7 GPa as opposed to ~1.4 GPa). Furthermore, once the
critical stress is surpassed, the R-phase population increases much more rapidly before
levelling off, in contrast to the more gradual monotonic increase observed on
equilibrium microstructures and in the energy-based predictions. The fact that
application of relatively small levels of applied stress to T-phase dominated,
electrically-written regions can cause such dramatic changes in mixed phase
microstructure (up to ~40% increases in R-phase population) highlights the metastable
nature of the written domain structures. It also provides an example of a scenario where
kinetic-based factors such as metastability and potential barriers to domain nucleation
dominate. Hence, the energy-based predictions are most effective over larger, asgrown areas in equilibrium where thermodynamic processes (e.g. energy-based phase
competition) dominate. The overall accuracy of the theoretical predictions in such
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scenarios provides a novel platform for deterministic control over a wide range mixed
phase populations under external variables.

Figure 3.10 Investigating effect of varying applied stress on an electrically-written region. (a)
Initial AFM topography of studied region of the film and (b) after imaging the same region
with -3 V d.c. bias from the tip. (c) Topography after applying an increasing uniaxial stress in
each of the segments shown. (d) Numerical estimation of the initial (blue), resulting (blue) and
relative change (black) in the population of R-phase as a function of applied stress.
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3.6 Conclusions
Through selective application of local uniaxial stress and electric field from an AFM
tip, a reversible dual-control method over coexisting phases in epitaxially strained
BiFeO3 is demonstrated. More specifically, application of stress is seen to increase the
population of R-phase, while application of electric field is seen to increase the
population of T-phase. Energy-based effective Hamiltonian calculations provide a
fundamental insight into the experimentally observed behaviour and how each stimuli
favours either of the phases. Moreover, the calculations provide a quantitative
framework through which to predict modifications of mixed phase populations where
electric field, stress and misfit strain can be used as simultaneous handles to control
the final microstructure. An experiment was also carried out in order to provide a direct
comparison to the theoretical predictions, where varying combinations of electric field
and applied stress are applied to sufficiently large regions of the film at a constant
misfit strain, and the resulting microstructure numerically analysed. Aside from some
inevitable deviations, a good correlation is observed, thereby demonstrating the clear
potential of the approach towards deterministic control of the resulting mixed phase
microstructure. With the increasing realisation of the critical role played by the R- and
T-phases as well as the boundaries between them in the strained BiFeO3 system for
controlling functional properties such as piezoresponse, conductivity and
magnetoelectricity, such deterministic and reversible control can be used as a powerful
tool to control the functionality of the ferroelectric film. Beyond mixed phase
ferroelectrics, such combinatorial manipulations of mixed phase systems via external
stimuli could have broader implications for tuning their functional behaviour in
general.
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4. Stress-Mediated Probing of
Ferroelectric

and

Ferroelastic

Switching in Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3
In this chapter, microstructural dynamics induced by nanoscale stress in a
polycrystalline film of Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB)
are studied. Due to the ferroelastic-ferroelectric ordering present in PZT and the
coexistence of phases enabled by the proximity to the MPB, applied stress is shown to
cause extensive reorganisation of the ferroelectric microstructure. In addition, as
previously discussed in chapter 1.6.3, ferroelastic contributions can play a significant
role in the hysteretic ferroelectric switching behaviour. Through application of applied
stress during the acquisition of a hysteretic piezoresponse loop, the ferroelastic
properties can be probed during ferroelectric switching. Here, local hysteresis loops
obtained under increased PFM tip stress show a distinct change in shape. The local
modification is found to be consistent with an exhaustion of ferroelastic switching
pathways during ferroelectric switching at larger applied stress, which is further
substantiated by phase field simulations.
The phase field simulations were carried out by Y. Cao and L.-Q. Chen. The chapter
features work which was published in:
D. Edwards, S. Brewer, Y. Cao, S. Jesse, L.-Q. Chen, S. Kalinin, A. Kumar and N.
Bassiri-Gharb, “Local Probing of Ferroelectric and Ferroelastic Switching through
Stress-Mediated Piezoelectric Spectroscopy”, Adv. Mat. Interfaces, 3, 7, 1500470
(2016).
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4.1

Background:

Ferroelectric

and

Ferroelastic Interplay of Switching in
PZT
Despite for many years being one of the most widely used ferroelectric materials in
industry, the complex switching behaviour demonstrated by the various compositions
and forms of PZT is still being fundamentally researched.1 Part of this complexity
arises from the presence of ferroelastic domains which interact with domain wall
motion during ferroelectric switching.2,

3

Furthermore, this causes the switching

behaviour to become highly sensitive to the mechanical boundary conditions of the
material. For instance, as discussed in 1.6.3, mechanical clamping imposed by the
substrate has been shown to immobilise ferroelastic domain walls in thin films, and in
turn significantly reduce the resulting remanent polarisation and piezoresponse.4, 5 For
some clamped PZT film compositions and orientations, 90° multi-step ferroelasticferroelectric switching has even been shown to occur under electric field in preference
to 180° ferroelectric switching.6 These studies highlight the critical role of local strains
on the complex interplay between the ferroelastic and ferroelectric properties of PZT
as well as the resulting piezoresponse.
PFM has proven a valuable tool in locally probing the piezoresponse and
switching behaviour of ferroelectric materials while providing insight into electric
field-induced domain nucleation and domain wall motion processes.7 However, the
lack of control over the mechanical boundary conditions leads to increased difficulty
in delineating the ferroelectric and ferroelastic interfaces.8 As such, the possibility of
utilising local stress in order to directly affect the ferroelastic properties of the material
during ferroelectric switching is of particular interest. Indeed, some studies have
investigated the role of varying uniaxial loading forces while measuring the
piezoresponse of PZT films.9, 10 In previous work shown in figure 4.1a, increasing
applied force from a PFM tip was found the reduce the out-of-plane piezoresponse in
Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 films prepared via sol-gel method.9 Although the observed decrease
in response was attributed to a possible shift in the MPB with stress, the measurements
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were obtained at a single excitation frequency and therefore could be significantly
influenced by artefacts related to the clamping motion of the cantilever. On a more
macroscopic scale, another study measured the piezoresponse of different
Pb(Zr0.30Ti0.70)O3 films under varying loading forces from a large indenter with radius
~500 μm.10 As shown in figure 4.1b, increased loading force was found to decrease
the piezoresponse of an unpoled film and increase the piezoresponse of electricallypoled films of two different thickness. This contrasting behaviour was suggested to be
associated with increased ferroelastic domain wall motion in the poled PZT films.
These results highlight the viability of applying uniaxial stress in order to help probe
the role of ferroelastic properties on the response of PZT. However, further insight is
still required on a more localised scale with minimal contributions from artefacts.
Furthermore, the role of local uniaxial stress on electric-field induced hysteretic
switching has yet to have been investigated.

Figure 4.1 Effect of loading force on the piezoresponse of different PZT thin films. (a)
Piezoresponse as a function of applied force from a PFM tip to a sol-gel prepared
Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 film.9 (b) Piezoresponse versus loading force applied from a macroscopic
indenter on an unpoled and poled 700 nm Pb(Zr0.30Ti0.70)O3 film (abbreviated 10L), as well as
a thinner 70 nm PZT film (1L) of the same composition.10
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4.2 Mechanical Writing of Domains
In this chapter, the sample studied was a polycrystalline ~660 nm thick film of
Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 deposited by sol-gel spin-coating onto platinised Si substrates as
described elsewhere.11 The composition was slightly on the rhombohedral side of the
MPB, but in sufficient proximity for tetragonal domains to still be available. In order
to test the ferroelastic properties of the film studied, the effect of locally applied force
from a PFM tip on the domain structure of the film was first investigated.
A topography image of the region studied is displayed in figure 4.2a and shows
the polycrystalline structure of the film comprising (100) textured grains.11 The central
region highlighted by the dashed white line was then imaged with a bias of -6 V d.c.
from the tip. The resulting VPFM amplitude (figure 4.2b) and phase (figure 4.2d)
images show clear sign of domain reorganisation with the electrically-written region
possessing a large out-of-plane polarisation component pointing towards the surface
of the film. The surrounding region meanwhile comprises the as-grown mixture of
small and large out-of-plane polarisation components. This was carried out in order to
maximise the susceptibility to the tip loading force with the domains all possessing a
polarisation orientation, and thus spontaneous strain, of opposite direction to the
applied stress. After imaging the smaller central region demarcated by the black
dashed line with a 1000 nN loading force (~0.8 GPa of stress), a reorganisation of the
domain structure is seen to occur with a reduction in out-of-plane polarisation
component occurring for some domains. The topography meanwhile showed no sign
of plastic damage to the surface from the applied stress. It should also be noted
however, that in some cases, back-switching of electrically-written domains can occur
due to imaging with an electrically grounded tip.12 In order to eliminate this possibility,
several subsequent scans with an electrically grounded tip under standard imaging
forces were carried out on the same region, with the domain structure remaining
unchanged. This confirms that the domain reorganisation was indeed caused by the
applied stress.
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Figure 4.2 Stress induced domain writing on a Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 film. (a) Topography, VPFM
(b) amplitude and (d) phase images of the film after the region highlighted by the white dashed
line was imaged with -6 V d.c. from the tip. Subsequent VPFM (c) amplitude and (e) phase
images of the same region of the film after imaging the smaller central area highlighted by the
black dashed line with a 1000 nN loading force from the tip.

4.3 Stress-Mediated Piezoelectric
Spectroscopy
The mechanical reorganisation of ferroelectric domain structure points towards strong
interplay between ferroelastic and ferroelectric properties in the film which can each
be influenced through either local stress or electric field. In order to provide insight
into this complex interplay and isolate the role of applied stress and ferroelastic
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properties on the ferroelectric switching behaviour, the stress-mediated SS-PFM
technique described in 2.4 could be applied to the film. The approach was carried out
to investigate the change in the hysteretic VPFM piezoresponse under electric field on
the bare surface of the PZT film as a function of increasing and decreasing loading
force applied from the tip as displayed in figure 4.3. This was carried out across the 10
× 10 grid shown in figure 4.4, with a ~50 nm separation between each point. Some
minor variations aside, similar hysteretic piezoresponse behaviour to that shown was
seen to occur at each point.

Figure 4.3 Hysteretic piezoresponse loops obtained via the stress-mediated SS-PFM method
on the bare surface of PZT film. Piezoresponse curves as a function of (a) increasing and (b)
decreasing applied force.
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At lower applied forces, a typical hysteresis loop shape is observed with
saturation occurring at both positive and negative applied bias. Under increasing
applied force however, a pronounced change in switching behaviour is observed at
negative applied bias. Instead of simple saturation, a “nose” shape is formed with the
piezoresponse reaching a maximum just after switching, reducing with further
increasing bias before doubling up on itself as the applied bias is decreased. As the
loading force is decreased again, the loop shape reverts back to its initial form,
indicating that the role of applied stress on the local switching behaviour is indeed
reversible. The loops also exhibit a vertical and lateral shift upon increasing loading
force which reverses as the force is decreased again. As opposed to being related to
the physical properties of the film, such a change in measured piezoresponse is more
reminiscent of contributions from capacitive forces experienced by the cantilever as it
buckles from applying stress to the surface of the film.13 More precisely, the work
function of the Pt film on the cantilever is likely to increase as it buckles from applying
stress to the surface of the film. This out-of-plane compressive strain experienced by
the Pt cantilever in turn results in a higher contact potential difference and leads to a
shift in measured phase with the hysteresis loops moving downwards and towards the
right under increased applied stress.
As a band-excitation signal is used to excite and measure the piezoresponse,
problems associated with topographic cross-talk can be minimised in spite of the
topographically-varied polycrystalline surface of the film. Furthermore, the evolution
of the tip-surface contact resonance frequency can in turn be extracted as a function of
both applied bias and stress shown in figure 4.5. As evident from the plots, the
increased tip force causes the tip-surface contact resonance frequency to increase.
While such an increase in resonance frequency can be associated with the increased
tip-surface contact area, 14 the resonance frequency is also seen to increase with electric
field where the contact area should remain unchanged. Hence, the increased resonance
frequency points towards a hardening of the material, which is consistent with the
irreversible increase in coercive applied bias of the film observed.15 From recent
studies, material hardening/softening has been shown to be a signature of a
crystallographic phase transition underneath the tip.16 As such, the observed hardening
of the material under increased applied force provides some insight on the change in
electric field-induced switching behaviour under increased applied stress.
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Figure 4.4 PFM amplitude map (a) before and (b) after carrying out the stressmediated SS-PFM experiment over a dense 10 × 10 array of points.

Figure 4.5 Evolution of tip-surface contact resonance frequency with applied electrical bias
and (a) increasing applied force and (b) decreasing applied force.
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4.3.1 Capacitor Based Measurements
In the experiments carried out so far, the influence of applied stress on the hysteretic
piezoresponse is locally probed and measured by a radially decaying field from the
PFM tip in direct contact with the sample surface. Another point of interest is how the
behaviour might change when the piezoresponse is probed instead by a uniform
electric field which permeates through the thickness of the film. To achieve this, the
stress-mediated SS-PFM experiment was repeated on ~80 nm thick and
macroscopically wide (~1 mm) Pt electrodes which had been deposited via sputtering
onto the surface of the film. As shown in figure 4.6, minimal variation in the hysteresis
loop shape or area is seen. The lack of change in behaviour is despite the thin nature
of the Pt electrode compared to thickness of the film, which is likely to have minimal
effect of the stress experienced by the film. Furthermore, in contrast to the bare surface
experiments the loops remain centred, exhibiting no vertical or lateral shift. This is
likely due to the screening of the electric field by the surface electrode, thereby
minimising the capacitive forces experienced by the cantilever.13

Figure 4.6 Stress-mediated SS-PFM measurements obtained on a ~80 nm thick Pt electrode
deposited on the surface of the PZT film.
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4.4 Phase Field Simulations
From the pronounced effect that locally applied stress has on the domain structure as
well as both the switching behaviour and material hardness under electric field, the
strong interplay between each effect is evident. In order to therefore rationalise the
experimentally-observed behaviour, the dynamics of the ferroelectric-ferroelastic
domain structure under localised uniaxial stress were modelled by phase field
simulations.
The phase field simulations model the dynamics of the ferroelectric
polarisation vector, Pi, over increments in time, t, through numerical solutions to the
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations17
𝜕𝑃𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑡)
𝛿𝐹
= −𝐿
,
𝜕𝑡
𝛿𝑃𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑡)

for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3

(4.1)

where L is a coefficient related to domain motion and F describes the total free energy
of the system comprising contributions related to the Landau-Devonshire free energy
(such as described in 1.3) as well as the elastic, electrostatic and gradient energy. The
full expressions are discussed in work by L.-Q. Chen.18 Equation 4.1 is then solved
(via the semi-implicit Fourier spectral method described in 19), using a 3D geometry
generated across a fine grid mesh of dimensions 128Δx × 128Δx × 64Δx, where Δx =
1.0 nm. The film was modelled as 50 Δx thick on a 10 Δx thick substrate and is
simulated through careful selection of mechanical and electrical boundary conditions.
In order to simulate the effect of local uniaxial stress a Pt indenter is modelled as a
Hertzian spherical indenter of radius R, applying a pressure p to the film surface.20

𝑡𝑖𝑝
(𝑟)
𝜎33

3𝑝
𝑟2
√1 −
=−
2𝜋𝑎2
𝑎2

(4.2)

𝑡𝑖𝑝
(𝑟) is the stress field along the out-of-plane direction as a function of inwhere 𝜎33

plane distance from the centre, r. a meanwhile describes the tip-surface contact area
𝑎3 =

3𝑝𝑅
(4𝐸 ∗ )
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(4.3)

E* describes the effective Young’s modulus of the tip-sample contact and can be
calculated as
(4.4)
1
1 − 𝜈𝑠2 1 − 𝜈𝑡2
=
+
∗
𝐸
𝐸𝑠
𝐸𝑡
where Es and Et are the Young’s modulus of the PZT sample and tip respectively, while
νs and νt are the Poisson ratios. This enables the mechanical boundary condition of the
thin film on the top surface to be altered and simulate the effect of the applied stress.
A p = 600 nN loading force applied from the tip with radius 20 Δx was then simulated
on morphotropic (x = 0.47), tetragonal (x = 0.8) and rhombohedral (x = 0.2)
compositions of Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 thin film as described in the following sections.

4.4.1 Non-Morphotropic Compositions
In order to simulate the effect of local uniaxial stress on non-morphotropic
compositions (x = 0.2, x = 0.8) of Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3, artificial tetragonal (100)/(001) and
rhombohedral (111)/ (11̅1) twin structures were set up as shown in figure 4.7a and
4.8a respectively. The 600 nN mechanical load is then applied to each domain as well
as near the domain wall and the simulation run at room temperature until equilibrium
is reached. For the tetragonal (x = 0.8) composition, when stress is applied to the
Tc+(001) domain, a reorientation of the polarisation from from out-of-plane (001) to
in-plane (010) and (01̅0) is seen to occur in close proximity either side the probe as
shown in figure 4.7b. A similar scenario arises when stress is applied close to the
Tc+(001) and Ta+(100) domain wall, (figure 4.7b) where mechanically-induced domain
nulceation appears to cease at the wall. In contrast, applied stress to the already fully
in-plane Ta+(100) domain results in no change in domain structure.
For the rhombohedral (x = 0.2) composition, application of stress to R1+(111)
and R4+(11̅1), local switching of out-of-plane polarisation component is seen to locally
re-orient in both cases from towards the surface to towards the substrate with R3-(111̅)
and R2-(11̅1̅) domains nucleating respectively. In contrast to the tetragonal case, the
domains nucleate a reduced in-plane distance from the tip while small in-plane
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orthorhombic domains are also seen to occur. The appearance of orthorhombic domain
is enabled by the relative proximity of x = 0.2 to the orthorhombic phase of PbZrO3.1

Figure 4.7 Tetragonal twin domain structure of PZT at x = 0.8. (a) Equilibrium initial domain
structure and after tip has been applied (b) to the Tc+(001) domain, (c) near the
Ta+(100)/Tc+(001) domain wall and (d) in the entire Ta+ (100) domain.

Figure 4.8 Rhombohedral twin domain structure of PZT at x = 0.2. (a) Initial domain structure
in equilibrium, and after tip has been applied (b) to the R1+(111) domain, (c) the
R1+(111)/R4+(11̅1), domain wall and (d) the R4+(11̅1) domain.
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4.4.2 Morphotropic Composition
The effect of applied stress on a PZT film with a composition (x = 0.47) near the MPB,
identical to the film studied in the experiments, was also simulated by the phase field
method. The initial domain structure as shown in figure 4.9, is generated by setting a
zero free energy value at each grid point for each polarisation component with a small
random noise, before solving equation 4.1.21 As the composition is closer to the
rhombohedral side of the MPB, all the initially generated domains are rhombohedral.
Stress is then applied from the Pt indenter to four different rhombohedral domain
variants at the surface. In each case, much more dramatic reorganization of the domain
structure occurs compared to the purely tetragonal or rhombohedral compositions with
the mechanically-induced domains nucleating much further through the thickness of
the film. When stress is applied to or near an upwards pointing R+ variant, out-of-plane
reorientation to downwards pointing R- is seen to occur (figure 4.9b and 4.9c) along
with nucleation of in-plane orthorhombic domains. While application of stress to any
R- variants is seen to nucleate in-plane orthorhombic and tetragonal domains enabled
by the close proximity to the MPB.

Figure 4.9 Phase field simulation of applied stress to MPB domain structure of PZT at x =
0.47. (a) Initial equilibrium structure. Before (left) and after (right) application of stress to (b)
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an R1-(1̅1̅1̅) domain, (c) an R3+(1̅1̅1) domain, (d) an R3-(111̅) domain and (e) an R2-(11̅1̅)
domain.

4.5 Ferroelastic Switching Pathways
under Stress
The phase field simulations of mechanically induced domain reorganisation enables
the possible mechanisms to be discussed in greater detail. One possible mechanism is
the previously discussed flexoelectric switching, as reported in ultra-thin (<5 nm) films
of BaTiO3.22 However, in the much thicker films studied here, the strain gradients are
expected to permeate a much smaller distance through the thickness of the film.
Moreover, the phase field simulations (for the MPB composition) point towards the
mechanically-written domains nucleating through the film thickness. Hence, the
flexoelectric effect is unlikely to be the dominant mechanism here. Another possible
contribution is the piezochemical effect; a mechanism used to describe coupling
between mechanical stress and ionic dynamics in oxide thin films.23 Again however,
this requires much thinner films compared to those used here. In the phase field
simulations, all the stress-written domains possess different spontaneous strain
orientations with respect to the original domains. The most likely mechanism is
therefore related to the motion of ferroelastic-ferroelectric domain walls under applied
stress, causing the observed domain reorganisation observed in the PFM (figure 4.2)
and phase field simulations (figure 4.9).
In this case, the distinct alteration in the shape of hysteresis loops under applied
stress may also relate to the same reorganisation of ferroelectric-ferroelastic domains.
More specifically, the piezoresponse hysteresis loops obtained under smaller applied
stresses are similar to those observed in ferroelastic-ferroelectric materials where
ferroelastic non-180° switching occurs along with ferroelectric switching under
applied electric field.24, 25 Conversely, the “nose” which occurs at larger applied stress
has previously been attributed to non-ferroelastic 180° switching in a ferroelectricferroelastic material.26 In order to understand this effect in further detail, the possible
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ferroelastic pathways variants under uniaxial stress in the studied film can first be
discussed.
Due to the likely presence of tetragonal in addition to rhombohedral domains,
this gives rise to broad range of spontaneous strain orientations and ferroelastic
variants. Under uniaxial stress from the PFM tip, the polarisation in the film can be
expected to reorient in such a way that the out-of-plane and in-plane components
decrease and increase respectively. This reduction in out-of polarisation component is
strongly evident in the VPFM images (figure 4.2). While the small domain sizes and
polycrystalline nature of the surface (causing large resonance frequency variations) led
to difficulty in acquiring realistic LPFM images, an increase in in-plane polarisation
component has been observed under similar uniaxial loading,27 and can therefore be
expected in the studied film of PZT. This leads to the three possible pathways for
ferroelastic switching under uniaxial stress in the studied film as shown in figure 4.10.
Firstly, non-180° polarisation reorientations between rhombohedral variants
under stress would constitute a ferroelastic transition.28 However, the (100) orientation
of the film does not allow any preference in polarization orientation with respect to the
out-of-plane direction. In other words, each of the eight possible rhombohedral domain
variants possesses the same magnitude of out-of-plane and in-plane polarisation
component and are therefore energetically degenerate to one another. Hence, uniaxial
stress should not result in any ferroelastic switching between rhombohedral domains,
unless a range of additional adjacent phase transitions occur as observed in the phase
field simulations: a scenario which would be both difficult to validate experimentally
and may be limited by the presence of numerous grain boundaries. Alternatively, any
misalignments of the crystal would remove the degeneracy between each
rhombohedral variant (with respect to the normal to the film surface) and result in
variations in magnitude of out-of-plane and in-plane polarisation components. Such
mis-oriented rhombohedral variants are abbreviated as R* in figure 4.10a. However,
XRD measurements carried out on the same set of films in previous studies reported a
minimal volume (less than ~3%) with non-(100) texturing, implying that such R* →
R transitions are expected to make a limited contribution to the observed behaviour.11
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Figure 4.10 Schematic of ferroelastic switching pathways under uniaxial stress. (a)
Misoriented rhombohedral R* to rhombohedral R, (b) rhombohedral R to in-plane tetragonal
Ta, and (c) out-of-plane tetragonal Tc to in-plane tetragonal Ta switching under stress. All the
possible transitions involve an increase and decrease in the in-plane and out-of-plane
polarisation components respectively.

Another more feasible pathway for ferroelastic switching under uniaxial stress
involves transitions between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phase, as enabled by the
proximity to the MPB. More specifically, a transition from the rhombohedral (R) to
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the in-plane tetragonal phase (Ta) would result in an increase in the in-plane
polarisation component under uniaxial stress. Such an R → Ta transition is
schematically illustrated in figure 4.10b and has also been observed in the phase field
simulations (figure 4.9e).
A final possible pathway involves transitions from out-of-plane oriented
tetragonal domains (Tc) to in-plane oriented tetragonal domains (Ta) under uniaxial
stress applied to the normal of the film surface. The occurrence of Tc → Ta transition
as schematised in figure 4.10c is also consistent with the phase field simulations
carried out on the tetragonal composition (x = 0.8) of PZT in figure 4.7. It should be
noted however that previous reports have shown that processing of PZT films on
platinised Si wafers tends to result in ferroelectric films under residual tensile stress.29
This would force most of the domain variants to possess an in-plane polarisation
component,30 thereby limiting the probability of a Tc → Ta transition. Despite such
considerations, the residual stress is known to decrease logarithmically with increasing
film thickness12 and so both out-of-plane oriented and in-plane oriented variants of
tetragonal domains may be available at the surface of the film.31

4.5.1 Modification in Hysteric Switching
Behaviour
Now that the possible ferroelastic switching pathways have been discussed, the
mechanism behind the observed modification in the shape of piezoresponse hysteresis
loop under local uniaxial stress can be further elaborated. When lower levels of stress
are applied from the tip, local ferroelastic switching may occur through the
aforementioned R* → R, R → Ta and Tc → Ta transitions under applied electric field
along with 180° ferroelectric switching. This results in the relatively gradual reversal
of polarisation as a function of applied bias. For clarity, the piezoresponse loop
obtained at 200 nN (increasing cycle) from figure 4.3 is shown again in figure 4.11a.
The concurrent ferroelastic switching is also evident from the continuous increase in
the tip-surface contact resonance frequency under electric bias, which correlates to a
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structural hardening of the locally probed region of the film due to exhaustion of the
ferroelastic switching variants.
The increased applied stress is also seen to cause the same ferroelastic
reorientations as evident from the continuous hardening of the film under increased
loading force from the tip. Therefore as the coercive applied electrical bias is reached,
the piezoresponse is dominated by contributions from 180° domain walls.26, 32, 33 In
other words, the possible ferroelastic switching pathways have been exhausted from
the applied stress resulting in the appearance of a “nose” in the hysteresis loops, for
instance as shown in figure 4.11b which the re-displays the loop obtained at 1000 nN
(increasing cycle) from figure 4.3. It should also be noted that a “nose” only appears
in the hysteresis loops at negative applied bias. This can be explained by the
observation from the PFM images that the applied stress only affects domains with
out-of-plane polarisation pointing up towards the surface of the film. Hence, at positive
applied bias, the downwards polarised domains are unaffected by the applied stress
and ferroelastic switching occurs along with 180° ferroelectric switching under applied
electric field. This contrasting behaviour is consistent with the continuous hardening
which occurs at positive applied bias, and the small softening observed at negative bias
(figure 4.11b).
Although no variation in shape of the piezoresponse loop occurs when a top
electrode is present, it could still be possible that the same exhaustion of ferroelastic
switching is occurring under applied stress. In this case, the macroscopic electrode
results in a uniform electric field that extends through the sample thickness. While in
contrast the stress fields from tip loading permeate only locally around the contact
point. In other words, when the stress-mediated SS-PFM experiments are carried out
on the bare surface of the film, both volumes probed by the applied stress and electric
field are comparable. Hence, the effect of the local reduction in ferroelastic switching
pathways under applied stress on the piezoresponse is revealed clearly by the locally
decaying field from the PFM tip. While if the same experiment is carried out on a
macroscopic top electrode, the volume probed by the electric field becomes much
larger than that affected by the stress field. Hence, even if ferroelastic switching does
occur under stress through a top electrode, the electrically-probed response across the
entire electric is impervious to such changes.
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Figure 4.11 Plots of PFM response and tip-surface contact resonance frequency as a function
of applied bias. (a) At 200 nN loading force and (b) 1000 nN loading force. Arrows highlight
point of switching and the region highlighted by green highlights the behaviour in resonance
frequency and piezoresponse when purely 180° ferroelectric switching occurs.

4.6 Conclusions
In summary, localised stress was used an effective tool through which to directly probe
the ferroelastic properties of a Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 film during ferroelectric switching via
stress-mediated SS-PFM. Initial experiments involving scanning an electricallyswitched region of the film with a loading force from the PFM tip demonstrated
significant ferroelectric domain reorganisation, suggesting interplay between
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ferroelectric and ferroelastic phenomena. From the SS-PFM measurements, a distinct
modification in the shape of the hysteresis loops is observed under increased loading
force from the tip. In particular, the doubling-up of the hysteresis loop at larger applied
stresses is consistent with an exhaustion of local ferroelastic switching variants,
thereby reducing ferroelastic contributions to the measured piezoresponse during
ferroelectric switching. From a discussion on the ferroelastic domain variants, the
possible re-orientation pathways in the film are determined, with applied out-of-plane
stress found to increase and decrease the in-plane and out-of-plane components of
polarisation respectively. This result is also further substantiated by phase-field
simulations of local stress on the domain structure of various PZT compositions.
The successful evaluation of the interplay between ferroelastic and
ferroelectric switching in the film, highlights the viability of the stress-mediated SSPFM method in probing the response of ferroelectric systems where the studied
properties are sufficiently strain-dependent. For instance, in the next chapter the
technique is applied to mixed phase BiFeO3 which was shown to demonstrate phase
transformations under applied stress. The technique could also be expanded to other
hysteric phenomena which shows a susceptibility to applied stress, such ionic motionmediated systems (e.g. Li-ion batteries), where the functionality is mediated by a
complex interplay of electrical, chemical and mechanical phenomena.34
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5. Enhancement of Electromechanical
Response via Nanoscale Stress in Mixed
Phase BiFeO3
In the previous chapter it was shown that applied stress can cause a distinct change in
the local switching behaviour of morphotropic PZT, as demonstrated via a novel
stress-mediated SS-PFM technique. Much like morphotropic PZT, the strain-driven
mixed phase form of BiFeO3 also exhibits large values of electrical polarisation and
electromechanical response. Furthermore, it has the crucial advantage of being both
lead-free and environmentally friendly. This has prompted numerous studies on the
ferroelectric switching behaviour in mixed phase BiFeO3,1-3 which have shown the
complex evolution in response under applied electric field to be dominated by
contributions from the series of transitions between the co-existing phases in the film.
As established from chapter 3, the relative populations of these co-existing phases can
also be deterministically altered through locally applied stress. Here, applied stress is
shown to alter the transition pathways during ferroelectric switching in a stressmediated SS-PFM experiment. Such an alteration could enable further control over the
enhanced switching behaviour in mixed BiFeO3 as well as providing a further
fundamental insight into the strong interplay between structure and functionality in the
film.
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5.1 Background: Ferroelectric
Switching Behaviour in Mixed Phase
BiFeO3
Shortly after the discovery of a morphotropic-like phase boundary in epitaxially
strained BiFeO3 by the group of R. Ramesh at Berkeley,4 the same group subsequently
investigated the promising electromechanical behaviour of the film.1 In the study, local
piezoresponse hysteresis loops were obtained on the bare surface of a mixed phase
BiFeO3 film using a.c. and d.c. fields applied simultaneously from a PFM tip. As
shown if figure 5.1a, this resulted in a distinctively shaped hysteresis loop with a
particularly large magnitude of piezoresponse compared to a reference sample of
Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3. The shape of the loop was attributed to the sequence of R/T-phase
transitions that occur over the course of the hysteresis measurement as schematised in
figure 5.1b. Specifically, the large increase in piezoresponse when a positive electric
field from the tip was applied to the initial R/T mixture below was interpreted as being
due a progressive conversion of the mixed phase state under the tip to a purely T-phase
state resulting in a large surface displacement. Once this mixture was fully converted,
the measured piezoresponse would then reduce. Such an assumption is commensurate
with various theoretical and experimental studies which have suggested a link between
the phase instability in mixed phase materials under electric field and enhanced
piezoresponse.5-7 While the T-phase possesses a substantial c/a axis ratio, it is stable
in the presence of the electric field (as also evident from the effective Hamiltonian
simulations in chapter 3) and thus exhibits a reduced piezoresponse compared to the
R/T mixture. On reversal of electric field, the mixed phase state is formed before the
out-of-plane polarisation is switched with similar behaviour observed to that at the
opposite polarity.
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Figure 5.1 Local hysteretic piezoresponse behaviour in mixed phase BiFeO3 as studied by
Zhang et al. (a) Piezoresponse loops of a mixed phase BiFeO3 film as well as a reference
sample of Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3. (b) Schematic of the series of phase transitions which occur over
the course of the hysteresis loops at points 1-6. Red and blue arrows indicate the T-phase and
R-phase respectively. After 1.

A similar mechanism for the shape of hysteresis loop and enhanced
piezoresponse was deduced in a study by Damodaran et al.,2 although contributions
from additional transitions between two forms of T-phase with different levels of unit
cell tilt were proposed (which were termed MII,tilt and MII). Another possible
contribution to the enhanced piezoresponse, as proposed in a theoretical study by
Roytburd et al.8 and subsequently validated in PFM-based experiments,9 is the labile
nature of the R/T phase boundaries which arises from the elastic interactions and low
energy barrier between the two phases.
A more detailed study on the structural transition pathway during switching
was carried out in work by Vasudevan et al.10 Through a combination of
thermodynamics, PFM-based experiments and BE-PFM based spectroscopic
measurements, the transition pathway shown in figure 5.2a was deduced. In particular,
spectroscopic BE measurements during switching were able to detect the onset of Rphase nucleation through shifts in the contact resonance frequency due to the
associated change in strain state and tip-surface contact. Similar to the interpretation
of the piezoresponse loops in the study by Zhang et al.,1 such a T-R transitions was
found to occur before the polarisation of the T-phase reversed. This results in a rosette108

like formation of R-phase around the electrically-switched T-phase point and 180°
domain wall as shown in figure 5.2b. Phase field simulations showed the rosette
pattern to comprise all four in-plane R-phase variants as driven by the rotationally
symmetric field around the edge of the PFM tip which has in-plane and out-of-plane
components. While directly underneath the tip T-phase forms due to the strong out-ofplane electric field components present. Furthermore, application of applied bias of
the opposite polarity results in a deletion of these structures. Subsequent BE-PFM
based studies combined with Hertzian models also showed that such transitions are
accompanied by a substantial (6%) softening of the lattice which could be detected via
repeated anomalies in the contact resonance frequency.11

Figure 5.2 Ferroelectric switching in mixed phase BiFeO3. (a) Schematic of change in
structural phases during switching. (b) Schematic of resulting rosette patterns which occur
after switching a single point. (c) Phase field simulation of rosette pattern showing that all four
in-plane variants of R-phase can form. Adapted from 10.
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5.2 Mechanical Softening under Stress
From the studies in literature described above, it is evident that mixed phase BiFeO3
possesses a complex electromechanical response that is critically dependent on the
phase composition of the probed region. When investigating the hysteric
electromechanical response behaviour via BE-PFM based approaches, a careful
analysis is required of the measured tip-surface contact resonance frequency (ω0) and
PFM response, due to the various topographic and thus tip-surface contact area
changes that occur during structural transitions. This is in contrast to the PZT film
discussed in chapter 4, where the polycrystalline surface remains unchanged during
switching. Hence, before examining the convolution of applied stress and electric
fields on the measured behaviour, the independent effects of applied stress were
studied through a number of stress-mediated “SS-PFM” measurements with negligible
d.c. bias applied.
In figure 5.3a, an as-grown topography map of a region of a 50 nm thick film
of BiFeO3 grown on LaAlO3 is shown. While figure 5.3b shows a different region of
the film which has previously been imaged with a positive bias (+15 V d.c.) from the
tip. As evident, this caused the region to consist entirely of T-phase with an out-ofplane polarisation direction pointing downwards (T↓) along with the surrounding asgrown film. The stress-mediated SS-PFM measurements with negligible d.c. bias
(varied between of ±10 mV over two cycles) were then carried out across 5 points,
with a 500 nm spacing. The applied force was increased and then decreased between
20 nN and 1220 nN in 200 nN increments. In the resulting topography maps, no
discernable change is observed in the as-grown region of the film. While T-phase to
R-phase transformations have occurred at each point in the bias-written region. The
lack of any T-phase to R-phase transformations under substantial applied stresses (up
to ~2.7 GPa) on the as-grown region seems somewhat suspiring when compared to the
phase population maps obtained in chapter 3 where applied stresses > ~1.4 GPa were
sufficient to nucleate new R-phase. However, in the present case the applied stress is
applied to a single-point as opposed to rasterised across a region of the film. Moreover,
the stress-induced R-phase was found to nucleate specifically in the larger T-phase
segments, which is consistent with previously reported observations where a decrease
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in the critical applied force for a T to R-phase transformation was shown with
increasing width of the studied T-phase region.12 This was attributed to a
pinning/clamping effect by the surrounding R-phase,3, 12 and is thus also a substantial
contributor to the lack of mechanically-induced R-phase in figure 5.3d.

Figure 5.3 Stress-mediated “SS-PFM” experiments carried out with negligible d.c. bias
applied. Topography before and after carrying out the experiment on an (a) as-grown region,
and a (b) bias-written region. Evolution of tip-surface contact resonance frequency with
increasing applied force averaged across each point on the as-grown and bias-written regions.

The contrasting behaviour in turn provides two different scenarios through
which to analyse and compare the measured response of the film. Firstly looking at the
tip-surface contact resonance frequency (ω0) behaviour, the average change in ω0 with
increasing applied force is plotted in figure 5.3c for the points in the bias-written and
as-grown region. More precisely, the change in resonance frequency, Δω0, at a
particular force is defined as the percentage difference between the average measured
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resonance frequency at that applied force, 𝜔0′′ , and the initial average resonance
frequency, 𝜔0′ , at 20 nN at that point i.e.
𝜔0′′ − 𝜔0′
∆𝜔0 = (
) × 100
𝜔0′

(5.1)

This enabled changes in ω0 due to unpredictable variations in tip coating
quality/contact between measurements to be negated.
For the as-grown region, ω0 is seen to steadily increase with increasing applied
force before beginning to level off at the largest forces. Due to the lack of any resulting
phase transformations, this behaviour is likely explained by a stiffening of the tipsurface contact with the increased contact area at larger loading forces from the tip.13
For the measurements acquired in the bias-written region where mechanically-induced
R-phase has resulted, ω0 follows a similar trend to the as-grown region at lower applied
forces. However, beyond a critical loading force of 420 nN, which corresponds to
similar loading forces required for T to R-phase transformations as discerned in
chapter 3, the resonance frequency is seen to decrease.
In previous BE-PFM studies of mixed phase materials, it has been shown that
increases and decreases in ω0 can correlate to a structural hardening and softening of
the underlying material respectively, due to local transitions between phases of
different Young’s Modulus, indicative of the structural hardness.14 In mixed phase
BiFeO3, it has been shown that the R-phase is structurally softer than the T-phase
through techniques such as force-distance spectroscopy12, 15 and also ultrasonic force
microscopy.16 Hence, the reduction in ω0 observed at the onset of transitions from the
T- to R-phase can be attributed to the corresponding structural softening of the
material. It is possible however, that additional contributing factors to the reductions
in ω0 may arise from decreases in tip-surface contact area as the tip transitions from
the flat T-phase to the more corrugated R-phase or vice-versa for increases in ω0. In
order to alleviate such contact area-based uncertainties, previous studies have been
able to determine changes in the Young’s modulus (E) based on anomalies in ω0 during
non-180° phase transitions, with the help of calibration measurements with the same
probe on reference samples of known E.11 In the present study, the substantial damage
to the tip during measurements leads to difficulties in effectively utilising a reference
sample, while the larger bias ranges and increments used results in a lack of anomalies
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resolved during phase transitions. This limits any quantitative analysis on the observed
softening/hardening in ω0 to rough estimations of Young’s modulus which are subject
to the significant uncertainty in the tip-surface contact area, as shown in Appendix A,
using models for the cantilever motion and the tip-sample interaction.17, 18

5.2.1 Monitoring Amplitude and Phase
In addition to the resonance frequency, data on the VPFM amplitude and phase is also
simultaneously recorded during the measurement. For the as-grown and bias-written
regions, the averaged amplitude and phase data are shown in figure 5.4a and 5.4b
respectively. For the point on the bias-written region where mechanically-induced Rphase was observed in the resulting topography, the measured PFM amplitude (figure
5.4a) is seen to dramatically increase by a factor of ~6 between 420 nN and 1220 nN.
While an increase in PFM amplitude could be expected due to the improved tip-surface
contact at increased loading force,19 the plot of the amplitude from the as-grown region
stays almost constant at all applied forces. This points towards an enhancement of the
piezoresponse around the mechanically-induced phase transformation. Such an
enhancement is reminiscent of those observed in relaxor ferroelectrics near the MPB,
where polarisation rotation and the associated interfacial strains give rise to large
increases in the measured response with electric fields.5, 20, 21 While the enhancement
may be due to the appearance of R/T interfaces, which have been reported to exhibit
the largest response,8, 9 upon decreasing the applied force the measured amplitude was
seen to revert back towards the original value. Hence despite measuring the response
of an R/T phase boundary instead of purely T-phase, the resulting amplitude remains
the same at normal loads of ~20 nN. The phase also increases slightly beyond 420 nN
on the bias-written region, while the phase stays relatively constant for the as-grown
region. However, an increase in VPFM phase would not be expected22 for a transition
from T to R-phase, and so instead could more likely attributed to artificial
contributions (e.g. cantilever buckling23 or electrostatic contributions24) from the
enhanced response measured.
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Figure 5.4 Effect of increasing and decreasing loading force on measured PFM response.
Evolution of (a) PFM amplitude and (b) phase with increasing applied force averaged across
the points measured in the as-grown (black) and bias-written regions (red) in figure 5.3.
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5.3 Evolution in Electrical Switching
Behaviour under Applied Stress
Now that it has been shown that increased applied stress causes a softening in the tipsurface contact resonance frequency and enhancement of piezoresponse around a
mechanically-induced phase transformation, the effect on hysteretic switching can
now be more clearly investigated. Here, a stress-mediated SS-PFM experiment was
carried out with the applied bias varied over a range of ±15 VDC. Figure 5.5a shows
the topography of a region which had initially been driven into a purely T-phase state
with +14 VDC from the tip and the overlaid 5 × 5 grid over which the stress-mediated
SS-PFM measurement was to be carried out. The resulting topography shows a
dramatic reorganisation of domain structure with a cluster of R-phase needles
nucleating around each point in the previously described rosette-like pattern. In the
corresponding VPFM amplitude (figure 5.5c) and phase (figure 5.5d) images, the
imaged points can be seen more clearly with an out-of-plane polarisation orientation
pointing opposite to the surrounding area and the 180° domain wall forming a
minimum in amplitude. Furthermore, each point (aside from the bottom right point)
consistently forms a figure of eight-like pattern, possibly due to small changes in the
PFM tip location during structural transitions at low applied loading forces.
Nevertheless, this is not anticipated to affect the results here with no clear contributions
observed in the corresponding data. Through BE-PFM, a high resolution map of the
change ω0 across some of the probed regions is shown in figure 5.5e. The R/T
interfaces appear to demonstrate a ~1.5% softening in ω0 with respect to the two phases
themselves. Although it should be noted that this softening could be partially attributed
to tip-surface contact area changes at the boundaries. Some anomalous spikes and dips
can be seen at the 180° domain walls due to the corresponding minimum in amplitude.
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Figure 5.5 Stress-mediated SS-PFM on a bias-written region of mixed phase BiFeO3. (a)
Initial topography with overlaying 5 × 5 grid. (b) Resulting topography and corresponding
VPFM (c) amplitude and (d) phase. (e) A map of spatial variation in the tip-surface contact
resonance frequency ω0, of the region highlighted by the black dashed lines in the amplitude
and phase images. Spatially-averaged piezoresponse (Acosθ) loops as a function of (f)
increasing and (g) decreasing applied force.

Studying the measured hysteretic piezoresponse curves (Acosθ), similar
behaviour is observed at each point. Hence in figures 5.5f and 5.5g, the spatially
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averaged piezoresponse loops obtained with the second cycle of d.c. bias under
increasing and decreasing applied force respectively are displayed. Similar to the
results obtained on PZT,25 at low applied forces a more typical hysteresis loop shape
is observed, while at larger loading forces of 420 nN and above, the loop doubles over
and forms a “nose” at large positive applied bias. With increased loading, the area of
these nose-like regions increases along with substantial increases in the measured
maximum piezoresponse and a slight reduction in the coercive bias. As the applied
force is decreased again, the switching behaviour reverts back to that observed
initially. Identical behaviour is also observed when carrying out the stress-mediated
SS-PFM measurement on an as-grown region of the film (see appendix B). Indeed,
while the onset of noses at larger loading forces points towards a similar exhaustion of
ferroelastic variants as observed on PZT in chapter 4, key differences are evident such
as the opposite polarity of the unipolar nose as well as the significant enhancement in
the measured response. Furthermore, the different symmetry states at play, the
structural transitions which occur underneath the tip as well as the complex effect that
applied stress alone has on the PFM measurements (as shown in chapter 5.2) requires
further study into the switching behaviour.

5.4 Alteration in Structural Transition
Pathways during Switching
Analysing the switching behaviour more closely, plots of the VPFM amplitude and
phase as well as the corresponding ω0 data as a function of VDC over time as it cycles
twice between 0 and ±15 VDC, are shown in figure 5.6. In order to observe the role of
increased loading force plots obtained at 20, 420 and 820 nN are displayed
concurrently. As expected from results described previously, the measured phase
appears relatively unchanged by the applied force as it pre-dominantly induces inplane reorientations of polarisation. The amplitude and ω0 meanwhile show a
substantial change in behaviour with increasing loading force. At 20 nN, the amplitude
shows normal behaviour, in that it displays a relatively constant value across all values
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of VDC aside from dips towards zero around the point of 180° switching at ±5 VDC. For
the amplitude plots at 420 and 820 nN however, a distinct increase in amplitude occurs
after switching with positive bias which then diminishes as it approaches +15 VDC,
thereby developing the noses observed in the combined piezoresponse hysteresis
loops. At negative bias, no such increase in amplitude is observed after switching
corresponding with the saturated piezoresponse observed in the hysteresis loops.
Now discussing the ω0 plots, at the point of switching anomalous spikes are
observed which correlate with the reduction in amplitude towards zero. Such ω0 spikes
during switching have been observed in previous studies and were attributed to tipsurface contact dissipation and reduced measured amplitude.26 At 20 nN a gradual
increase in ω0 is observed across the two cycles. As opposed to being related to the
underlying structure of the film, this gradual, irreversible increase is likely a result of
it being the first switching cycle at that point, sometimes known as a “training cycle”,
where it has been shown that bias-induced changes in the surface adsorbate layer
occur.7, 26 At larger loading forces, an initial increase in ω0 is also observed at the
beginning of the initial cycle, possibly due to the increased contact area in turn
resulting in additional “untrained” areas as probed by the tip. Despite this background
gradient to the data, a number of repeatable peaks and dips in ω0 are evident either side
of the coercive field. For instance, a characteristic dip in ω0 always occurs immediately
after switching with negative bias. From the experiment carried out with negligible
d.c. bias applied, it is known that in some cases increases (hardening) and decreases
(softening) in ω0 can correspond to T to R-phase transformations and R to T-phase
transformations respectively, each of which is accompanied by an increase in the
measured amplitude. Additionally from the BE-PFM images it is also known that the
appearance R/T interfaces in the region probed by the tip can cause a decrease in ω0.
Therefore, through careful analysis of the measured data it should be possible to obtain
information on the series of transitions which occur during the electric bias cycles, and
whether this changes under increased applied stress in turn causing the observed
change in switching behaviour.
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Figure 5.6 Unravelled phase, amplitude and ω0 loops. (a) Measured PFM phase over two
electrical bias cycles (separated by the black dashed line) at 20 nN (black), 420 nN (red) and
820 nN (purple). Corresponding plots of (b) PFM amplitude and (c) ω0.

Studying the second electrical bias cycle at 20 nN, the PFM phase, amplitude
and ω0 are plotted on the same graph for clarity in figure 5.7a. The inferred domain
structure underneath the tip at the highlighted stages of the bias cycle labelled i-vi are
then schematised in figure 5.7b. Due to the previous cycle the region directly
underneath the tip begins in a T-phase state pointing up towards the surface (T↑) and
is surrounded by the rosette-like pattern observed in the topography. From previous
studies,10 at sub-coercive biases, a T↑ to R↑ phase transition may be expected to occur
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underneath the tip before switching to R↓ and then finally T↓. Such a path would
minimise the polarisation rotation path during switching and thus be more
energetically favourable5 compared to 180° switching from T↑ to T↓. However, due to
the already large R↓ population from the surrounding rosette pattern, further formation
of R-phase would likely be prohibited due to the mechanical constraints.12 Instead,
some transitions from R↓ to T↓ may occur around the periphery of the tip due to the
in-plane field components (part ii). Along with the background gradient, these
transitions likely contribute to the increase in ω0 and measured amplitude at the
beginning of the cycle. As the out-of-plane phase switches, a transition from T↑ to T↓
occurs along with further R↓ to T↓ transitions (part iii). As the R- to T-phase transitions
constitute a change in the strain state of the probed region, they therefore provide a
ferroelastic contribution to the ferroelectric switching process: in turn resulting in the
lack of noses observed in the piezoresponse loops.27 As the bias is further increased
towards the maximum, the rosette pattern is erased as reported in 10 with further R↓ to
T↓ transitions evident from the additional hardening and the slight peak in amplitude.
The purely T-phase state then remains stable as evident from the flat amplitude and ω0
profile, until just before the negative coercive bias R↓ begins to nucleate (part v)
around the periphery of the tip as shown in previous studies which also likely
contributes to the small softening in ω0 observed. Finally, as the phase switches a
transition from T↓ to T↑ along with additional peripheral R↓ nucleation to form the
resulting rosette-like pattern observed in the topography (part vi). The additional Rphase formation likely manifests into the softening in ω0 which occurs just after
switching. The inferred pathway is similar to that reported in the study by Zhang et
al.,1 however in the present work the film is probed with a larger imaging bias (2Vac
as opposed to 1Vac) at much closer to the resonance frequency and so it is possible that
the measured response is more sensitive to the surrounding area resulting in the
different loop shape. Another possible contributing factor, is that the loop obtained
here is obtained with pulses of VDC as opposed to continuous a continuous cycle which
can lead to significant differences in loop shape.19
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Figure 5.7 Deducing the change in domain structure during switching under a 20 nN loading
force. (a) Plot of phase, amplitude and corresponding ω0 all overlaid during second electrical
bias cycle at 20 nN. The domain structure at the highlighted points labelled (i) to (iv) is shown
in (b). The polarisation orientation is indicated by the black arrows, while the blue arrows
describe the inferred direction of the electric field.

In order to discern how the structural pathway may change under sufficient
loading force, a similar analysis was carried out on the second electrical bias cycle of
the spatially averaged behaviour obtained at 820 nN (figure 5.8a). Initially, from the
previous cycle the probed region again comprises the rosette pattern (part i) which
prevents any additional phase T- to R-phase transitions under applied stress due to the
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aforementioned mechanical constraints. However, in this case as the coercive bias is
reached, peripheral R↓ to T↓ transitions are prevented by the applied stress and so
purely 180° switching of the T-phase occurs, thereby contributing to the nose observed
in the piezoresponse loops. Although the background gradient leads to difficulty in
quantifying, the seemingly larger dip in ω0 observed after switching compared to at 20
nN points towards the continued presence of R-phase and R/T interfaces around the
tip after switching (part ii). This also explains the substantial increase in the amplitude
where the presence of metastable and highly mobile R/T interfaces enhances the
measured response as also observed in the experiment where negligible d.c. bias was
applied. Similar enhancements after switching have been observed due to ferroelastic
domain motion in epitaxial Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 films.28 As the applied bias is increased
further, the electric field begins to dominate over the applied stress as seen in the phase
population study (chapter 3) resulting in the increased ω0 as R- to T-phase transitions
occur (part iii). At +15V, the region is in an entirely T↓ state (part iv) as a minimum
in amplitude and a maximum in ω0 is reached. This domain structure remains relatively
stable below +5 VDC where some mechanically-induced R-phase likely nucleates as
expected from previous experiments under sufficient loading and low electric field.
This is also evidenced here by the slight increase in measured amplitude (part v).
Although minimal signs of a softening in ω0 is observed, it is possible that the
population of nucleated R-phase is not sufficient to generate a detectable ω0 shift
considering this parameter is less sensitive to phase transitions than the amplitude, as
demonstrated by the equivalent experiments carried out with negligible d.c. bias
applied (figures 5.3 and 5.4).
At the negative sub-coercive bias, the amplitude increases further along with a
slightly more noticeable softening in ω0. This can be attributed to the T↓ to R↓
transitions which are expected occur around the periphery of the tip due to the in-plane
components of the electric field which are unaffected by the applied stress. As the outof-plane polarisation directly underneath the tip reorients from T↓ through to T↑, the
rosette-like formation of R-phase occurs (part vi) providing a ferroelastic contribution
to the ferroelectric switching and thus manifesting in the lack of noses observed. The
rosette pattern then remains stable despite the applied stress as evident from unchanged
amplitude and ω0 as VDC is reduced back to zero. This stability of the rosette pattern
under applied stress in turns explains why the structural transition pathway, and
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therefore piezoresponse loop shape, is unchanged at negative bias. Meanwhile the
increased piezoresponse amplitude measured at these biases must therefore be due to
other factors such as improved contact, a larger contact area encompassing more R/T
boundaries or an increased mobility of the R/T boundaries under stress. An experiment
to substantiate this may be to repeat the negligible VDC measurement (as described in
chapter 5.2) on a grid of pre-existing rosette structures and to compare the changes in
the measured amplitude and ω0 with increasing applied force as well as the resulting
topography.
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Figure 5.8 The inferred change in domain structure during switching under a loading force of
820 nN. (a) Phase, amplitude and corresponding ω0 from the second electrical bias cycle at
820 nN all overlaid. The domain structure at the highlighted points labelled (i) to (iv) is shown
in (b). Schematises the pinning of R-phase during switching at positive bias resulting in the
change in shape of the hysteresis loops.

5.4.1 Role of Metastability
From the deduced switching behaviour, it is evident that the formation of a rosette
pattern of R-phase at negative bias contributes to the lack of “nose” appearing in the
hysteresis loop at that polarity. If a region of the film was electrically-written with
negative bias from the tip so as to switch the out-of-plane orientation, then the rosette
pattern could form at positive bias instead. In this case, it is conceivable that a nose
would form at the opposite polarity when carrying out the stress-mediated SS-PFM
experiment.
In order to probe this theory, a region of the film was imaged with -14 V from
the tip, resulting in a T-phase dominated state (figure 5.9ai) with an out-of-plane phase
pointing up towards the surface (figure 5.9aii). For brevity, the region here is referred
to as T↑. The same stress-mediated SS-PFM experiment as carried out in section 5.3
was then conducted on T↑, albeit with a larger 1 μm spacing between points. Curiously,
rosette patterns are evident in the resulting topography. This is despite the expectation
that that the final negative bias cycle at 20 nN should result in a deletion of the
pattern.10 Hence, it is possible that larger rosette patterns formed at larger forces where
the contact area is greater, in which case, the final 20 nN cycle would only erase the
central portion of the rosette. Another notable point is the horseshoe shaped region in
the phase image (figure 5.9bii), with polarisation pointing down towards the substrate.
Such regions would have last experienced a positive bias from the tip, pointing towards
a slippage of the tip due to the large topographic changes there. However, no such sign
of a slippage could be found in the corresponding response and resonance frequency
data at each point, and so is unlikely to obscure interpretation of the measured data.
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Figure 5.9 Stress-mediated SS-PFM on upwards polarised T-phase. (a) (i) Topography and
(ii) VPFM phase after poling region with -14 V from the tip. (b) (i) Topography and (ii) VPFM
phase after conducting the experiment. Distinctive rosette-like patterns can be seen. (c)
Piezoresponse loops obtained at 20, 420 and 820 nN. No sign of nose formation is observed
at either polarity.

Looking at the combined piezoresponse loops in figure 5.9c, there is a
confounding lack of nose formation at either polarity. At positive bias, full saturation
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in the response is observed at 10 V, while at negative bias the response doesn’t appear
to fully saturate, resulting in a “beak-like” shape. Aside, from a slight decrease in
coercive field and increase in response, a minimal change in loop shape is observed
with increasing force. Hence an additional contribution to the response must be in play
when carrying out the experiment on T↑. In order to gain further insight into the
surprising behaviour, the unravelled phase, amplitude and ω0 loops are analysed in
figure 5.10 for data obtained at 20 and 820 nN. Where the phase is positive, there
appears to be a clear step increase in amplitude (highlighted in green) compared to the
negative phase regions (highlighted in red) at 20 nN. At positive phase, it is expected
that a rosette pattern would form around the tip.10 However, an increase in is ω0
observed despite the softer nature of the R/T interfaces. Conversely at negative phase
where the region under the tip should be mostly consist of the harder T-phase, ω0 is
measured as ~0.3% softer. Whereas on experiments carried downwards polarised
regions, ω0 was ~0.2 % lower on R/T regions compared to T-phase regions. This could
be due to the large T↑ region being inherently more unstable and thus softer than either
downward polarised regions or upwards polarised R-phase. Such an observation also
rules out the possibility that reductions in ω0 are due to reductions in tip-surface
contact area associated with the topographic gradient of the R/T interfaces. At 820 nN,
similar behaviour is observed where the phase is positive and R-phase rosette patterns
appear. At negative phase meanwhile, where it was expected that a nose would appear,
a significant hardening in ω0 is observed that exceeds the background gradient.
Assuming that a hardening in this case corresponds to increased proportion of R-phase,
it is possible that T↑ formation is suppressed due to the applied stress. As a result, the
reduction in amplitude that corresponds to nucleation of T-phase beyond a critical
threshold field in previous experiments is not observed, and so a nose does not form
in the hysteresis loop. In other words, T↑ is more susceptible to a mechanicallyinduced T- to R-phase transition than T↓. Such a hypothesis could be tested by a stressmediated SS-PFM measurement with negligible VDC applied on a T↑ dominate region.
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Figure 5.10 Unravelled phase, amplitude and ω0 loops obtained on T-up. (a) At 20 nN. (b) At
820 nN. The highlighted green and red regions correspond to positive and negative phase
respectively.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the stress-mediated SS-PFM method was applied to probe the role of
local applied stress on the highly complex switching behaviour in mixed phase
BiFeO3. When carrying out the experiment with negligible VDC applied, a reduction in
the tip-surface contact resonance frequency along with a substantial increase in the
measured PFM amplitude is observed at the onset of a T- to R-phase transition. In
contrast, no such enhancement in response is observed when no phase transition
occurs. This points towards an enhanced mobility of the R/T interfaces at the point of
a phase transition. Repeating the experiment with larger VDC shows a change in the
hysteresis loop shape occurs in the form of the appearance of a “nose” at positive bias
from the tip at larger loading forces along with an enhancement in piezoresponse.
Careful examination of the measured response and resonance frequency behaviour
reveals a change in the structural transition pathway during switching. At positive bias,
R-phase and the associated mobile R/T interfaces are stabilised by the applied stress
giving rise to an enhanced response during switching which diminishes once the Rphase is erased at larger electric fields. Conversely, the rosette pattern of R-phase that
is created during switching at negative bias is impervious to the applied stress and so
no change in the piezoresponse loop shape is observed. The results provide insight into
the complex, phase-dependent switching behaviour in mixed phase BiFeO3 and how
it can be altered by applied stress, and in turn enhance the measured response.
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6. Nanoscale Injection of
Ferroelastic Domain Walls
in Cu-Cl Boracite
In this chapter, the influence of localised nanoscale stress on the domain
microstructure of a single phase improper ferroelectric and proper ferroelastic is
investigated. This study differs from the materials discussed in previous chapters
where epitaxially strained BiFeO3 showed stress-mediated phase competition in its
tuneable microstructure while stress-mediated polarisation reorientation near the MPB
was evaluated in PZT thin films. As the Cu-Cl boracite crystals discussed here are
improper ferroelectrics (i.e. spontaneous strain instead of polarisation is the primary
order parameter) with relatively small values of spontaneous polarisation, substantial
electric fields are required to cause ferroelectric switching and alter the
microstructure.1 Instead, it is intuitively expected that the ferroelastic microstructure
should be more amenable to applied stress and any reconfiguration of the ferroelastic
domain structure via stress should result in automatic reconfiguration of the
ferroelectric domains and domain walls. Moreover, the recent report of charged
conducting domain walls injected into Cu-Cl boracite via macroscopic uniaxial stress2
provides further impetus towards achieving more precise, localised control via AFM
tip stress. In this chapter, the injection of ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains is
demonstrated through the application of ultrahigh stresses from specialised AFM
probes. Heating the crystal close to Tc and applying rapid mechanical shock to the
surface using an AFM tip is seen to be critical in inducing new domains from such
localised sources in a single crystal. Stress-induced charged walls are detected through
corrected vector PFM images.
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6.1

Background:

Domain

Injection

through Macroscopic Stress
In current literature, investigations into microstructural dynamics induced by localised
stress from an AFM probe have been largely confined to thin films.3,

4

For

macroscopically thick single crystals, domain widths are much larger compared to that
for thin films as expected from Kittel scaling law.5 It is therefore intuitive to assume
that similar magnitudes of stresses must be distributed across a much larger area in
order to induce domain re-organisation. As such, demonstrations of localised domain
re-organisation in crystals have been undertaken under stresses applied from micro- or
macroscopic sources.6, 7
A recent example, is the demonstration by McQuaid et al.2 at QUB of sitespecific mechanical writing of domains separated by charged conducting domain walls
in improper ferroelectric Cu-Cl boracite crystals under stress applied from a
macroscopic point source. In the search of realising domain wall-based nanoelectronic
devices, the charged walls which can occur in improper ferroelectrics8 (discussed
further in chapter 1.6.2) represent a promising mechanism through which to induce
reproducible and consistent conductive anomalies.9, 10 In boracites, charged 90° headto-head and tail-to-tail walls were initially identified as permissible based on elastic
compatibility conditions,11 and subsequently shown in the study at QUB to be of
increased (for head-to-head) or decreased (for tail-to-tail) conductivity compared to
the bulk. Upon cooling through Tc, these rectilinear charged walls that are tens of
microns in length will form in an effectively random distribution throughout the
boracite crystal.2 However, in the interest of achieving reconfigurable nanoelectronic
devices, a crucial aspect is the ability to inject, erase and move conducting domain
walls in a deterministic manner. While other improper ferroelectric crystals such as
rare-earth manganites10 or (Ca,Sr)3Ti2O7,12 exhibit charged conducting domain walls,
a means through which to achieve local control of the position of these walls remains
elusive.
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Figure 6.1 Mechanical writing of conducting domain walls under stress applied from a metal
probe with a microscopic tip radius. (a) Schematic of the quadrant domain structure under the
applied stress near the transition temperature (Tc). C-AFM images of the regions highlighted
by the dashed pink and green boxes are shown in (b) and (c) respectively. (d) Image of
quadrant domain structure obtained using polarised light microscopy. (e) Schematic of domain
structure with in-plane polarisation directions indicated by the arrows. Images adapted from 2.

In this context, the results obtained on a (100)pc cut Cu-Cl boracite crystal at
QUB are of particular interest. The method used is outlined in figure 6.1, and first
involves heating the crystal as close as possible to the phase transition temperature of
91° C in order to enhance the ferroelastic/ferroelectric domain wall mobility. A metal
probe with a tip radius of the order of microns is subsequently used to apply a stress
of ~1 GPa. The applied stress is then removed after the crystal has been allowed to
cool slightly further below the transition temperature, leaving a dramatic domain
reconfiguration of a depression and quadrant pattern surrounding the contact point.
Two of the quadrant boundaries consist of 90° charged head–to-head domain walls
which were shown to exhibit enhanced conductivity and extend as far as 100 μm in cAFM maps of the resulting stabilised pattern (figure 6.1b and 6.1c). The opposing two
boundaries conversely show 90° charged tail–to-tail domain walls with a decreased
conductivity compared to the bulk. These could also be re-positioned under in-plane
electric fields. Crucially the quadrant and depression can be erased through heating
above the transition temperature, showing no discernible signs of plastic, irreversible
deformation. The quadrant pattern was then rationalised as a ferroelastic response to
the applied stress and as shown in figure 6.2, aides the occurrence of the topographic
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depression in vicinity of the region subjected to the applied stress.2 The process is also
highly repeatable and similar results have been obtained by other members of our
research group. As an example, figure 6.3 shows a conducting quadrant structure
obtained by J. Guy at QUB using a micro-indentation setup built in-house.

Figure 6.2 Study of the topographic depression induced by local stress. (a) AFM topography
of the stress-written region. The topographic corrugations correspond to ferroelastic domains.
A line profile along the dashed red line is shown in (b) demonstrating how ferroelastic domains
from along the topographic depression. (c) A 3D version of the topography map in (a)
emphasises how the topographic depression forms due to the ferroelastic response to the stress
as opposed to plastic deformation. Adapted from 2.
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Figure 6.3 Conducting quadrant structure obtained via stress applied from an in-house built
micro-indentation setup. (a) Reflected light microscope image of the mechanically-injected
quadrant structure. (b) Topography and (c) c-AFM image of a region of the conducting domain
wall highlighted by the dashed white line.

6.2 Domain Injection through Nanoscale
Stress
While it has been shown that stress applied from a probe with a microscopically sharp
tip can be used as a reliable tool to site-specifically inject conducting domains walls in
boracites,2 the effects occur over relatively large spatial extents (100’s of μm).
Furthermore, the method of stress application is limited in control over both the spatial
position and magnitude of stress applied. In order to achieve further control over these
parameters and the resulting domain patterns, a first step would be to explore the effect
of highly localised applied stress from a nanoscale source such as an AFM tip.

6.2.1 Stress Field Distribution
As previously mentioned, the localised stresses applied from the Pt/Ir coated Si AFM
tips that have been used in this thesis (up to ~3.6 GPa emanating from a contact radius
of ~12 nm) would likely have limited effect on the domain microstructure of a single
crystal. This can be better understood by studying the internal stress fields through the
thickness of the material under a loading force. Typically, stress fields are quantified
through finite element modelling; however, for these semi-quantitative purposes, an
approximation through Hertzian contact mechanics can be made.13 In this
approximation, the probe tip can be treated as a sphere which is pressed into a flat
surface to form a contact area of radius a. Below the surface, the out-of-plane normal
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stress σz at any radial distance r from the centre of the tip-surface contact and thickness
z through the sample can be described by14
3

3 𝑧
𝑎2 𝑢
𝜎𝑧 = 𝑝𝑚 ( 1 ) ( 2
)
2 2
𝑢 + 𝑎2 𝑧 2
𝑢

(6.1)

where pm is the contact pressure and
1
1
𝑢 = [(𝑟 2 + 𝑧 2 − 𝑎2 ) + [(𝑟 2 + 𝑧 2 − 𝑎2 )2 + 4𝑎2 𝑧 2 ]2 ]
2

(6.2)

In boracites a critical normal stress of 120 MPa has been reported by Torre et al. 15 as
the minimum required for ferroelastic switching at room temperature. If the contact
pressure of ~1 GPa quoted in 2 is applied from a metal probe forming a large tip-surface
contact radius of 10 μm, the normal stress (σz) will reduce to 120 MPa at a maximum
thickness z of 32 μm and a maximum radius r of 15 μm away from the centre of the
tip-surface contact (figure 6.4a). Such permeation of stress through the volume of the
sample, combined with maintaining the temperature near the transition point should
result in extensive domain formation in a bulk crystal. In contrast, for typical AFMbased experiments involving a contact pressure of ~3.6 GPa being applied from a tipsurface contact radius of ~12 nm, the normal stress (σz) will reduce to 120 MPa at a z
value of 80 nm and a maximum r value 35 nm (figure 6.4b). Due to the thickness of
the crystal with domains widths of the order of microns, such localised stress would
likely have to be applied to thin films to induce any form of domain reorganisation.
However, with the difficulty in fabricating thin films of boracite16 another option is to
instead apply much larger localised stresses from ultra-stiff AFM probes to the bulk
crystal.
Here, specialised diamond nanoindentation probes from Adama Technologies,
which have been designed for indentation of hard materials (e.g. metals), are used to
apply ultra-high stresses of up to 300 GPa. Assuming the same ~12 nm contact radius,
as shown in figure 6.4c, the stress fields propagate an order of magnitude further
through the sample before reducing to below the 120 MPa threshold for ferroelastic
switching. While the probability of domain re-organisation should significantly
increase, sufficient stress fields still propagate through a relatively small fraction of
the crystal. Consequently, particular attention must be given to additional kinetic
factors such as the sample temperature, how rapidly the stress is applied and direction
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of the applied stress fields. The importance of such factors is emphasised in the
experiments discussed in the following subsections.

Figure 6.4 Approximated out-of-plane normal stress σz distribution through a cross-section of
the sample under varying loading scenarios, in terms of the thickness z and radius r from the
centre of the tip-surface contact. (a) 1 GPa applied from a metal probe with a 10 μm radius.
(b) 3.6 GPa and (c) 300 GPa applied from an AFM tip with a 12 nm radius. The normal stress
σz is given by the colourbar, where red is the maximum stress applied and blue corresponds to
the minimum value for ferroelastic switching in boracite of 120 MPa.15
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6.2.2 Barriers to Domain Nucleation
The effects of ultra-high stresses from an AFM probe were studied on a separate piece
of the (100)pc cut Cu-Cl boracite crystal used in 2 at close to the transition temperature.
The temperature was varied using an MFP-3D polymer heater from Asylum
Instruments, on which domains could be seen to begin to move (as viewed by an
optical feed) at 92.5° C, before completely disappearing at 94° C. The relatively
gradual nature of the transition can be explained by the second order-like behaviour
described in chapter 1.17 In order to maximise the susceptibility of the domains to stress
without causing domain re-organisation due to temperature alone, the sample was
typically heated to a maximum of 92° C for most experiments. As such, any sign of
domain re-organisation could unambiguously be attributed to the applied stress.
Figure 6.5a and 6.5c shows a topographic height (parts i) and deflection (parts
ii) map of two different regions of the crystal at a temperature of 92° C. As observed
in literature, the topographic deformations correlate with <100>pc and <110>pc
ferroelastic twin boundaries.18 Due to the strong coupling between the structural
shearing and polarisation orientation, the ridges and troughs evident in the topography
therefore correspond to the position of ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain walls. These
deformations give rise to the sharp contrast in the topographic deflection images which
are displayed here as a means to provide a clear indication of the domain structure.
The regions demarcated by the dashed green and blue lines in figure 6.5ai were imaged
while scanning with a 130 μN loading force at a 4.9 μm/s and 14.7 μm/s scan velocity
respectively. An Adama tip (model number NM-RC) was used with a spring constant
of 354.1 N/m measured through the thermal tune method. Due to the excessive
uncertainty in contact radius in such experiments, the applied stress was not estimated,
however, as evident in figure 6.5b and 6.5c it was significant enough to mill up to 50
nm into the scanned surface. Despite such plastic deformation to the surface occurring
close to the transition temperature, no sign of any change to the domain structure is
evident in the resulting topographic images. Imaging the region highlighted by the
dashed blue box in figure 6.5d with an even larger loading force of 0.89 mN using a
stiffer Adama tip (model number NMS-RC) with a nominal spring constant of 1500
N/m (too large to calibrate via thermal tune) results in a deeper mill up to 350 nm into
the surface. As before, the stress was applied with the sample held at 92° C and with
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the tip scanning at a relatively fast velocity of 10 μm/s. Again, this resulted in
significant plastic damage to the surface with minimal change to the domain structure
discernible from the topographic images (figure 6.5e).

Figure 6.5 Applying stress to Cu-Cl boracite sample held at 92° C. Parts (i) are topographic
height and parts (ii) are deflection images. (a) Before and (b) after scanning with a 130 μN
loading force and a 4.9 μm/s and 14.7 μm/s scan velocity over the regions highlighted by the
dashed green and blue lines respectively. (c) Height profile from along the blue line in part
(b). (d) Before and (e) after scanning the region highlighted by the dashed blue lines with a
0.89 mN loading force and a 10 μm/s scan velocity. (f) Height profile from along the blue line
in part (e). All images taken at 92° C.
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In order to rule out the possibility that the temperature wasn’t set close enough
to the transition temperature, an experiment was also carried out where stress was
applied to the crystal as it cooled through the transition temperature. Figure 6.6a shows
the topography of a region of the crystal taken at 92° C, while figure 6.6b shows the
same region with the temperature held substantially above the transition temperature
at 120° C. Although the domains were no longer evident optically, the topography
appears unchanged despite being well above the transition temperature. This could
possibly be explained by the presence of skin domains at the surface of the crystal
which persist above Tc and have been reported in other ferroelectric crystals.19-21 The
central highlighted region was then imaged with a 130 μN loading force with the tip
scanning at a scan velocity of 19.5 μm/s as the crystal cooled slowly through the
transition temperature. The domain structure is seen to change, however no distinct
reorganisation of domains is evident around the plastically deformed region. Hence it
can be assumed that the domain reorganisation is caused by the cooling through the
transition temperature.

Figure 6.6 Applying stress as the Cu-Cl boracite crystal cools through the transition
temperature. Parts (i) are topographic height and parts (ii) are deflection images. (a) Below the
transition temperature at 88° C. (b) Above Tc at 120° C with topographic domain contrast still
evident due to possible surficial domains. (c) Image at 88° C after cooling through the
transition temperature and simultaneously scanning the highlighted region with a 130 μN
loading force.
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6.2.3 Rapid Stress Application
From the previous results, it is evident that the applied stress needs to be applied in a
different manner in order to induce domain reorganisation. While the crystal
temperatures were held as close as possible to the transition temperature and loading
forces were sufficiently large to cause substantial plastic deformation, the stress was
applied through relatively controlled tip motions. Here, a series of experiments are
carried out where stress is applied in a more abrupt manner.
Figure 6.7a displays an initial region of the Cu-Cl boracite crystal at 88° C,
with a single domain oriented diagonally across the image. Similar, to the experiment
in figure 6.6, the crystal was heated to above the transition temperature, in this case to
95° C. As the sample cooled slowly at a rate of 2° C/min to 88 °C, the tip repeatedly
scanned an 8 μm long line (slow scan axis disabled) in the centre of the image with a
230 μN loading force at a much slower scan velocity of 1.8 μm/s. Despite the disabling
of the slow scan axis, this resulted in a 1 μm wide milled region owing to significant
slip-stick drift of the tip as the crystal cooled through the transition temperature. Most
importantly however, are the series of needle-like structures which form subnanometre dips in the topography and emanate from the milled region in a direction
parallel to the pre-existing domain, extending up to 5 μm. Subsequent PFM images
(taken one week later at QUB) show both lateral and weak vertical contrast between
the needle-like structures and surrounding region. The needles above and below the
milled region show opposite lateral phase contrast, alluding to opposite in-plane
polarisation orientations. This combination of observed PFM contrast, propagation
direction parallel to pre-existing domain and origination from the milled region
strongly points towards the needle-like structures being AFM stress-induced
ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains. While larger stresses were applied and deeper
plastic deformations occurred in some of the experiments described in the previous
subsection, the key difference here appears to be the increased mechanical shock to
the surface of the crystal due to rapid, slip-stick tip motion.
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Figure 6.7 Local mechanical writing of needle-like domains through an AFM tip milling a
line in the sample as it cools through the transition temperature. (a) Initial topographic (i)
height and (ii) deflection at 88° C. (b) Resulting topographic (i) height and (ii) deflection after
repeatedly scanning a line in the centre of the scan with a 230 μN loading force at a 1.8 μm/s
scan velocity as the sample cooled from 95 to 88° C. See a series of needle like-structures
emanating from milled region. (c) Line profile of milled region showing significant slip-stick
drift of tip. (d) Topography of region one week later and corresponding (e) VPFM (i)
amplitude and (ii) phase and (f) LPFM (i) amplitude and (ii) phase showing contrast between
the needle-like structures.
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A further example of the effect of such rapid mechanical shock on domain
formation is shown in figure 6.8. In this case the point marked by the green circle in
figure 6.8a, was indented with the tip approaching the surface at a rapid, uncalibrated
velocity, before reaching a maximum defined deflection setpoint corresponding to an
applied force of approximately 0.9 mN. With the loading force still being applied by
the tip, the sample was cooled from 92° C to 88° C before the tip was retracted. A
subsequent topography scan then showed a more dramatic and extensive formation of
the ferroelectric/ferroelastic needle domains. Two orientations of needle-like domains
can be seen which intersect at 90° angles and extend up to 7 μm away from the indented
region. The induced needle-like domains manifest as both topographic dips and peaks
in this case and in addition, are much more pronounced, reaching close to ~1 nm steps
in height. The shape and irregular size of the indented region shows that significant
abrupt tip motion had occurred, with the significant stresses causing plastic
deformation over 200 nm into the surface. In contrast, repeats of the experiment where
the tip was instead made to approach the surface in a slower, controlled manner
resulted in no topographic sign of stress-induced domains. Subsequent PFM images
(again taken one week later at QUB), such as the LPFM images shown in figure 6.8e
and 6.8f of the region just above the indent, again elucidate contrast between the
needle-like domains and surrounding area. It should also be noted that while the stressinduced domains do remain relatively stable over time, some re-organisation had
occurred likely due to heating and cooling of the sample in subsequent experiments.
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Figure 6.8 Mechanical writing of ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain through rapid indentation
of the crystal surface. (a) Initial topographic (i) height and (ii) deflection of a region of the
crystal at 92° C where the green dot highlights the region to be indented. (b) Resulting
topographic (i) height and (ii) deflection after indenting with a 0.9 mN loading force which is
maintained as the crystal is cooled from 92° C to 88° C. (c) Topographic line profile of
indented region along the blue line in (b) part (i). Topography of region one week later and
corresponding LPFM (e) amplitude and (f) phase.

From the above investigations, it is apparent that maintaining the crystal just
below the transition temperature and cooling slightly (as opposed to heating above it
and cooling) is sufficient to aide substantial domain formation when accompanied by
rapid application of stress from the AFM tip. In order to discern whether cooling the
crystal during stress application is required for the domains to form or is simply a
means to induce abrupt tip motion along the surface, the experiment outlined in figure
6.9 was carried out. Figure 6.9a shows the initial region at 92° C, where two 8 μm long
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lines, demarcated by the red and blue lines were to be milled. First, the segment marked
in red was scanned repeatedly with a 3.46 mN loading force using the stiffest Adama
tip (NMU-BC model with 3000 N/m nominal spring constant) at a scan velocity of 1.8
μm/s, while the crystal temperature was slowly cooled from 92 to 88° C. As expected,
this resulted in a significant number of needle-like domains forming around the heavily
milled (>500 nm deep) segment in figure 6.9b. The line marked in blue was then
repeatedly scanned with a similar loading force at the same scan velocity while the
crystal temperature was maintained at 92° C. In order to induce more abrupt tip motion,
the integral gain was kept very low (0.1) so that the tip was scanning the surface in a
more uncontrolled manner. The deflection setpoint was then increased slightly while
scanning to force the tip to drive rapidly into the surface. In the resulting topography
images (figure 6.9c), the mechanical shock imparted by the tip is evident by the uneven
shape of the milled region. Again, an array of needle-like domains were seen to form,
elucidating that mechanical writing of domains does not necessitate cooling the crystal
during stress application. Instead, maintaining the crystal close to the transition
temperature and inducing abrupt stress application through either sample cooling or
other means are the key requirements to mechanically write domains using an AFM
tip.
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Figure 6.9 Investigating the effect of cooling during stress application on domain formation.
(a) Initial topographic (i) height and (ii) deflection image. Segment marked by red line in (a)
was repeatedly scanned with a 3.46 mN loading force at a 1.8 μm/s velocity, while the crystal
was cooled from 92 to 88° C, before obtaining (b) the resulting topographic (i) height and (ii)
deflection images. (c) Resulting topographic (i) height and (ii) deflection after the segment
marked by the blue line in (a) was repeatedly scanned with a similar parameters but with the
temperature held constant at 92° C, and rapid motion of the tip induced by keeping the integral
gain low and adjusting the deflection setpoint while in contact.

6.3 Determination of Polar Variants
For proper ferroelectrics with large spontaneous polarisation values, in-plane
polarisation variants can usually be resolved in a relatively intuitive manner via the
vector PFM method discussed in chapter 2. However, for improper ferroelectrics, the
low spontaneous polarisation values lead to a number of difficulties in correctly
interpreting the measured piezoresponse signal. In the study by McQuaid et al., 2
rigorous PFM measurements elucidated the confounding effect of deflection-related
cross-talk which in some cases was significant enough to invert the expected PFM
phase contrast for specific domains. Achieving a sensible interpretation of the domain
orientations required carefully combining the normalised topography derivative with
the measured PFM signal and comparing the resulting domain pattern with the
crystallographically-allowed domain wall orientations from literature.11 This enabled
charged domain walls to be detected, which were shown to possess conducting
anomalies with respect to the bulk in c-AFM measurements. For the small needle-like
domains created under ultra-high AFM stresses the sub-nanometre topographic
gradients (compared to the 10’s of nm for as-grown domains) could feasibly result in
a minimisation of the topographic cross-talk effect, particularly at low frequencies. In
order to increase the possibility of correctly reconstructing the polarisation
orientations, lateral PFM images were acquired at multiple angles22 from 0° to 180° in
increments of 45°.
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Figure 6.10 PFM study of stress-induced domains in Cu-Cl Boracite. Topography of studied
region (a) before and (b) after the rapid application of stress, showing the nucleation of a
number of new domains and schematically illustrating the angles at which PFM images were
taken. (c) Corresponding VPFM (i) amplitude and (ii) phase of the region showing a minimal
response. (d-h) Series of LPFM images at varying angles where parts (i) are amplitude and
parts (ii) are phase images. The scale bars are identical at each angle. (d) Was taken at a tipsurface angle of 0°, (e) 45°, (f) 90°, (g) 135° and (h) 180°.

The PFM study here was carried out on the complex set of needle-like domains
located in between the two milled regions in figure 6.9. The initial topography of the
region is shown in figure 6.10a where two domain walls aligned ~20° off the horizontal
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axis of the image can be seen. After carrying out the stress-writing experiments, the
resulting topography in figure 6.10b shows a number of new domains running both
parallel and perpendicular to the pre-existing domains. A cursory look at the
corresponding VPFM and LPFM images (figures 6.10c and 6.10d) shows that all the
stress-written domains possess a PFM contrast with respect to the surrounding region.
Interestingly, the pre-existing domains show no sign of PFM contrast aside from a
needle-like structure which has nucleated along a segment of the lower pre-existing
domain wall. As opposed to being a single domain, the needle-like structures appear
to comprise of a pair thin domains which eventually merge together. This can be seen
more clearly in higher resolution PFM images provided in appendix C. A number of
the stress-written domains also do not appear to merge in a pair and instead propagate
towards other orthogonal domains.
Analysing the PFM contrast more closely, as expected from literature for this
sample of (100)pc cut Cu-Cl boracite,2 the VPFM shows a poor signal-to-noise ratio in
the amplitude while the phase contrast varies upon rotation. This implies that the
domains possess a minimal out-of-plane component with a measured PFM signal
dominated by flexural contributions and topographic cross-talk.23 Meanwhile, the
LPFM signal is comparatively large and observing the evolution in amplitude and
phase with tip-sample rotation in figures 6.10d to 6.10h points towards three different
stress-written domain variants - D1, which run parallel and D2 and D3 run which
perpendicular to the pre-existing domain walls - as well as the surrounding domain S.
The in-plane polarisation component for each domain variant should lie approximately
parallel to the cantilever axis at the tip-sample rotation angle where the amplitude
reaches a minimum and the phase changes sign. In figure 6.11, the evolution of the
LPFM amplitude and phase is plotted for D1, D2, D3 and S as a function of tip-sample
orientation. The measured amplitude and phase were extracted from the as-measured
PFM images by averaging selected line profiles along the studied domains. For D1, the
measured amplitude shows a confounding evolution upon rotation with two minima at
45° and 135°, pointing towards possible erroneous signal from deflection-related
crosstalk or scanning artefacts. The phase meanwhile demonstrates more decipherable
behaviour and switches from positive at 90° to negative at 135°, enabling a polarisation
orientation perpendicular to the domain wall direction to be inferred as shown in figure
6.11e. For D2, the measured amplitude minimum does not coincide with the reversal
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of phase and so also alludes to significant erroneous signal. Again relying on the phase
for polar information (which in this case reverses from positive at 0° to negative at
45°) infers an orientation perpendicular to the domain wall. D3 and S appear to
demonstrate more sensible behaviour with single amplitude minima that coincide with
a reversal in phase. Although it should be noted that the measured phase for S shows
“unlocked” behaviour (randomly oscillates between positive and negative values) at a
broad range of angles, thus providing additional uncertainty. Extracting the polar
information for D3 and S completes the predicted polar map shown in figure 6.11e.
Structurally non-permissible charged 180° domain walls can be seen between D1 and
S and at points where D2 and D3 merge. Furthermore, while variations in tip quality
may also contribute to unexpected variations in PFM signal, measured responses were
often seen to re-occur upon changing tips. The invalid prediction of the polar variants
combined with the relatively erratic behaviour of the as-measured PFM signal upon
rotation therefore indicates that similar to the spontaneously formed domains,
topography-related cross-talk dominates the PFM response of the nanoscale stresswritten domains despite the associated sub-nanometre topographic slopes.

Figure 6.11 Measured LPFM amplitude and phase as a function tip-sample surface rotation
for each domain variant: (a) D1, (b) D2, (c) D3 and (d) S. The grey line corresponds to 0° phase
while the black “x”, highlights the point of phase reversal. (e) Predicted polarisation
orientations for each domain variant from the as-measured PFM data which includes a number
of crystallographically non-permissible 180° charged domain walls.
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6.3.1 Correcting Deflection-Related Crosstalk
In order to obtain a meaningful polar map from the PFM, the previously described
technique applied in 2 is used here where the piezoresponse is linearly combined with
the normalised derivative of the topography in the direction parallel to the fast scan
axis. In this case, the normalised topography derivative (dz/dx and dz/dy) is subtracted
from the piezoresponse images taken at 0° and 90° resulting in the corrected PFM
images shown in figure 6.12a and 6.12b. From these, the polar map shown in figure
6.12c can be inferred which comprises entirely of structurally permissible domain
walls. D1 and S appear to be separated by an un-charged 180° domain wall, from which
the origin of the needle-like structures can be rationalised as follows: the pair of thin
domains of identical polar orientation merge together at their ends so as to prevent the
possibility a 180° charged boundary with the surrounding area. D2 and D3 meanwhile
are anti-parallel to one another and interestingly form a charged 90° domain wall with
the surrounding area. However, due to the combination of the pre-existing
experimental difficulty in achieving measurable current values in the particular sample
used as well as the likely surficial nature of the stress-written domain walls, no
meaningful conducting anomalies were observed in subsequent c-AFM experiments.
Despite this, the inferred 90° nature of the domain walls sheds some light on why D2
and D3 are not required to form a needle-like structure. Overall, the feasibility of the
predicted polar variants further emphasises the viability of correcting the as-measured
PFM signal with the topography derivative.
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Figure 6.12 Corrected PFM images of stress-induced domains. Corrected LPFM at (a) 0° and
(b) 90° obtained through subtracting the normalised topography gradients parallel to the fast
scan axis from the piezoresponse. (c) Predicted polar orientations of the imaged domains from
the corrected maps resulting in a set of domain walls which are known to be permissible in
this system.

6.4 Establishing Control
The prediction of charged walls in a bulk crystal that can be injected in a highly precise
manner through an AFM tip represents an intriguing prospect. However, this is
accompanied by substantial, irreversible plastic deformation of the surface, in turn
hindering any potential device applications. An advantage of applying stress from an
AFM tip is the ability to precisely explore a broad parameter space over how the stress
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is applied. For instance, the rate at which the stress in increased, the location and
direction at which the stress applied, as well as the magnitude and duration of the
applied stress to the sample can all be precisely varied. While it has so far been shown
that rapid application of large nanoscale stress to the surface close to the transition
temperature is key to nucleation of such domains, a number of questions still remain
on the precise set of parameters which maximise the possibility of domain nucleation.
In this section, a set of experiments are carried out in attempt to find such parameters
so that domains can still be written through applied stress while minimising the extent
of plastic damage to the surface.

6.4.1 Effect of Scan Angle
As the tip scans a sample surface with an applied loading force, frictional forces and
internal in-plane components of the stress tensor increase along the direction of tip
motion.24, 25 Due to the ferroelastic nature of the domains in boracite defined by a
spontaneous strain along a specific direction, it is conceivable that the direction of the
applied stress may have some influence on the likelihood of nucleating new domains.
In order to investigate this possible effect, an AFM tip was made to trace a large circle
while applying a loading force to the surface as shown in figure 6.13. This enabled the
effect of all possible scan orientations to be studied. More specifically, the tip was
made to travel in an anti-clockwise direction at a slow 0.48 μm/s scan velocity with a
0.93 mN loading force while the sample was made to cool from 92 to 88° C. Observing
the resulting topographic deflection in figure 6.13b shows two new domain-like
structures which have nucleated at opposite ends of the circle milled (~60 nm deep)
by the AFM probe. Curiously, these locations correspond to where one of the domain
wall orientations is parallel to the tangent of the circle i.e. the direction of applied
stress. The lack of topographically observable domains at other scan orientations
where in-plane stress fields are likely concentrated in a different direction
demonstrates that concentration of stress fields parallel to the permissible domain
propagation directions significantly increases the probability of nucleation. The
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emergence of only one orientation also alludes to the possibility that one domain
propagation orientation is more susceptible to nucleation under stress than the other.

Figure 6.13 Effect of scan angle on domain nucleation. (a) Initial topographic deflection
image. (b) Topographic deflection after the tip was made to travel in an anti-clockwise
direction with a 0.93 mN loading force at a 0.48 μm/s scan velocity while the sample cooled
from 92 to 88° C. Newly nucleated domains are highlighted by the dashed blue boxes for
clarity.

6.4.2 Single Point Nanoindentation Studies
As opposed to moving along the sample surface while applying stress, an AFM tip can
also be used to apply stress in a more controlled manner by approaching a point on the
sample surface at a user-defined velocity and reaching a specified loading force before
retracting in a nanoindentation experiment. This enables parameters such how rapidly
the stress is applied to be monitored more closely, while also in-situ monitoring tip
deflection with varying applied stress. Furthermore, the surface area of crystal which
has experienced plastic deformation can be minimised. Knowing that rapid stress
application is critical to extensive domain nucleation, here the effect of the controlled
rate at which stress is applied on the extent and probability of domain nucleation is
directly investigated.
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Figure 6.14 Nanoindentation experiment to observe effect of loading force and rate. (a) Initial
topographic deflection before and (b) after carrying out 5 by 5 point grid with increasing
loading force along the horizontal axis and increasing loading velocity the vertical axis while
the crystal was held at 92° C. No sign of any change in domain structure can be seen. (c) (i)
Topography, (ii) LPFM amplitude and (iii) phase of region highlighted by green dashed box
in (b). (d) (i) Topography, (ii) LPFM amplitude and (iii) phase of region highlighted by blue
dashed box in (b). Shows domain-like structures nucleating around indents.

In the nanoindentation experiment shown in figure 6.14, a 5 by 5 point grid
experiment is carried out where the maximum loading force is varied from 1.4 mN to
3 mN along the horizontal direction. Meanwhile, the velocity at which the tip is driven
towards and retracted from the surface (indicative of how rapidly the stress is
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increased) is varied from 3 μm/s to 14 μm/s along the vertical direction. At each point,
the maximum loading force was maintained for a dwell time of 10s and the sample
held at a constant temperature of 92° C throughout. As observed in the resulting
topographic images, highly localised plastic indentation of surface has occurred at each
point, while the topographically evident domain structure appears completely
unchanged. PFM imaging however, reveals a profound domain structure emanating
above and below each indented region. Example LPFM images are provided in figures
6.14c and 6.14d, each showing a cross-like shape of PFM contrast around the indent,
with each segment following the possible domain orientations. Although, no PFM
contrast can be observed between the segments, their propagation directions points
towards all four possible in-plane polar domain variants having nucleated. Unlike
applying stress with a tip moving across the surface, the more uniaxial nature of the
nanoindentation leads to no preference in domain orientation and as such each variant
extends almost equally around the indent. The lack of appearance of the domains in
the topography meanwhile could be due to the domains not permeating far enough
through the surface, in comparison to those previously shown in this work.
The domains extend a relatively short distance from the indents, however as
illustrated in figure 6.15a, there does appear to be a relation between the lengths of the
nucleated domains and both the maximum applied force and velocity at which the tip
is driven towards the sample. Here, the length describes the distance between the
points furthest above and below the indent on the nucleated domain-structure (inset of
figure 6.15a). In this context, plots of domain length as a function of maximum applied
force for the top and bottom rows of the nanoindentation experiment (where the tip
was driven towards the sample with a 14 μm/s and 3 μm/s velocity respectively) reveal
an almost linear increase in the nucleated domain length with maximum applied force
as well as a slight but clear increase in length with loading velocity. In contrast, the
corresponding plots of the indentation depths (figure 6.15b) shows that slower more
controlled tip applications of stress result in increased plastic deformation of the
surface. Although it can be seen that the point pressed with 1.4 mN at 3 μm/s caused
no plastic deformation, and in turn no sign of nucleated domains were evident. Despite
this, once plastic deformation occurs, the extent of domain formation appears generally
independent of the indentation depth. Such an observation corroborates initial
conjectures that rapid mechanical shock as opposed to deep milling into the surface is
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critical to stress-induced domain nucleation under an AFM tip. It also demonstrates
that domains can be nucleated in a more controlled environment, providing a platform
for more deterministic control over resulting domain morphologies.

Figure 6.15 Effect of maximum loading force and rate of loading on domain nucleation. (a)
Length of nucleated domains as a function of maximum loading force for loading velocities
of 3 μm/s and 14 μm/s. Black arrow in inset highlights the length of the domain nucleated with
2.2 mN at 14 μm/s. (b) Corresponding plot of indentation depth showing that loading at 3 μm/s
typically resulted in deeper indents.

A caveat still remaining however, is the apparent necessity for plastic
deformation to occur for domains to nucleate. If the domains can indeed be induced
without damaging the surface with the AFM tip, it is highly likely the forces as close
as possible to the plastic limit are required. In order to gain a further understanding on
the elastic-plastic limits of the crystal, the force-displacement curves acquired during
the nanoindentation experiments are studied in further detail in appendix D.

6.5 Discussion of Possible Mechanisms
Following the various experiments on the effect of ultra-high stress from AFM probes
on the studied Cu-Cl boracite crystal, a discussion on the possible mechanisms for the
observed domain nucleation is now timely. As the experiments were conducted on
single crystals as opposed to thin films, the possibility of any clamping or epitaxial
effects from the underlying substrate can be negated. Also due to the boracite
ferroelectric state consisting of a single phase, the possibility of a mechanicallyinduced phase transition as observed in BiFeO3 in this thesis can also be omitted. A
more likely mechanism is a purely ferroelastic response to the applied stress as
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previously observed under macroscopic loading in Cu-Cl boracite.2 However, as each
demonstration of domain nucleation was accompanied by plastic deformation, the
possibility of domain nucleation in response to the residual stresses from the indents
should also be discussed. The significantly reduced length and width of the induced
domains compared to the as-grown domains also points towards to additional
phenomena at play.
One possibility, is domain nucleation in response to the residual stresses from
the substantial plastic indentation that was observed in each case. For instance, in a
nanoindentation study on BaTiO3,6 ferroelastic reorientation was found to occur to
alleviate tensile stresses from the resulting plastic indent as well as the surrounding
mechanical cracks. Residual strain gradients around such cracks have also been shown
to cause flexoelectric switching in ferroelectric materials.26 However, in the present
study significant plastic deformation was seen to occur without evidence of domain
nucleation in many cases. Hence, a residual effect is unlikely. The domains could
instead nucleate due to crack or dislocation propagation as discussed in another
nanoindentation study on a different orientation of BaTiO3,7 As boracite does not
possess a cleavage plane, it tends to demonstrate conchoidal fracturing in response to
stresses which results in curved fracture lines.27 This may explain the seemingly
arbitrary assortment of different domain structures nucleated in some cases. However,
no sign of cracking could be observed on the surface (e.g. topographic pile-up), making
such contributions difficult to determine.
A more likely mechanism is a purely ferroelastic response to the applied stress
as previously observed under macroscopic loading in Cu-Cl boracite where a quadrant
structure formed around the elastically indented region.2 The single point experiments
carried out in the present work provide the most similar recreation of the uniaxial stress
application conducted in the macroscopic studies, except on a much smaller scale. As
such, the cross-like domain structure observed could be considered as the nucleus of
an incomplete quadrant structure which could not fully form due to insufficient lateral
growth. The requirement of rapid mechanical shock for domain nucleation is also
reminiscent of ferroelastic responses observed in other material systems. For instance,
a tweed-like structure consisting of fine inter-woven ferroelastic domains was found
to appear throughout a LaAlO3 single crystal due to the substantial, rapid stress fields
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from cutting with a diamond saw.28 In contrast, the effect is much more localised in
the present case.

6.6 Conclusions
The results in this chapter demonstrate the viability of utilising large, localised stresses
from ultra-stiff AFM probes to induce highly localised ferroelectric domain
reorganisation in a single crystal. Rapid motion of the tip as it scans the surface of the
studied Cu-Cl boracite crystal close to Tc with a significant loading force is seen to
generate the most extensive domain reorganisation, with narrow domains forming
needle-like structures that extend up to ~7 μm from the plastically-indented region. A
vector PFM analysis corrected for deflection-related crosstalk points towards the
nucleation of charged domain walls under the applied stress. Although lamentably, no
conducting anomalies were observed due to experimental difficulties and the likely
shallow nature of the nucleated domain walls. The needle-like structures were seen to
form so as to avoid the presence of non-permissible 180° charged domains walls.
Attempts were also made to minimise plastic damage to the surface in more controlled
experiments. Firstly, it was found that concentration of stress fields parallel to the
permissible domain propagation directions increased the probability of nucleation.
Subsequently, single point nanoindentation experiments were found to nucleate
domains which propagate at four different directions from the indent, with a nucleation
distance that increased with the loading rate. Furthermore, the nucleation distance was
found to be independent of the indentation depth. Through utilising the appropriate
loading rate and maximum applied force, it may therefore be feasible to induce highly
localised domain nucleation in the crystal without the occurrence of plastic
deformation.
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7. Conclusions and
Further Work
7.1 Conclusions
The work in this thesis has demonstrated that nanoscale stress can be used as a viable
tool to induce a broad range of microstructural dynamics in ferroelectric materials.
From the examples demonstrated, the ferroelectric microstructure and switching
behaviour of mixed phase thin films as well as even the microstructure of a single
phase, single crystal can all be controlled through application of nanoscale stress, given
the appropriate conditions. The results provide a fundamental insight into the coupling
between stress and ferroelectricity in the studied materials, while providing a viable
alternative pathway through which to control the microstructure and resulting
functionality. In this section, an overview is provided of the conclusions drawn from
these results.
Nanoscale stress first provided an invaluable tool in an approach to
demonstrate deterministic control over the mixed phase microstructure of an
epitaxially strained film of BiFeO3. Due to the unidirectional nature of applied stress
from an AFM tip, the approach involved selective application of electric field from the
same tip to increase the population of T-phase, while the applied stress was used to
complementary effect by increasing the population of R-phase, thereby demonstrating
reversible control. Energy-based theoretical calculations provided insight into the
observed phase transitions and enabled quantitative predictions on the change in phase
population under a continuous range of electric fields, misfit strains and uniaxial
stresses. Despite inevitable limitations at larger applied stresses and fields, the
predictions were found to maintain a good correlation with the corresponding
experimental results. Such an illustration of deterministic control over local phase
populations in turn provides a crucial platform for more precise control over the
resulting functionality such as conductivity, piezoresponse and magnetoelectricity.
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As well as controlling mixed phase microstructure, it was also demonstrated
that nanoscale stress can have a significant effect on the electric field-induced
switching behaviour of a mixed phase ferroelectric. To achieve this, a stress-mediated
SS-PFM method was first applied to a Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 film near the morphotropic
phase boundary, which possesses a coexistence of phases in this case made available
by the chemical composition of the film. The film demonstrated a distinct change in
shape of hysteresis loop shape with the formation of a “nose”-like feature at negative
applied bias and larger applied stresses. From a combination the simultaneously
measured
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contact

resonance

frequency

behaviour,

the

strong

ferroelectric/ferroelastic interplay in the film as revealed by initial experiments, and a
comparison to results from literature, such an alteration in switching behaviour was
attributed to an exhaustion of the possible ferroelastic switching pathways at larger
applied stresses. This was further validated by phase field simulations, thereby
demonstrating the capability of the technique for providing a more comprehensive
understanding into complex switching behaviour that is otherwise obfuscated by an
interplay of electrical and mechanical fields.
Motivated by the results outlined above, the stress-mediated SS-PFM method
was then also applied to the previously studied epitaxially strained BiFeO3 film. In
mixed phase BiFeO3, the switching behaviour is known to be further complicated by
the series of structural transitions which simultaneously occur over the course of an
electric field induced switching cycle. Even when carrying out the experiment with
negligible d.c. bias applied, the film demonstrated distinct changes in measured
response with increased applied stress, where the enhanced mobility of mechanicallyinduced R/T interfaces gave rise to a reduction and increase in the measured resonance
frequency and PFM amplitude respectively. As such, the film also demonstrated a
complex evolution in hysteretic switching behaviour, where a nose-like feature
appeared at larger applied stresses at positive tip bias, along with an enhancement in
overall response. From careful analysis of the measured data, the change in behaviour
was deduced to originate from a mechanical pinning of mobile R/T interfaces during
switching at positive bias causing the enhancement in response. In contrast, the
switching behaviour at negative bias remains unchanged due to nucleation of a
surrounding R-phase rosette-like pattern which is impervious to applied stress.
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In contrast to previous results which were obtained on thin films, it was also
shown that nanoscale applied stress from an AFM probe could influence the
ferroelectric microstructure of a single crystal. Taking into account the substantial
clamping of the Cu-Cl boracite crystal by its surroundings, significant stresses (100’s
of GPa) were applied from specialised, ultra-stiff AFM cantilevers to mechanicallyinduce domains. Despite the fact that the stresses were applied close to Tc where
ferroelastic domain mobility is maximised, and were also large enough to cause
significant plastic deformation (up to ~500 nm), in many cases the domain structure
remained relatively unchanged. Instead, the most dramatic nucleation of domains
occurred when stress was applied from the tip in a more abrupt manner, thereby
inducing rapid mechanical shock to the surface. This resulted in extensive domain
formation up to ~7 μm away from the indented region that consisted of a series of
narrow domains that formed either uncharged 180° or charged 90° domain walls with
the surrounding pre-existing domain as deduced from corrected PFM images. In more
controlled experiments, domains were found to nucleate parallel to the direction of the
in-plane stress fields of a moving tip, while application of more uniaxial stress in single
point nanoindentation experiments caused a set of domain variants to nucleate around
the indent forming a cross-like shape. Interestingly, the extent of the cross-like domain
structure was found to increase with the rate at which the applied stress was increased,
and was independent of the indentation depth. Hence, through the appropriate elastic
stresses applied in a sufficiently rapid manner, it may be feasible to mechanicallyinduce charged domain walls on the nanoscale in a bulk crystal.

7.2 Further Work
In order to realise the potential of the demonstrated deterministic control over
coexisting phases in strained BiFeO3, further work could revolve around characterising
the functional properties that arise out of the induced phase populations. Further
refinements could also be achieved through more careful estimation of the applied
stresses and electric fields. One possible method towards this would be simultaneous
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measurement of contact resonance frequency during stress or electric field application
so as to obtain an improved estimate of the tip-surface contact area.
The stress-mediated SS-PFM technique has proven to be an effective technique
over the course of this work in in deducing the role of local stress on step-by-step
ferroelectric/ferroelastic switching behaviour. In mixed phase BiFeO3, some
additional permutations of the experiment may provide further insight into the reported
behaviour. For instance, each loop was acquired by cycling the bias from the tip from
positive to negative values: if this cycle was to reverse, then the loop shape should
remain the same, but the resulting topography should comprise of more T-phase, with
the R-phase rosette pattern erased. Beginning with a number of training cycles at each
point would also reduce the background gradient that appears in the contact resonance
frequency evolution and help clarify the interpreted behaviour.
The mechanical injection of domains using the nanoscale source of an AFM
tip on Cu-Cl boracite bulk crystals represents an intriguing finding that also poses
numerous questions. Additionally at this early stage of research, a number of the
observations made still require corroboration with further experiments. For instance,
the reporting of charged walls through a corrected vector PFM analysis could be
verified through a more rigorous c-AFM study with optimal tip and tip-surface contact
conditions. Alternatively, depositing electrodes either side of the nucleated domains
and investigating the effect of in-plane electric fields on the position of the domain
walls may also shed further light on their properties. The observed increase in domain
extent with loading rate could also be further verified with larger sampling as well as
reducing the spacing between points to enable imaging of more points per single scan.
Furthermore, the nucleation of new domains was accompanied by significant plastic
deformation in each case, which in turn precludes potential applications. However, it
is still feasible that domains can be nucleated using an AFM tip through mechanical
stress in the elastic regime that is applied rapidly enough, and within the operating
limits of the instrument. Alternatively, experimenting on samples thinned through
mechanical polishing or on lamella obtained through focussed ion beam milling may
also reduce the magnitude of stresses required for such localised domain nucleation in
a single crystal.
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Appendix A
Changes in Resonance Frequency
Typically, the Young’s modulus can be estimated using models for the cantilever
motion and the tip-sample interaction.1, 2 These models require knowledge of the tip
radius and the cantilever length which can be revealed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) of the probes. Figure A1 shows SEM images of an example of the
Nanosensors PPP-EFM Pt/Ir probes and corresponding measurements. The cantilever
length was estimated as ~ 265 μm, the cantilever base-tip apex distance as ~ 250 μm
(figure A1a) and the tip radius as ~ 25 nm (figure A1c).

Figure A1 SEM images of probes used for the forceteresis and nanoindentation experiments.
(a) Low magnification image taken in plan view with the tip pointing out of the page. The
annotations show measurements of the cantilever length, L, and the distance from the
cantilever base to the tip apex, L1. (b,c) Higher magnification images taken at a tilt of 52°
showing the tip apex – indicated by the arrow in (b) and measurement of the tip diameter in
(c).

First, it is necessary to calculate the wavenumber of nth free flexural resonance which
is related to the contact resonance frequency, ω0 by
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𝑘𝑛 = 𝑐𝐵 √𝜔0 𝐿

(A.1)

where L is the cantilever length and cB is given by
𝑐𝐵 =

48𝜋 2 𝜌 1⁄4
𝐸𝑡
𝑡2

(A.2)

Here, t is the cantilever thickness, ρ is the cantilever density and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the cantilever tip. The normalised tip-sample contact stiffness, kts, can then
be calculated from
2
(1 + cos 𝑘𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝑘𝑛 )
𝑘𝑡𝑠 = 𝑘𝑡 (𝑘𝑛 𝛾)3
3
𝐷

(A.3)

where kt is the spring constant of the cantilever, γ = L1/L and D is a function given by
𝐷 = [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 (1 − 𝛾) cosh 𝑘𝑛 (1 − 𝛾) − cos 𝑘𝑛 (1 − 𝛾)][1 −
cos 𝑘𝑛 𝛾 cosh 𝑘𝑛 𝛾] − [𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 𝛾 cosh 𝑘𝑛 𝛾 − cos 𝑘𝑛 𝛾 sinh 𝑘𝑛 𝛾][1 +
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑘𝑛 (1 − 𝛾) cosh 𝑘𝑛 (1 − 𝛾)]

(A.4)

From tip-surface contact models,3 the effective Young’s modulus of the tip-sample
junction, Ets, can be obtained by equating and re-arranging the two following terms for
the contact radius, a.
3 3𝑅𝐹𝑁
𝑘
𝑎=
, 𝑎=√
2𝐸𝑡𝑠
4𝐸𝑡𝑠

(A.5)

where R is the tip radius (measured from SEM as shown in figure A1) and FN is the
force applied. The Young’s modulus of the sample (Es) can then be determined by rearranging the following relation
1
1 − ν𝑡 2 1 − ν𝑠 2
=
+
𝐸𝑡𝑠
𝐸𝑡
𝐸𝑠

(A.6)

where νs and νt are the Poission’s ratios of the sample and tip, respectively. Es can
therefore be estimated by assuming that tip takes the of Pt (Et = 168 GPa and νt = 0.38)
and using the approximate value of νs = 0.25 for BFO from the literature.4, 5
A number of example calculations are shown in figure A2. The map of Es is
shown as calculated from the ω0 image of the region obtained after the stress-mediated
SS-PFM experiment was carried out in section 5.3. The image was acquired with a 20
nN loading force with a cantilever with a calibrated spring constant of 3.51 N/m. As
evident from the map as well as the highlighted line profile plotted along with the
corresponding topography, there are some ~4% reductions in the determined Young’s
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modulus between the T-phase and R-phase or R/T interfaces. Meanwhile, converting
the ω0 plot obtained at 820 nN in section 5.3 gives rise to the Young’s modulus
variation shown in figure A2c. Where transitions from R-phase to T-phase are
expected, a corresponding relative softening of up to ~1.3% is observed.

Figure A2 Estimation of Young’s modulus values from tip-surface contact resonance
frequency data. (a) High resolution map of estimated Young’s modulus after the stressmediated SS-PFM was carried out on an electrically-written T-phase region. (b) Line profile
of Young’s modulus with corresponding topography overlaid from the region highlighted by
the red line in (a). (c) Estimated Young’s modulus over two electrical bias cycles between 15
Vdc at a loading force of 820 nN.
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Appendix B
Stress-Mediated SS-PFM As-Grown
Figure B1 shows the results of the full stress-mediated SS-PFM carried out on the asgrown film in the same manner as figure 5.5. In contrast to the topography in Fig. 5.5b,
the induced R-phase needles in figure B1a remain more localised about the studied
points, as evident from the PFM images in figures B1b and B1c.This arises due to the
increased malleability of the film after writing an entire region into a metastable Tphase state, as discussed in chapter 5. Otherwise, the data here is similar to those when
the experiment is conducted on a purely T-phase region, likely arising from the
reversibility of the R/T structural transitions.

Figure B1 Stress-mediated SS-PFM on as-grown BiFeO3. (a) Topography, (b) VPFM
amplitude and (c) phase after carrying out the experiment. Piezoresponse loops as a function
of (d) increasing and (e) decreasing loading force.
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Appendix C
High Resolution Vector PFM
As shown previously in figure 6.9, some of the mechanically-induced nanoscale
domain structures form a needle-like structure comprising two narrow domains which
merge together at the ends. In order to view this structure more clearly, a vector PFM
study was carried out on the 1 × 1 μm region highlighted by the blue square in figure
C1a. As carried out for figure 6.9, LPFM images were acquired at relative tip-surface
angles of 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180°, with the resulting amplitude and phase images shown
in figures C1c to C1g. The structure shows a complex response, with two new parallel
domains separated by ~100 nm and surrounded by dips or peaks in amplitude which
likely correspond to the walls. At some angles (e.g. at 45°), a slight change in phase
between the two domains is observed with respect to the surrounding region which
could be due to topographic cross-talk. A superficial vector PFM analysis gives rise to
the same non-permissible domain structures as observed in the larger scans.
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Figure C1 High resolution PFM study of stress-induced needle-like structure. (a)
Topography stress-induced domain structures as previously shown in figure 6.9. (b)
Topography of 1 × 1 μm region highlighted by the blue square in (a). Series of LPFM
images obtained at varying angles where parts (i) are amplitude and parts (ii) are phase
images. (b) Was taken at a tip-surface angle of 0°, (c) 45°, (d) 90°, (e) 135° and (f)
180°. The scale bars are identical for each angle.
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Appendix D
Force Distance Curve Analysis
In order to obtain information on mechanical properties, force-indentation curves can
be fitted to various models. For instance, Hertzian contact theory can provide an
accurate force-indentation relation for tips of different geometries applying stress to
materials in the elastic regime, provided minimal adhesive forces occur. The Adama
tips used have a sharp conical geometry, while the stiff nature of both the cantilever
and the Cu-Cl boracite crystal should result in minimal adhesive forces. Hence, a
Hertzian relation for a conical indenter describing the applied force (F) as a function
of indentation depth (δ) is used as follows
𝐹= (

2𝐸𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑
) 𝛿2
𝜋(1 − 𝜈 2 )

(D.1)

where E and ν describes the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the sample
respectively, while φ is the angle of the tip.1 A nominal tip angle of 45° is provided by
the manufacturer2 and while no specific data on the Poisson ratio of boracite could be
found, most ferroelectric or ferroelastic crystals possess a value of ν around ~0.25.3
The raw deflection vs piezo displacement data was then converted into a forceindentation plot as shown by the blue data points in figure D1 for various
measurements. This was achieved by identifying the point of contact on the piezo
extension curve and subtracting the deflection of the cantilever from the subsequent
piezo displacement to obtain the indentation into the surface. The deflection was
multiplied by the spring constant of the cantilever to give the applied force. A least
squares fitting procedure was then applied to the experimental F vs δ data via
MATLAB in order to extract a value for E which is shown below each curve. The
relatively large uncertainties emanate from non-linear portions of the curve where
calculated values for E can vary. Although no Young’s modulus data could be found
for boracite, the approximated values can compared to Young’s modulus values of 150
GPa obtained for bulk crystals of BaTiO3.4
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Figure D1 Force-indentation curves and analysis. Experimental force-indentation and
overlaid Hertzian fit for a conical indenter for data obtained using (a)-(b) 1500 N/m tips and
(c)-(d) 3000 N/m tips. The dashed black lines highlight the point at which the Hertzian fit
begins to deviate from the experimental results and plastic deformation begins. The extracted
Young’s Modulus and critical stresses for plastic deformation are shown below each plot.

This also resulted in the fitted F vs δ data as shown by the red lines in figure
D1. As evident at lower values of applied force, the elastic Hertzian fit provides a
relatively accurate fit of the experimental data. However, beyond a critical loading
force (Fc) highlighted by the dashed lines in figure D1, the experimental data begins
to deviate substantially from the Hertzian solution due to the onset of plastic
deformation.5 The tip-surface contact radius a, at Fc can then be obtained through the
following relation.6
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2𝐹𝑐 (1 − 𝜈 2 )
𝑎= √
𝐸𝜋𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜑

(D.2)

This enables the critical stress σc at which plastic deformation begins to be estimated
as also shown below each plot in figure D1. The values extracted from forceindentation curves obtained using the 1500 N/m tips consistently yielded similar
values of σc and E to those shown in figure D1a and D1b. Meanwhile the values
extracted using the 3000 N/m tips demonstrated larger inconsistencies. This could be
due to a lower quality of fit with a different geometry or analysis more suitable. It
could also be due to increased contributions to the measured F vs δ data such as
ferroelastic switching. Hence the values of σc and E shown in figure D1a and D1b can
be assumed as the most accurate.
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